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Abstract
Commercial-off-the-Shelf (COTS) components provide a means to construct software
systems (component-based system) in reduced time and cost to the system developer. In a
COTS component software market there exist component vendors (original developers of
the component) and component users (developers of the component-based systems). The
component vendors provide the component to the user without source code or design
documentation, and as a result the component users find it difficult to adequately test the
component when deployed in their particular system. In this thesis we propose a
framework that would facilitate an exchange of information (between the vendor and the
user) required by the user in adequate testing of the COTS component. Then, based on
this framework we adapt an existing specification-based testing technique and describe
(and implement) a method for automated test generation. An evaluation of our approach
demonstrates that it is possible to automatically generate cost effective test sequences and
that these test sequences are effective in detecting complex errors.
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Glossary
component user:

Organization developing large software by customizing and
integrating commercial-off-the-shelf components.

component vendor:

Organization that develops and markets commercial-off-the-shelf
software component technology.

provides interface:

The interface that the component provides, used to exercise the
functionality o f the component.

requires interface:

The interface that the component requires, used by the component
to exercise the functionality that it requires (from another
component or the deployment platform).

deployment platform: Platform on which components are deployed. Consists of
hardware, network, operating system, system services, run-time
and component container.
CSPE:

Constraints on Succeeding and Preceding Events

CSPE constraint:

A constraint on succeeding and preceding event; in the context of
COTS component testing this refers to sequencing constraints on
component interface method invocations.

CSPE constraint predicate:

The predicate associated with a Possibly Valid CSPE

constraint. These are required for constraints where the succeeding
method can only execute after the preceding method under specific
condition (the predicate).
xii
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test sequence:

Sequences of interface method invocations used to implement the
test drivers.

test inputs:

Inputs in the form of command line options, file inputs, or
interface method arguments used by the test drivers to execute the
test sequences.

test driver:

The test driver executes the test sequence using test inputs.

test oracle:

The test oracle asserts the correctness o f the tests executed by the
test driver based on the test inputs. The test oracle may be part of
the test driver in the form o f assertion statements.

test suite:

The combination of the four: test sequences, test inputs, test driver,
test oracles; forms a complete unit used in testing of a component.

Always Valid constraint:

The CSPE constraint that specifies the invocation of two

consecutive method calls that represent a correct execution of the
component.
Never Valid constraint:

The CSPE constraint that specifies the invocation of two

consecutive method calls that represent an erroneous execution of
the component.
Possibly Valid constraint:

The CSPE constraint that specifies the invocation of two

consecutive method call that represent a possibly correct execution
of the component. This depends on the CSPE constraint predicate.
xiii
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A criterion:

The CSPE constraint criterion requiring that all Always Valid
constraints are tested.

AP criterion:

The CSPE constraint criterion requiring that all Always Valid and
all Possibly Valid constraints are tested. Possibly Valid constraints
are tested such that the constraint predicate evaluates to true.

N criterion:

The CSPE constraint criterion requiring that all Never Valid
constraints are tested.

NP criterion:

The CSPE constraint criterion requiring that all Never Valid and
all Possibly Valid constraints are tested. Possibly Valid constraints
are tested such that the constraint predicate evaluates to false.

ANP criterion:

The exhaustive CSPE constraint criterion requiring that all
(Always Valid, Never Valid, Possibly Valid) constraints are tested.
Possibly Valid constraints are tested such that the constraint
predicate evaluates to both true and false.

Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF):

A form of a Boolean expression composed o f a

disjunction of disjuncts or fundamental conjunctions only. A
Boolean expression may be in DNF or it can be transformed into
DNF through Boolean transformations.
PC criterion:

The CSPE constraint predicate criterion requiring that each
predicate of a Possibly Valid constraint be covered once such that
it evaluates to true, and once such that it evaluates to false.
xiv
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1C criterion:

The CSPE constraint predicate criterion requiring that each
implicant of the predicate be covered such that it is true and false.

PIC criterion:

The CSPE constraint predicate criterion requiring that each
implicant of the predicate be covered such that it is true and false
while all other implicants are set such that they do not affect the
predicate.

CoC criterion:

The exhaustive CSPE constraint predicate criterion requiring that
all possible clause combinations of the predicate are covered.

DRPP:

Directed Rural Postman Problem: a graph routing problem where a
directed graph contains a subset of required arcs, and the objective
is to traverse the graph such that each required arc is covered at
least once.

SSA:

Shortest Spanning Arborescence: a graph routing problem where it
is required that a subset of arcs in a directed graph be chosen such
that there is a path from the root node to all other nodes of the
graph with a minimum cost of arc subset.

MCMF:

Minimum Cost Maximum Flow: A variant of a flow problem
adaptable in solving demand and supply problems on a directed
graph. Demand and supply problems entail that supply nodes
satisfy demand nodes by routing flow (a sequence of arcs) between
the two nodes.
xv
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Modem software components are highly reusable pieces of software and play an
important role in the next generation of software engineering practices. The concept of
software components, software modules, or more generally software reuse, is not new
and dates back to the late 1970s. The structure-oriented software development
methodology of the time often limited the reuse of the software modules to within the
scope of the project. More recently, object-oriented development methodologies have
facilitated packaging o f sub-systems into software modules for reuse across development
teams and projects.
Modem software components promote a greater level of software reuse by
supporting well established interface specifications through which they are deployed and
exercised. These interface specifications allow for the component to be reused across
organizations and not to be limited to the scope of one development team or project. The
ability to reuse software components across organizations creates a component market
which consists of component vendors and component users. Component users purchase
the vendors’ components for use in their component-based software systems.
Component-based software engineering practices have many advantages but also pose
new problems for developers. One of these problems is in the evaluation of the
Commercial-off-the-Shelf (COTS) components by the component user.

1
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1.1 Thesis Motivations
The general problem, discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2, is that the COTS
component vendor, the original developer of the component, most often does not include
component source code or design documentation when delivering the finished product to
the component user. Indeed, the component source code and design documentation would
reveal the internals of the component such as private data, design decisions, and
algorithms which represent the component vendors intellectual property. Validation and
verification are important steps of the COTS component evaluation process. While the
component vendor uses the source code and design documentation to conduct these steps
of the evaluation process during the component’s development, the component user is at
a great disadvantage when evaluating the component without them.
One final and important step of evaluation of the COTS component by the
component user is deployment testing of the component in its deployment platform.
Deployment testing o f the component by the component user is difficult because the user
has limited information without the source code or design documentation. Information
found in the source code and design documentation may be used to derive test suites as
well as evaluate the test suites for adequacy.
Additionally, COTS component deployment testing technique should facilitate the
automation o f the testing process. As model-based approaches to software development
gain popularity and development tools start supporting automated component generation
(e.g., Enterprise JavaBeans), manual testing of the used components will prove too
inefficient. A testing automation framework should alleviate as much o f the testing effort
2
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from the component user as possible, and not require any information beyond the limited
set available.

1.2 Thesis Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis include: 1) identification of a set of information that
would be useful to the component user during component testing, and could be provided
by the component vendor without revealing proprietary details; 2) definition of a testing
technique that uses the vendor provided information and enables the component user to
adequately test the component; 3) an automation framework, including an algorithm and
prototype tool, used to generate test suites based on this testing technique. This thesis
begins with a definition of the problem in Chapter 2, and a summary of related works
addressing the problem of component testing in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 of the thesis
presents a technique to address the problem of COTS component testing by the
component user. Chapter 5, along with Chapter 4, is the main contribution of this thesis
and proposes a framework for automation of the component testing technique described
in Chapter 4. The thesis finishes with a description of the implemented prototype tool, a
case studies demonstrating the testing technique and automation framework in Chapters 6
and 7, and a conclusion contained in Chapter 8.

*■>
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Chapter 2
Problem Definition
The problem of COTS component testing addressed by this thesis is defined in three
subsections: definition of component-based software engineering (Section 2.1), brief
description of challenges faced by COTS component users (Section 2.2), and a set of
requirements for a technique developed to address these challenges (Section 2.3).

2.1 Component-based Software Engineering
A differentiating factor between component-based software development and predecessor
software practices is the integral role commercial markets play in software components.
By enabling software to be reused across organizations, software components give rise to
two relatively new concepts in software practice: commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS)
components, and component-based software engineering (CBSE). Commercial-off-theshelf components are software components that typically have been designed and
implemented from the ground up with intention to be sold outside of the organization.
Component vendors, ideally specialists in the application domain addressed by the
component, dedicate themselves solely to the development of components based on the
component user's requirements resulting in well supported, flexible, high quality COTS
components. COTS component vendors, the term used in this thesis, are the original
developers o f the component. The components users are the organizations that purchase
COTS components from the component vendors. Component-based software engineering
is an approach taken by component users in developing large, complicated software
4
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systems through composition of COTS components; if applied properly the approach has
the potential to lower project costs and reduce development time. This section of the
thesis provides a detailed definition of software components and component deployment
platforms (Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2), introduces the UML 2.0 [21] software component
graphical notation used in this thesis (Section 2.1.3), and explains some of the strongest
arguments in favor of their use (Section 2.1.4).

2.1.1 Software Components
Modem component models such as ActiveX, CORBA, and Enterprise JavaBeans take a
further step in promoting code reuse by specifying strict requirements for exercising
software components through contractually specified interfaces1. A well known definition
was presented by Clement Szyperski at the 1999 European Conference on ObjectOriented Programming [43].
A software component is a unit o f composition with
contractually specified interfaces and context dependencies
only. A software component can be deployed independently
and is subject to composition by third parties.
This thesis will, from this point on, refer to software components as defined above; the
term should not be used when referring to object-oriented class packages or procedural

1ActiveX is Microsoft's proprietary component model targeting desktop system applications. CORBA and
Enterprise JavaBeans, owned by OMG and Sun Microsystems respectively, are more open standards that
are designed for distributed applications.

5
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code libraries.2 Composition is the assembly of one or more software components into
composite software systems. Contractually specified interfaces are either of the two
types: provides, representing the functionality that the component provides; or requires,
representing the functionality that the component requires. Functionality that the
component requires is satisfied by the deployment platform and other deployed
components, and may include services such as a database server. Specifying contractually
what the component requires is sufficient to allow the software component to be reused
not only across projects, but also across different o rg anizations and deployment
platforms. The interfaces are contractually specified through, for instance, an interface
definition language (IDL) in the case of CORBA, or standard Java interfaces in the case
of Enterprise Java Beans. The requires and provides interfeces are then packaged with the
compiled software component as this is what allows the component to be reused without
source code or design documentation.

2.1.2 Component Deployment Platforms
Another key characteristic of software components is that before they can be instantiated
they must first be deployed by the component user in a deployment platform. Figure 2-1
is a representation of the deployment platform, components, and component-based
software.

2 Although class packages and procedural libraries are not considered software components according to
the definition presented here, either could be used as a component by including agreed-upon artifacts
specifying provides and requires interfeces. These agreed-upon (standards-based) artifacts are in feet one of
the key characteristics of components.

6
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-------V

Component Container

-------- -

System Services
Operating System
Hardware and Network

Figure 2-1: Component Deployment Platform (in White);
Components, and Component-based Software (in Gray)
The deployment platform, shown in white, typically consists o f computer hardware and
network, operating system, system services, and a component container.
-

Hardware and network are distinguished by different computer architectures
(Intel x86, IBM PowerPC, Sun UltraSPARC), network hardware (Ethernet, Token
Ring, Wireless), and network protocols (TCP/IP, UDP).
Operating system runs on the hardware and network, and provides low level
resource management. Traditional applications may run directly on top of the
operating system.

-

System services may include network directory services (used for user
authentication, email address lookup), database servers, and e-mail servers. These
either reside locally on the deployment platform or across the network.

-

Component container provides all the interfaces required for component
deployment, connects all o f the deployed components together, and exposes all
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the interfeces provided by the component to the component user. Component
containers are implemented strictly according to the specification of a particular
component model.
The components and component-based software of Figure 2-1 are shown in gray. Figure
2-1 depicts three components, component 1 through 3, each connected to the deployment
platform and potentially to the other components through the component container. A
component is connected to the deployment platform and other components using its
requires interfaces. The component-based software, applications 1 and 2, then instantiate
and exercise the components through the component container. Applications connect to
the components using the components' provides interfaces. As shown in Figure 2-1, a
component may be used by more than one application.
This definition of a deployment platform is general and oriented at distributed
computing component models, also known as server-side component models, such as
Enterprise JavaBeans or CORBA. Considering simpler component models such as
Eclipse IDE and its plug-in components [18], deployment platforms vary in complexity,
but the principles are the same and the challenges faced in testing unchanged.

2.1.3 UML 2.0 Software Component Notation
Figure 2-2 shows the UML 2.0 notation [21] for software components. The notation is
similar to the UML class notation, with a stereotype icon in the upper right hand comer
of the rectangle. The stereotype icon was used in previous UML specifications, UML 1.5
[19], as a notation for a component.
8
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provides

a

O--------name

requires

Figure 2-2: UML 2.0 Component Notation
The two extremities of the notation are the requires and provides interfaces. The end
point of the requires interface is denoted as an open crescent, while the provides is a full
circle; both are labeled according to their roles. The ends points of the requires and
provides interfaces illustrates well wiring between component interfaces: the provides
interfaces, full circle, plugs into the requires interface of another component, open
crescent, as if it where a receptacle.

2.1.4 Advantages of Component-based Software Engineering
The case for using software components and component-based software engineering is
based on a need to reduce the cost of developing software. An organization should have
the choice of purchasing components developed outside of the organizatioa In earlier
software reuse, object-oriented class packages and procedural libraries represented units
of reusable programming. Class packages and procedural libraries are not suitable for
commercial-off-the-shelf use for the following reasons: 1) they may require that the
vendor reveal implementation details in order for the packages and libraries to be reused;
2) they are closely coupled with specific hardware architectures, operating systems, and
programming languages.
The above mentioned characteristics of earlier software reuse limit the use o f class
libraries and procedural modules to within a project or development team, and at best
9
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made their reuse across organizations difficult. Software components address the need for
more general software reuse through contractually specified interfaces and deploymentplatform-independent implementations.
Software components benefit both the component vendor and the component user.
The component vendor is able to market their expertise in a particular field by packaging
it in a software component, and reach a large clientele. The component user purchases the
software component for only a dividend of what it cost the vendor to develop. However,
the use of a COTS components may be associated with a loss of flexibility because they
are developed for wide variety of applications in component-based systems. In a lot of
applications this is outweighed by the cost savings. In a mature software component
market the component user also has a choice between offerings from multiple component
vendors. This allows the component user to test a component vendor's component and, if
unsatisfied by the components functionality and performance, exchange it for another
from a different vendor.

2.2 Challenges in Testing of COTS Components
Along with all the benefits of COTS component use, component users are faced with
challenges [22] that are non-issues in traditional software development practices. Some of
the challenges that users are faced with in adequate testing of COTS components are:
-

heterogeneity o f deployment platforms

-

source code and design documentation availability

-

test adequacy
10
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2.2.1 Heterogeneity of Deployment Platforms
Component users deploy COTS components across heterogeneous platforms where the
hardware architecture, operating system, and deployment environment are not necessarily
the same as those used by the component vendor during the component's development
and testing. The goal o f component models and their implementations is to provide true
cross platform compatibility. They accomplish this to a great degree through well defined
component model specification that is adhered to during component implementation and
packaging. Component containers are implemented according to the same specification,
targeting different computer and operating system environments and may be available
from a number of different vendors; components developed according to the same
component model may be deployed on any of these containers. Despite the specifications,
components and component containers are not 100% interchangeable. Some o f the
reasons for this are: differences in operating systems, availability of specific services
(e.g., database), and discrepancies in container implementation (resulting from parts of
the component model specification being subject to interpretation by container
developer). This is one of the main reasons why deployment testing o f COTS
components is important.

2.2.2 Source Availability
Component source includes the component's source code and design documentation. As
already mentioned in previous sections, the source code and design documentation for
COTS components represents the component vendor's intellectual property and
disclosing them would make it difficult for the vendor to license their technology. The
11
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lack of source code limits the testing techniques available to the component user,
prohibits maintenance, and could prove disastrous in the event that the component vendor
goes out of business. The exception to this may be the component vendors that release
their product under an open source license and operate under a business model that
allows them to remain profitable.
The lack of component source code and design documentation limits the types of
testing techniques that can be used as well as limits controllability and observability of
the testing process. In the case of controllability and observability, for instance, to test a
specific functionality o f the component-based system under test, it is required that the
component be set in a specific state and this may turn out to be difficult or even
impossible without controllability. Another example, in the case of testing techniques,
source code coverage [6] cannot be used to guide the generation o f test suites since, as
the name suggests, it requires the availability o f source code. Source code coverage,
among other coverage-based testing techniques, is primarily used to asses test adequacy,
another challenge faced by component users described next.

2.2.3 Test Adequacy
Test adequacy is a measure of sufficiency of a test suite. It is often defined in a set of
criteria, from which one is chosen when generating the tests. Based on the measure o f test
adequacy it is possible to determine when to stop testing. Test adequacy is the second of
the challenges of focus in this thesis. Though any testing technique needs to define test
adequacy criteria according to which test suites are generated and validated, none of the
12
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white-box techniques that require availability of source code or design documentation are
applicable, e.g., control flow coverage, data flow coverage, mutation testing. The
contractually specified interfaces and the user documentation of the component make it
suitable for black-box and functional testing techniques.
Black-box and functional testing techniques can be used based on the component's
contractual interfaces and the component vendor-supplied documentation. Black-box
testing techniques such as all-method coverage and all-exception coverage are based on
components' contractual interfaces but are not sufficient, as shown in [23]. Close
assessment for adequacy of black-box and functional testing techniques is difficult since
there is no standard representation for testing information that can be used by the
component user to measure the test suite.
Another reason why test adequacy is particularly challenging in CBSE is due to a
software component's design for broad applicability. Since COTS components are not
designed specifically for the software system in which they are deployed, they often
include functionality that is not required by that system. Testing the entire component
would then be a waste of the user’s resources.

2.3 Requirements for Testing of COTS Components
This section investigates how the challenges presented in the previous section can be
addressed, that is, it clearly identifies what are the requirements for a COTS component
testing strategy.

13
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2.3.1 Testing Components without Source
A black-box testing strategy for COTS component testing requires additional testing
metadata according to which tests are generated and validated. Testing metadata is a
standard representation for testing information (need for which is mentioned in Section
2.2.3) developed as part of the testing strategy. Component testing metadata should be
derived from available resources, including component interfaces and documentation, or
additionally provided by the component vendor in form of additional artifacts delivered
with the component, e.g., component use case scenarios or high-level UML diagrams.
A technique for testing COTS components needs to define: 1) a systematic method
by which testing metadata are derived, 2) a set of criteria according to which tests suites
are assessed for adequacy, 3) a systematic method for using the derived metadata and
criteria in generating test suites. The data from which metadata is derived should not be
tied to any one source or limited to a stage of component development or use, i.e., users
and vendors should be able to derive the metadata from various pieces of information:
source code, UML diagrams, API documentation. The defined criteria should be based on
the component interfaces, documentation, and the testing metadata.

2.3.2 Variability of Testing Effort
The COTS component testing strategy should allow the component user to vary the
amount o f testing effort according to their budget and required component reliability. The
variability o f the testing effort should be provided by way of the set of criteria available

14
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based on the testing technique. The criteria should therefore vary in terms o f the testing
effort they entail to suit a wide range of testing budgets and requirements.
Component users that are developing critical system and have the budget for very
thorough testing may require that the deployed component be tested with respect to the
most thorough testing criterion. Component users that are developing non-critical, lower
dependability software systems and have a limited budget may only want to test the
deployed component with respect to the minimum testing criterion.

2.3.3 Targeting Functionalities
The component user should be able to test only a specified subset of the component
functionalities. This would enable testing of only the component functionalities that are
used by the composed system.
In order to facilitate targeting functionalities, the COTS component testing strategy
should define schemes for selecting units of the component. The units used for targeting
specific functionalities may include: interface method calls, sequences of interface
method calls, and interface method calls with specific method argument values. The
sources from which the units are identified should also be wide ranging, such that the
component user can use any artifact available to them, e.g., UML diagrams that model
the component usage in the context of the developed system such as collaboration
diagrams and sequence diagrams.

15
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2.3.4 Test Automation Framework
The automation of the COTS component testing strategy should allow the component
user to generate test suites based chosen test criterion and targeted functionalities. With
this in mind, the strategy and its automation should be implemented in a widely
applicable component testing framework. The component testing framework should: 1)
model the work flow of the component testing strategy, 2) specify how component
vendors can facilitate testing of the component, 3) provide a high level o f automation and
relieve the component user of as much testing effort as possible, and 4) provide interfaces
through which the component user will control and observe the testing process.
The framework should model the work flow of the testing strategy by providing
facilities for each step of the testing process. Some of these steps may include:
deployment of the component, collection o f testing data (test criterion, test inputs, and
test oracle), validation of the test data, generation of the test suite, and execution o f the
test suite. The framework should be extensible to make it possible to use different testing
data as explained in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, and should be general enough to be used in
testing of any component model type (ActiveX, Enterprise JavaBeans, CORBA).
The framework should specify component development guidelines that could be
adopted to facilitate the testing strategy. Adhering to such guidelines should be optional
as the component vendor may not always be able to change their development practices,
and the framework should make it possible for the component user to employ the testing
strategy without any component vendor involvement. An advantage of the involvement
by the component vendor is that they could provide additional built-in methods to
16
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provide the component user with controllability and observability. For example, given a
stateful component, in addition to the original set of methods the component vendor may
implement a method getstate that returns the current state of the component. With
some documentation on the expected behavior for each of its states, the component user
is then able to better test the component. The built-in methods should be useful to the
component user testing the component, but not indispensable such that the testing
strategy is still possible (but potentially less effective).
The testing strategy should provide as much of automation as possible, and as such,
require little involvement from the component user. Admittedly, some of tasks part of the
test automation are difficult, are not addressed in this thesis, and will require some
involvement form the user. For instance, generation of test scaffolding (which includes
test drivers, test inputs, and test oracles) may not be part of the automation, but, based on
the part of the strategy that is automated would require that the component user manually
generate it. Further extension of the testing framework to allow complete automation
should be considered, i.e., the framework should be extensible.

17
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Chapter 3
Related Works
This section o f the thesis presents works related to testing of COTS components and to
the testing techniques defined in this thesis. The first of the reviewed works addresses the
issue of targeted testing of COTS components (Section 3.1). The next two reviewed
works present techniques for specification based testing and logical testing (Sections 3.2
and 3.3), both adapted in this thesis. Next, two techniques addressing component testing
are presented in Sections 3.4 and 3.5. The last section, Section 3.6, reviews an example
use of graph-based techniques applied to software testing.

3.1 Formal Model of Component-based Software
Rosenblum defined a formal model of component-based software [36] that is useful in
understanding concepts related to this thesis. The formal model of component-based
software defines why targeting component functionalities (Section 2.3.3) is required.
Rosenblum's formal model of component-based software is defined around a
component-based software system P, and a component M composed into the system P.
Based on the invoked system P functionality and invoked component M interfaces, there
are four possible scenarios: M-bypass, M-traverse, P-relevant, P-irrelevant.
M-bypass: The invoked system functionality does not exercise the component, i.e.,
does not invoke any of its interface methods of M.

18
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M-traverse: The invoked system functionality does exercise the component, i.e.,
invokes the interface methods of M since P functionality depends on, in part
or entirely, the functionality of M.
P-relevant: The invocation of the component interface represents a possible use case
of component M by program P, i.e., this represents the functionality of the
component that is used in P.
P-irrelevant: The invocation of the component interface is not part of any of the
possible use cases of component M by program P, i.e., this represents the
functionality of the component that is not used in P.
As defined in Section 2.3.3, the COTS components testing strategy is required to be able
to allow the component user to test only the component functionality that is part of the
software system. Rosenblum’s formal model of component-based software is useful in
formalizing targeting of test suites. M-traverse and P-relevant type invocations are
relevant to the users’ component and component-based system, and therefore represent
the target functionalities of the test suites. M-bypass type invocations are relevant to the
users’ component-based system but not the component, and therefore do not represent
target functionalities o f the component. And finally, P-irrelevant type invocations
represent functionality o f the component that are not relevant to the users’ componentbased system, and therefore are not considered for testing at all.

19
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3.2 Constraints-based Testing Technique
Constraints on Succeeding and Preceding Events (CSPE) is a testing technique first used
in specification-based testing of concurrent programs [9]. The notion of event in the
context of testing concurrent programs is the synchronization events that the concurrent
program under test can receive. The CSPE technique was adopted for the purpose of class
unit testing by Daniels and Tai [12] (there it was referred to as intra-class testing). Events
in this context are invocation of the class member methods. This section presents a
review of the CSPE technique based on the work by Daniels and Tai in [12].
The CSPE technique is considered in this thesis because: it is based only on the
interface of the system under test, and it is applicable at different levels of granularity.
CSPE constraints are derived from documented system interfaces, synchronization events
o f the concurrent system interface or methods of the class interface in the context of
concurrent systems and class testing, respectively. The technique was equally effective in
the context of concurrent system testing (testing of a system of modules or classes) and
class unit testing (testing of a single class). These observations suggest that the technique
could be used for COTS component testing.
The CSPE technique consists of a two steps. Note that the terms used in the
remainder of this section are specific to class unit testing and events in this context are
referred to as method invocations, or methods for short. First, CSPE constraints, defining
constraints on sequences of invocation of pairs of methods, are derived from the class
specification (Section 3.2.1). Second, the CSPE constraints are used to generate method
test sequences according to CSPE constraint coverage criteria (Section 3.2.2). Last we
20
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discuss the work by Karfali and Tai [25] which addresses automation of the CSPE-based
testing technique (Section 3.2.3).

3.2.1 CSPE Constraints
CSPE constraints are sequencing constraints that specify whether two methods can be
invoked one after the other, and if so, under which conditions. In other words, a CSPE
constraint is a 3-tuple {preceding method, succeeding method, predicate) indicating that
an invocation to the succeeding method can be performed after an invocation to the
preceding method when the predicate is true. CSPE constraints thus specify valid method
executions sequences (of two methods), or not valid execution sequences that would
result in failures.
CSPE constraints, and more specifically predicates, can be derived from the
postcondition of the preceding method and the precondition of the succeeding method.
The postcondition of the preceding method either implies, contradicts, or partially implies
the precondition o f the succeeding method, and as such CSPE constraints (as interpreted
from [12]) fell into three types: Always Valid, Never Valid, Possibly Valid, and Possibly
Invalid. Table 3-1 contains the four constraint types as interpreted from [12], including
the exact notation used and interpreted definition.
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Table 3-1: CSPE Constraints in the Context of Class Unit
Testing, as Interpreted from [12]
Constraint Type

Definition

(Notation)
Always Valid

Invoking the succeeding method M2 immediately after the

a[Ml; — »M2]

preceding method Ml is always valid. This happens when the
postcondition of the preceding method implies the precondition of
the succeeding method.

Never Valid

Invoking the succeeding method M2 immediately after the

~[M1; —+ M2]

preceding method Ml is never valid. This happens when the
postcondition of the preceding method contradicts the
precondition of the succeeding method.

Possibly Valid

Invoking the succeeding method M2 immediately after the

M2]K

preceding method Ml is valid only when the predicate K is

— *

satisfied, and not valid otherwise. This happens when the
postcondition of the preceding method Ml does not imply the
precondition of the succeeding method M2, but the conjunction of
the preceding method’s postcondition and the predicate K implies
the precondition of the succeeding method.
Possibly Invalid

Invoking the succeeding method M2 immediately after the

pF\Ml-, —>M2](«0/ K)

preceding method Ml is not valid only when the predicate is not
satisfied, and valid otherwise. This is similar as in the case of the
Possibly Valid constraint type, but in this case the negation of the
predicate K is considered.

Two things should be noted of the CSPE constraint definition interpreted from [12]. One
is that the notation used may be considered inconsistent, i.e., arbitrary symbols are used
to denote the constraint type {a, ~), and also pT and pF type constraints include a second
22
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operator after the square brackets that the other two do not. Secondly, two constraint
types, Possibly Valid and Possibly Invalid, conceptually represent only one constraint;
the Possibly Invalid type constraint is redundant since a Possibly Valid constraint may be
transformed into a Possibly Invalid constraint by replacing the predicate with its
complement.

3.2.2 CSPE-based Test Adequacy Criteria
The adequacy of a test set, the set of test cases that make up a test suite, can be evaluated
according to CSPE constraints. For instance one may first want to ensure that all the valid
method pair sequences are exercised and verify functionalities of the class under test are
correct One may then ensure that all the not valid method pair sequences are exercised
and verify whether the class under test is robust. These basic criteria are further
developed into a complete set of CSPE-based test adequacy criteria reviewed in Table
3-2.
Table 3-2: CSPE Testing Criteria in the Context of Class Unit
Testing, as Interpreted from [12]
Definition

Criterion (shorthand)
Always Valid Coverage (a)

Requires that all Always Valid constraints be covered at
least once with a minimum number of test cases.

Always Valid Several

Requires that all Always Valid constraints be covered at

Coverage (a-s)

least once with more than the minimum number of test
sequences.
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Always/Possibly Valid

Requires that all Always Valid and Possibly Valid

Coverage (a/pT)

constraints be covered at least once with a minimum
number of test sequences.

Always/Possibly Valid

Requires that all Always Valid and Possibly Valid

Several Coverage (a/pT-s)

constraints be covered at least once with more than the
minimum number o f test sequences.

Possibly Invalid/Never Valid Requires that all Possibly Invalid and Never Valid
Coverage (pF/~)

constraints be covered at least once with a minimum
number of test sequences.

Always/Possibly Valid

Requires that all Always Valid, Possibly Valid, Possibly

Several/Possibly

Invalid, and Never Valid constraints be covered at lease

Invalid/Never Valid

once with more than the minimum number of test

Coverage (a/pT-s/pF/~)

sequences.

It is worth noting that there is no criterion that requires only the Never Valid constraints
to be tested, yet they are equally as important in testing. Secondly, test criterion
definitions that ask for more than the minimum number of test sequences, typed as
Several, result in suboptimal test suites (in terms of number of method executions), but
do not specify which constraints should be tested more then once or how many times they
should be tested. Additionally, only some criterion types have Several variants and not
others (pF/~ criterion does not have a Several type variant), and the motivation behind
this is also not found in [12]. Possibly adequate in the context of class unit testing, these
criteria are too ambiguous for use in component testing and will have to be redefined.
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3.2.3 Test Generation
CSPE constraints can be used to generate test sequences. Each CSPE constraint forms a
subsequence of two methods calls, and by concatenating CSPE constraints, complete test
cases involving all the methods of the system under test can be generated. Test cases are
defined as a sequence of methods invoked on an object. Test cases begin with class
instantiation and end normally (for a test case involving valid constraints) or in a failure
(for a test case involving not valid constraints). For test cases that involve not valid
constraints, one test case is required to cover each not valid constraint since coverage of
the constraint results in failure.
CSPE constraints are concatenated by appending one constraint to another, such that
the preceding method of the first constraint matches the succeeding method of the second
constraint. For example, given a constraint Cl with a preceding method methodOne ()
and succeeding method methodTwo (), and a constraint C2 with a preceding method
methodTwo ()

and succeeding method methodThree (); constraint C2 would be

appended to constraint Cl since the preceding method of C2 matches succeeding method
of Cl. The concatenation o f the two would result in part of the test sequence
methodOne()—methodTwo()—methodThree().

Consecutive constraints with a preceding methods matching the succeeding methods
of the previous constraint are concatenated, and the succeeding method of the
concatenated constraint is appended to the test sequence. More generally, given a set of
CSPE constraint Sc, entire CSPE-based test sequences are generated by concatenating the
constraints of Sc until all are included in the test sequence. The set of CSPE constraints
25
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Sc is determined by the selected test adequacy criterion, e.g., Always Valid criterion
which requires Sc to contain all valid constraints. Test sequences were generated
manually in [9, 12]. A method for automated generation of test sequences from CSPE
constraints was described in [25], and although it was done in the context of concurrent
program testing, the method is adaptable to class unit and COTS component testing, as
suggested by Daniels and Tai [12].
The generated test sequences in [25] are represented by tree graphs such as the
example in Figure 3-1. The nodes of the tree represent the covered CSPE constraints and
the arcs represent the concatenation of the CSPE constraints into test sequences. The root
node is the first CSPE constraint covered in each of the test sequences and the leaf nodes
are the terminal CSPE constraints, such that every tree path represents a unique test
sequence. Figure 3-1 represents a set of three constraint sequences: cl-c2—c3,
cl— c3— c4, and cl— c3—cl.

Figure 3-1: Kar^ali and Tai's CSPE Test Sequence Set Tree
Graph Representation
Kar?ali and Tai offer two versions of the solution [25], an optimal algorithm and an
(approximated) heuristic solution. The optimal version of the algorithm is not feasible
26
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since it exhibits exponential time complexity, and Kar<?ali and Tai vise the heuristic
solution in their case study. Both versions of the algorithm involve two steps:
construction of the test sequence set tree graph, and pruning of the test sequence set tree
graph.
Step 1 Construct Tree: The tree is grown breadth first, appending method sequence
constraints o f a given criterion with corresponding preceding and succeeding
methods. Growth is terminated once all of the constraints have been covered
in the tree, such that each constraint is covered at least once.
Step 2 Prune Tree: The tree is pruned to reduce the total number of methods required
in the test suite. This is done by evaluating the paths (terminating at a leaf
node or earlier) according to their lengths and number of constraints which
they cover, and then removing any redundant nodes.

When generating test sequences for testing of concurrent program the objective is to
construct short chains of events regardless of the total number of events (see [25] for
additional details). The resulting tree is composed of a large number of short paths, Le.,
the test sequence set is composed of a large number of short sequences of constraints. On
the other hand, in the context of component testing all method sequence constraints
should be covered in as few method invocations as possible. This requires that the
composed tree minimize the number of nodes regardless of the number of paths and path
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lengths. For this reason, the breadth first approach in growing the test sequence set tree
graph is not necessarily optimal.
Test sequences generated according to the solution adapted from Kar?ali and Tai's
are not efficient for criteria that contain Always Valid and Possibly Valid constraints (as
will be shown in Section 7.2). Test sequence tree graphs are constructed from a set of all
valid constraints types with no regard for optimal constraint combinations. A more
advanced combinatorial solution is required. Additionally the solution to automated
generation of CSPE based test sequences presented by Kar?ali and Tai does not address
targeting functionalities of the system under test (Section 2.3.3). The test sequences tree
graphs are constructed from a set of all possible sequence constraints, and the algorithm
is not able to target some parts of the component as required and others as not required.

3.3 Logical Testing Techniques
Different testing criteria have been defined in the literature to describe tests from Boolean
expressions [2, 6]. Let Cp be the set of clauses (Boolean variables) of the predicate p.
When testing the predicate p, the expected Boolean value of the predicate is determined
by a tuple /eB |Cpi o f Boolean values imposed on the clauses c e Cp. Furthermore, p as a
function of / can be expressed as mapping:
p{t):B'Cp[^ B .
A tuple example o f Boolean values for a predicate a

a

(b v c) is {true, true, false) such

that the predicate p evaluates to true.
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A set of tuples t that satisfy a predicate testing criterion tc for a predicate p is denoted
as Tp{tc). Moreover, Tp{tc) can be divided into: a subset of tuples T'™ (tc) where the
predicate p evaluates to true, and a subset of tuples T*a,se(tc) where the predicate p
evaluates to false, such that
Tp(tc) = T ™ ( t c ) u T f h‘(tc)
, where
r ~ ( t e ) = (Vfe Tp(tc)\p(t) = true}
,and
T f t / c ) = {Vr s Tr (fc) | p(t) = false}.
A comprehensive review o f logical testing techniques including Predicate Coverage (PC)
and Combinatorial Coverage (CoC) was done by Ammann and Offutt in [2], and the
DNF based criteria Implicant Coverage (IC) and Prime Implicant Coverage (PIC) where
presented in [6].
Logical testing techniques are used to define CSPE-based testing criteria in this
thesis. This section presents the techniques in three sections. First, all the definitions are
presented in Section 3.3.1. Next, examples are provided for the defined techniques in
Section 3.3.2, and last, a discussion of the techniques selected is found in Section 3.3.3.

3.3.1 Definitions
Logical testing techniques which are directly applicable to testing o f CSPE constraint
predicates are Predicate Coverage (PC) and Combinatorial Coverage (CoC).
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Definition 3-1 Predicate Coverage (PC): Predicate Coverage requires that the tuples
t e Tp (PC) test the predicate p twice, when it evaluates to true and false,
respectively. In other words | Tp(PC) |= 2.

Definition 3-2 Combinatorial Coverage (CoC): Combinatorial Coverage requires that
the tuples in Tp(CoC) test the predicate p for all possible combinations of
clauses' truth values, such that | Tp (CoC) |= 21CiPl.

Another two logical testing techniques selected are Implicant Coverage (IC) and Prime
Implicant Coverage (PIC). IC and PIC are based on the following definitions for the
Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF), implicants, and nonredundant prime implicants.
Definition 3-3 Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF): A predicate p is in disjunctive
normal form if it is a fundamental conjunction or it is a disjunction of at least
two disjuncts, or fundamental conjunctions, none of which is a subconjunction
of any of the others.

Definition 3-4 Implicants: Implicants of a predicate p in DNF are disjuncts, or
fundamental conjunctions, that determine the truth value of the entire
predicate p.
Note that implicants are clauses of Cp, or fundamental conjunctions of clauses of Cp. If an
implicant of a predicate in DNF form is true, then the predicate is also true', but if all
implicant are fa l s e , then the predicate is fa l s e . For example, the predicate a v
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(b

a c)

is in

DNF form and a disjunction of a and a fundamental conjunct (b a
implicant of the predicate and if either a or (b a

c)

c);

each of these is an

are true, then the predicate is also true,

but if both are false then the predicate is false. A fundamental conjunct is a clause
containing no disjunctions, e.g., (b a

c)

is a fundamental conjunct while (b

a (c v

d)) is

not (d is some additional clause).
A basic technique of logical testing based on DNF representation of the predicate is
to use tuples that will impose true values on implicants of the predicate p such that the
predicate is expected to evaluate to true. In order to also test the predicate p such that the
predicate is expected to evaluate to false, the complement of the predicate, —>p, is
expressed in DNF and implicants of —>p are also used. Let Ip be the set of implicants of
the predicate p; divided into a subset of implicants that are derived from the literal
predicate p, V™, and a subset of implicants that are derived from the predicate —p,
i f 1**; such that,
I

p

=

T,rue

p

i i

T^alM

p

Based on the complete set of implicants Ip, the definition of IC is as follows.
Definition 1 Implicant Coverage (IC): Implicant Coverage requires that the tuples
t e T p(IC) test the predicate p such that each implicant of Ip is true at least
once.
The IC testing criterion is weak because it is possible that a single test case can satisfy
more than one implicant. For example, in testing the predicate a v (b a

c)

with the tuple
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{true, true, true) both implicants of I'™, a and {b a
implementation of {b a

c)

c ),

are tested with one tuple. If the

is erroneous (e.g., (-ib a c) is implemented instead) the fault is

masked by the first implicant being true. Nonredundant prime implicants are defined to
allow testing of predicate p with one implicant at a time avoiding the masking effect.
Definition 3-5 Nonredundant Prime Implicants: Prime implicants are implicants that
contain no proper subterms that are themselves implicants of the predicate,
where a proper subterm is an implicant with one or more clauses omitted.
Furthermore, nonredundant prime implicants are prime implicants that contain
no redundant implicants.
A non redundant prime implicant compose nonredundant DNF representations o f p.
Whereas, given a redundant implicant in a redundant DNF representation, the predicate
can be written without it through Boolean transformations (e.g., distributive laws,
absorbtion laws). For example, in the Boolean expression {a a b)
the implicant (a

a

c)

expressed as {a a b) v

v

{a a

c) v

(—>b a

c ),

is redundant, since through a simplification law it could be

(—ib a c ).

Similar to the definitions of implicant set Ip, a set of nonredundant prime implicants
is defined as PIp = PI'™ vP ljj**. Prime implicant coverage, a logical testing technique
stronger than implicant coverage, is defined based on nonredundant prime implicants.
Definition 3-6 Prime Implicant Coverage (PIC): Prime Implicant Coverage requires
that the tuples t e Tp{PIC) test the predicatep such that as each implicant of
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PI'™ is set to true while all other implicants of PI'™ are false, and as each
implicant of P l f ,se is set to true while all other implicants of PI*aLse arefalse.

3.3.2 Examples
A predicate (a v b) a (a v c) and its truth table, Table 3-3, are used to demonstrate all of
the criteria defined in the last subsection. The column t of Table 3-3 refers to tuples by
their indices (1 through 8) which are used in this section to identify adequate test sets.
Table 3-3: Truth Table for Example Predicate (a v b) a (a v c)
t

a

b

c

1
2

false
false
false
false
true
true
true
true

false
false
true
true
false
false
true
true

false
true
false
true
false
true
false
true

»>

4
5
6
7
8

(a v 4 ) a ( « v c)
= I V ( iA C )
false
false
false
true
true
true
true
true

From the table there are 15 possible test cases Tp (PC) satisfying PC, e.g., {1,4}, where
each test case contains two tuples that test predicate p once when it evaluates to true and
once for false. For CoC, there is one possible test case Tp (CoC) = {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8} such
that the predicate is tested for all possible combinations of its clauses' Boolean values.
The predicate (a v b) a (a v c) is not in DNF since it is a conjunction of two clauses
(a v b) and (a v c). It can however be easily be transformed into a v (b

a

c) (using a

distributive law) which is in DNF. We will now refer to the same predicate in its DNF
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form, a v (b a

c).

Note that the same truth table (Table 3-3) is used for this predicate, i.e.,

the clause values and resulting predicates are the same.
Before we can determine which subset of test cases satisfy the IC and PIC criteria we
have to find the implicants ofp and —p. With the predicate already in nonredundant DNF
form, these are:

IT =

be) and i f 6 = {^a-A,-.c}

Based on I'™ and 1^“ , a possible test case Tp(IC) that satisfies IC is {1,8}. As
explained in the last subsection, the IC criterion has a weakness: a masking effect may
occur such that a failure in one of the other implicants of the predicate may not be
detected. This is the case in predicate test case 8 (same example as used in the last
subsection).
For the last criterion PIC a possible test cases Tp(PIC) = {5,4,1,7}, where {5,4} are
used to test the I'™ implicants, and {1,7} is used to test the 1^“ .

3.3.3 Discussion
In this section we discuss the four logical testing techniques presented in terms of
strength (effectiveness in error detection), cost (number of test cases required and
complexity in their generation), and why they are chosen for application in this thesis.
The PC criterion is a weak testing criterion, while on the other hand CoC is the strongest
possible, exhaustive testing criterion. These are a natural choice of logical testing criteria
that may be used under weakest and strongest, respectively, testing requirements.
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The two additional criteria IC and PIC are used to fill the gap between the first two;
either is more effective than PC, but not nearly as expensive as CoC. Because it considers
the masking effect described in Section 3.3.1, the PIC criterion is stronger than IC. The
PIC testing criterion goes by another name Variable Negation in [47], where it has shown
to be a cost effective criterion.
Another point of interest for deriving test cases based on IC and PIC, is that DNF
and nonredundant prime implicants can be derived from any predicate expression by
means of Karnaugh maps. These types of methods are well suited for instrumentation: see
Section 5.2 o f [37] where a solution that can deal a very large number of terms (2” -1 ,
where n is number of Boolean variable) is presented.
The defined criteria can be characterized in terms of subsumption. In context of
logical testing techniques, when one criterion is said to subsumes another, it implies that
any test case of the former (subsuming criterion) will satisfy the latter (subsumed
criterion). The subsumption hierarchy for the four logical testing techniques is shown in
Figure 3-2: IC subsumes PC, PIC subsumes IC (and therefore also PC), and CoC
subsumes all the other three.
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Combinatorial Coverage

Prime Implicant
Covarege

Implicant Coverage

Predicate Coverage

Figure 3-2: Logical Testing Techniques' Subsumption Hierarchy
For example, given the predicate p from the previous section (Section 3.3.2), a set of test
cases that satisfy the IC criterion is Tp(IC) = {1,8}. Since this set of test cases tests the
predicate for true and false, it also satisfies the PC criterion. In the case of CoC, its set
Tp(CoC) includes all possible test cases and satisfies any other criterion; hence CoC
subsumes all other criteria.

3.4 Interface Mutation Testing Technique
The interface mutation method proposed by Gosh and Mathur [23] is motivated by the
difficulty of testing of large systems. As the authors explain, white-box testing coverage
criteria are useful in assessing testing of small systems, but are too expensive on larger
systems as their cost grows exponentially with the size of the system. The issue posed by
testing of large systems is very similar to that of testing COTS component without
available source code. Gosh and Mathur demonstrate in an experiment that interface
mutation testing is an efficient testing criterion. First, a brief definition of mutation-based
testing techniques is in order.
36
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Mutation-based testing techniques [13] are used to measure the effectiveness of test
suites. Mutants are used to simulate faults in software; faults are source code mistakes or
system errors that result in the software’s failure. Mutants are seeded using mutation
operators, a sample of these can be found in [27] and [26]. The mutated programs
(containing one mutant each) are then tested with the intended test suites: mutants that are
detected by the test suite are referred to as killed mutants, and the ratio of killed mutants
and the total number of seeded mutants is defined as the mutation score. Test suites are
then generated in an iterative manner by measuring their mutation score and enhancing
them based on the mutants they failed to kill. The authors of [23] applied mutants to
system interfeces and used them in generating system test suites.
Gosh and Mathur use IDL (Interface Definition Language) to demonstrate how the
mutants are applied to interfeces. An IDL interface consists of a set of component method
signatures. Each of the method signatures specifies the method name, its parameters, the
return value, and zero or more exceptions that the method may throw. Gosh and Mathur
define a set of eight mutation operators. The mutation operators mutate the method
signatures found in the interface through: modification o f parameter type, swapping of
parameter values, modification o f parameter values, passing o f null objects and
substituting the return values. An example o f one of the proposed mutation operators
follows.
Original IDL: mkEntry (in String lname, in String fname)
Mutant IDL: mkEntry (in String fname, in String lname)
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Parameter values, lname and fname, are swapped such that the method should either run
into a run-time error or return an erroneous value.
Gosh and Mathur conducted experiments to see how the interface mutation criteria
stand up against two other more traditional ones, namely: all methods coverage, all
exception coverage, and code coverage. They observed that interface mutation base test
suites revealed more faults at a lower cost (measured as the number of test cases in the
adequate test suite). The reader interested in the details of the experiments is referred to
[23].
All methods coverage and all exceptions coverage testing techniques are of interest
in this these because they do not require source code or design documentation. They are
presented below as they are defined in [23].
All Methods Coverage, ACmet: A test suite is adequate with respect to method
coverage if it leads to 100% method coverage.

All Exceptions Coverage, ACex■ a test set is adequate with respect to exception
coverage if it leads to 100% exception coverage, i.e. methods of the
component are invoked such that every exception is raised.

3.5 Use of Component Metadata to Support Testing
Orso, Harrold and Rosenblum [34] describe a general type of component metadata that
can be applied to support automated component testing. As Orso et al. point out, any
software engineering artifact used in component based development can be a metadatum
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for a given component as, as long as 1) the component vendor is involved in its
production, 2) it is packaged with the component in a agreed upon (between the vendor
and user) way, and 3) it is processable by automated development tools and
environments.
Component metadata is common practice and allows component vendors to include
with their components: deployment information, textual descriptions, version information
and other information as prescribed by the particular component model. The metadata
described by Orso, Harrold and Rosenblum is more generic than the metadata commonly
used and, more importantly, extensible. In describing their proposed metadata
implementation model Orso et al. address two issues: what format to use for the
metadata, and how the data is accessed.
The main goal of the component implementation model is to allow for extensibility
of the types of metadata attached to the components. In order to achieve this Orso et al.
suggest the adaptation of a MIME (Multi-purpose Internet Mail Extensions) format
specification. Email attachments are identified through MIME by a pair of slash
delimited character strings, e.g. "image/ jpeg" identifies the attachment as an image of
the JPEG format. Similarity components, their interface methods, and other artifacts can
be marked with metadata which itself is marked with a domain and a specific type.
The actual metadata can be static or dynamic. Static metadata includes a fixed value
prescribed during development of the component, or initialized during component
deployment. Dynamic metadata includes internal states of the component and
39
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information calculated at run-time, e.g., current component state, code coverage achieved
during execution. Ability to include dynamic metadata may prove useful in component
testing and analysis.
Attaching and accessing metadata of the component would have to be standardized
such that component vendors, component users, and component-based case tools be able
to attach and read the metadata in a systematic way. As suggested by Orso et al. this is
the one part of the implementation model that would have to remain fixed. Although the
technical report does not detail how the data would be attached or how it should be
stored, it does give example of how a user or automation tool would retrieve the metadata
(See [34] for details).
Orso, Harrold, and Rosenblum also include examples in their technical report of
applications of metadata in components. One example demonstrates how metadata could
be used to execute run-time checks on method pre- and post-conditions, and the other
suggests how metadata could be used to help in program slicing. For instance, in the
former case operation contracts for a component could be retrieved from metadata type
" s e lf c h e c k /c o n s tr a c t" [34].
Orso et al. work should be considered when developing a COTS component testing
automation framework. As proposed by Orso et al., XML should be used instead of
MIME, and a XML schema that encompasses all aspects of the COTS component testing
strategy should be defined. This requires that the static metadata remain outside of the
compiled portion of the component. The static metadata should be packaged with the
40
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component and accessed through part of the framework and not built-in interface
methods as described in [34]. Dynamic metadata has to be accessed through built-in
interface methods, and the COTS component testing framework should define precisely
how these methods are developed and how they are discovered by the component user.

3.6 Statechart-based Component Testing
The work by Beydeda and Gruhn [5] presents a method for modeling a component-based
system with statecharts, transforming these into a control flow graph and consequently
using the graph to generate test cases. Their method addresses testing of COTS
components of the component-based system, non-COTS components o f the system, the
deployment platform (specifically, the component container), and the integration o f all
three.
In [5], the example used demonstrates how a COTS component, a non-COTS
component, and the component container are modeled with component state machines
(CSM). CSMs are similar to UML state charts [21] and are composed of states and
transitions. A transition is defined as a 5-tuple composed of: the source state, the target
state, transition event, transition guard, and transition action. These state machines
assume detailed knowledge of the implementation in the case o f non-COTS component,
and in the case of the COTS component are only based on the component specification,
and are therefore very abstract.
The state transitions of all the CSMs are then transformed into control statements and
used to construct a component-based software flow graph (CBSFG). The CBSFG models
41
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information gathered from both component specification and source code, e.g., control
flow and data flow information. The CBSFG contains two subgraphs for each of the nonCOTS components: one is based on the specification and another is based of the available
source code. The COTS component is represented only with one subgraph, based on the
specification, since the source code for this component is not available.
As the last step of the technique presented in [5], the CBSFG is used to generate test
cases. In [5], only the data flow criterion is used to generate the test sequences,
specifically the all-definitions [6] criterion. Again, in the case of the COTS component,
white-box type testing cannot be carried out for the lack of source code, and only blackbox type testing is performed.
This technique is potentially effective in testing non-COTS components and
integration testing of the component-based system, but is not applicable in testing of
COTS components. It does not provide a method for extracting information out of the
COTS component, a task required of the component vendor and described in Section
2.3.1. The COTS component of the example given in [5] is only tested based on its
interactions with the system’s non-COTS component and the component container.

3.7 Graph-based Test Sequence Generation
The work of Denise, Gaudel and Gouraud [14] presents a method for automatically
generating test sequences and test inputs based on a statistical method and coverage
criteria.
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Software structures (or behavior) are modeled with directed graphs and can be
directly derived from state charts, Petri-nets, or control flow graphs. Nodes are execution
states of the software under test, and arcs are units of execution. For a description of a
software system D and some coverage criterion C, the authors define EdD) as the set of
elements that are required to be covered.
The contributions of their work include [14]: a method by which to statistically
determine the probability that an arc (unit of execution), i.e., elements of EdD), will be
covered, a method for routing the execution of a test suite from node vs (start of test
execution) to ve (end of test execution) such that the optimal number of elements of
EdD) are covered, and a method that detecting unfeasible paths in the tests based on the
constraints of the arcs (units of execution).
Figure 3-3 shows an example system D represented in a graph. Eight nodes
(execution states) are labeled arbitrarily 0 through 7, and nodes vs and ve are the start and
end points of the test. Arcs a through k are the units of execution of the system and each
has a calculated probability o f covering elements of EdD), and constraints which it must
satisfy during execution. Test suites maximizing the number of elements covered in
EdD) are generated by routing feasible (with respect to the constraints) paths between vs
and ve.
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Figure 3-3: A Directed Graph with a Start Node and End Node
In relation to the work in this thesis, the technique of Denise, Gaudel and Gouraud [14]
an example use of combinatorial optimization in automated test suite generation.
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Chapter 4
COTS Component Test Strategy
This chapter presents a testing strategy that fulfills all of the requirements outlined in the
COTS component testing requirements presented in Section 2.3: 1) a testing technique
for component's without source code (including identification of information to be used
by vendor and user), 2) testing criteria to satisfy a wide range o f testing costs and fault
detection effectiveness, and 3) a method for efficiently generating adequate test suites.
The chapter includes: an overview of the strategy where the roles and responsibilities o f
the vendor and user are outlined (Section 4.1), an example Queue component used for
illustrating the strategy (Section 4.2), an adaptation of the CSPE technique to COTS
component testing (Section 4.3), and a description of how the user can tailor the approach
to only exercise the component functionalities that he/she is interested in (Section 4.4).
Automation of the strategy, and in particular the generation o f adequate test cases, is the
purpose of the next chapter.

4.1 Strategy Overview
COTS component testing requires a systematic approach to procuring test requirements,
generating test suites and executing the test suites. The proposed strategy adapts a
technique of Constraints on Succeeding and Preceding Events (CSPE), described in
Section 3.1. CSPE is a black-box technique previously used in testing concurrent
software [9], and shown to be effective in other testing contexts such as class unit testing
[12]. Figure 4-1 is a UML activity diagram depicting the overview of the proposed COTS
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component testing strategy. It illustrates the roles and responsibilities of the component
vendor and user (the two swim lanes of the activity diagram) in terms of the information
that is generated and used for component testing purposes. Recall that in a UML activity
diagram [21] rounded boxes denote activities, squares boxes denote objects (data,
documents, or artifacts in our case), plain arrows denote control flow, and dashed arrows
denote object flow.
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Figure 4-1: COTS Component Testing Strategy Overview
(UML Activity Diagram)
The COTS component testing strategy overview depicted in the activity diagram of
Figure 4-1 contains 8 objects (artifacts or data) and seven activities, which are described
in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, respectively. We then discuss which activities in the strategy
are addressed in this thesis (Section 4.1.2).
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4.1.1 Artifacts
The following is a description of the eight artifacts of the COTS testing strategy depicted
in the activity diagram o f Figure 4-1. The dashed arcs of the activity diagram denote
dependency, and in this context represent the flow of data, directed from the producing
activity to the data, or from the data to a consuming activity.
COTS component API documentation is provided by the component vendor to the
component user for use in designing a component-based system. The
documentation includes method preconditions and postconditions which are
used to derive the CSPE constraints.

CSPE constraints are produced by the vendor and then used by the component user to
derive the test sequences and test scaffolding. They are also used by the
component vendor to implement CSPE probes (defined in a bit).

CSPE criteria are the testing criteria that specify how much testing based on the
CSPE constraints should be done.

COTS-component-based system design is the design of the software system developed
by the user in which the COTS component is being integrated; along with the
COTS component documentation it is used to specify the functionality of the
component that will be under test.
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Targeted functionalities are the subset of the COTS component functionalities that
are actually used by the user’s component-based system. These allow the
component user to minimize test suite size by limiting the component testing
to these only the functionalities that are of interest.

Test sequences are the actual method call sequences that are used to test the COTS
component.

Test scaffolding represents the implementation of the test suites based on the test
sequences. Test scaffolding includes: test drivers, test inputs, and test oracles.

CSPE probes are built-in methods provided by the component vendor and used by the
component user in order to control and observe the component when needed
during testing. In the context of CSPE-based testing, these may be used to
observe the CSPE constraint predicates involved in Possibly Valid constraint
types.

4.1.2 Strategy Steps
The following is the description of the seven activities of the COTS component testing
strategy depicted in the activity diagram of Figure 4-1. The solid arcs of the activity
diagram represent the control flow, Le., the sequence in which the activities are
completed (also denoted in the numbering of the activities). The two horizontal swim
lanes indicate which activities are the responsibility of the component vendor (2 of the 7
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activities) and which are of the component user (remaining 5 of the 7). In the special
notation found within, the activity diagram also specifies that in order to proceed with
activity 5 (Generate Test Sequences), the two vendor activities 1 and 2 (Generate CSPE
Constraints and Implement CSPE Probes), as well as the two first user activities 3 and 4
(Specify Component Partition and Specify Criteria) must be completed. The activities of
the strategy are listed in the order in which they would normally be followed.
Activity 1 Generate CSPE Constraints'. Component method preconditions and
postconditions, in the form of OCL constraints, are used to derive the CSPE
constraints. Since the component vendor has access to the component source
code and design documentation required to derive the details of the
constraints, they perform this step of the strategy. If the OCL pre and post
condition are not available (not part o f the component vendor practices), other
source of information, such as plain textual documentation, can be used.

Activity 2 Implement CSPE Probes: Based on the CSPE constraint predicates, CSPE
probes (built-in methods) are added to in the component to support control
and observability of the component states that are part of the CSPE constraint
predicates.

Activity 3 Specify Criteria: Based on the testing requirements and constraints, the
component user specifies the CSPE-based testing criteria (see Section 4.3.2).
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Activity 4 Specify Targeted Functionality: Using the COTS component API
documentation

and the

COTS-component-based

system design, the

component user specifies the targeted component functionality. The
specification o f the targeted functionality allows the component user to test
only the parts of the component that are actually used.

Activity 5 Generate Test Sequences: The CSPE constraints, CSPE-based testing
criteria, and targeted component partition are used to generate test sequences.
Test sequences are generated such that the CSPE-based testing criteria are
satisfied (adequate test cases) at a minimum testing cost.

Activity 6 Generate Test Scaffolding: The generated test sequences (adequate test
cases) are then used to generate the test scaffolding (drivers, inputs, oracles).

Activity 7 Execute Test Suite: The complete test suite is then executed with the
support of the CSPE probes.

4.1.3 Discussion
The COTS component test strategy forms an important contribution of this thesis. It
captures the framework to be used when reasoning on component vendor and user
responsibilities to ease component testing in the context of a particular component
deployment (by an individual user). It is worth noting that this framework, although
described in the specific context of CSPE-based testing, is generic enough and can be
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used with other component oriented testing techniques. Although vendors and users may
consider another testing technique, the following activities are still required: the vendor
must provide testing information (activity 1) and built-in test support (activity 2); the user
must be able to target a specific subset of the component functionalities and use the
information provided by the vendor to generate test cases from testing criteria and
execute them (activities 3 through 7).
Addressing all the issues (providing strategies for all activities) is a long term effort
and this thesis is only concerned with a subset of them. In this thesis we address the
definition of component testing criteria by adapting CSPE criteria, the definition of
schemes used in specifying targeted functionality of the component, and the generation of
optimal adequate test sets.
Issues that will be the purpose of future work are: the automation o f the derivation of
CSPE constraints from OCL contracts or similar artifacts; the automation of test
scaffolding generation; and definition of CSPE probe construction and use.

4.2 Example Queue Component
The Queue class example was used in [25] to demonstrate how the CSPE technique
could be adopted in the context of class unit testing. This Queue class example is reused,
with some modifications, in this thesis to illustrate the component testing technique. The
Queue

class can be regarded as a simple component. Unlike the Queue class, the Queue

component requires deployment in a component container before it is exercised through
the provides interfaces, shown in Figure 4-2.
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Producer

O-------Consumer
O--------

Queue

« in te r fa c s »
Producer

«interfacs»>
Consumer

+init(): void
+empty(): boolean
+eque(obj:Object): void
+getLock(tock:Lock): void
+rlsLock(lock:Lock): void

+empty(): boolean
+dque(): Object
+top(): Object
+getLock(lock:Lock): void
+rteLock(lock:Lock): void

Figure 4-2: Queue Component UML 2.0 Class Diagram, from
the Perspective of the Component User
The Queue, depicted in Figure 4-2, is a component that wraps and provides access to a
linked list of arbitrary objects. The Queue component requires initialization before use
and has virtually limitless capacity. The Queue component's seven interface methods are
init, empty, eque, dque, top, getLock,
Queue
dque

and rlsLock. Method init initializes the

component before it can be used, empty checks if the Queue is empty, eque and

add and remove an item to the queue respectively, and top fetches the last item off

the queue without removing it.
The Queue component exposes two provides interfaces: Producer, and Consumer.
Each is an interface to a subset of the seven interface methods of the component. The
Producer

interface is meant to be used by a client program that initializes the Queue

component and en-queues to it, while the Consumer interface is meant to be use by a
client program that checks for the status of the queue and de-queues from it. Some
interface methods are exclusive to each of the interfaces (eque, dque), while others are
accessible from both (empty, getLock, rlsLock).
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Methods getLock and rlsLock, not found in the version of Queue in [25], are
used to get and release a synchronization lock on the Queue instance. Given that the
Queue

implementation is not thread safe, getLock and rlsLock are used in a multi

threaded environment to assure synchronous access to the Queue component; methods
that modify the Queue component, eque and dque, require that the Queue component
be in either an unlocked state (for a single-threaded client), or that the calling thread hold
the current lock (for a multi-threaded client).
After a client thread invokes the getLock method, the private data member lock
holds the Lock instance belonging to that client thread; the client thread that owns the
Lock

object then has exclusive access to the eque and dque methods. The client thread

that owns the Lock object must first release the lock, by invoking rlsLock () before
other threads can modify the Queue instance. These two methods have been added to
better illustrate Possibly Valid constraints.
The design of the Queue component from the perspective of the component vendor
is shown in the class diagrams of Figure 4-3 and the interface methods of the Queue
component are contractually specified through pre- and postconditions listed at the end of
this section, in Table 4-1.
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Queue

p-state
9

-size: Integer

1

+init(capadty: Integer)
+empty(): boolean
+eque(obj: Object,lock: Lock)
+dque(lock: Lock): Object
+top(): Object
+getLock(lock: Lock)
+rlsLock(lock: Lock)

♦ -----------Initial value is
uninitialized

LX

,P-lock

« en u m e ra tio n »
State
uninitialized
empty
partiallyFull
« in te r fa c e »
Lock

Lock instanoe is empty
in case the Queue is
not held in a lock

Figure 4-3: Queue Component UML 2.0 Class Diagram, from
the Perspective of the Component Vendor
Enumeration S t a t e indicates the possible states of any Queue: u n i n i t i a l i z e d , before
the queue’s data structure has been initialized via the i n i t method; empty, after the
queue’s data structure has been initialized via the i n i t method but is empty;
p a r t ia l l y F u l l , after the queue has had object en-queued and is not empty. The Queue

state is defined in a s t a t e private data member of the Queue and its initial enumeration
value is u n i n i t i a l i z e d . The Queue class may have an associated instance o f a Lock
object owned by the client thread that has the current lock; the client thread that owns the
Lock o f the synchronized Queue is denoted in the OCL as cur r e n t Thread3.

3 currentT hread is the shorthand notation of a construct specific to the given programming
environment For example, in the standard Java synchronization mechanism getting currentT hread
would entail calling the static method currentT hread () of class Thread.
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Table 4-1: Queue Component Interface Method OCL Contracts
context Queue::init(c :Integer)
pre : state = #uninitialized
post: state = #empty

context Queue::top():Obj ect
pre : state <> #uninitialized
and
state <> #empty
post: result = top()

context Queue::empty():Boolean
pre : state <> #uninitialized
post: if state = #empty then
result = true
else
result = false
endif

context
Queue::getLock(1:Lock):Object
pre :
post: if lock->isEmpty()@pre then
lock = currentThread.lock
and
result = lock
endif

context
Queue::eque(obj:Object,1 :Lock)
pre : state <> #uninitialized
and
lock = currentThread.lock
post: size = size@pre + 1
and
top{) = obj

context
Queue::rlsLock(1:Lock):Object
pre : lock = currentThread.lock
post: lock->isEmpty()

context Queue::dque(1:Lock):Obj ect
pre : state <> tuninitialized
and
state <> #empty
and
lock = currentThread.lock
post: size = size@pre - 1
and
result = top()@pre
and
if size = 0 then
state = #empty
else
state = #partiallyFull
endif

4.3 Adaptation of CSPE to COTS Component Testing
The Constraints on Succeeding and Preceding Events (CSPE) technique is used to test
COTS component without source code or design documentation. Recalling the
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requirements for a COTS component testing strategy from Section 2.3.1, CSPE-based
testing allows for: 1) a systematic method by which testing metadata is derived, 2) a
systematic method for using the derived metadata in generating test suites, and 3) a set of
criteria, covering a wide cost range, according to which tests suites are assessed for
adequacy. CSPE constraints is adapted by reformulating the definition o f CSPE
constraints in the context of COTS component testing (Section 4.3.1), and redefining
CSPE test adequacy criteria to better suit COTS component testing by addressing the
issues identified in Section 3.2.2 (Section 4.3.2).

4.3.1 CSPE Constraints
The definition of CSPE constraints by Kargali, Daniels and Tai in [9] and [12], and
reviewed in Section 3.2.1 of this thesis, requires re-formulation in adapting the technique
for use in COTS component testing. The re-formulation o f CSPE constraint type
notations and definitions is done to address the points made at the end of Section 3.2.1:
inconsistency in the constraint notation, and a redundant constraint Possibly Invalid. In
addition to re-formulation of the CSPE constraint definition, this section also includes a
brief description on how OCL may be used for deriving CSPE constraints.

4.3.1.1 Types of Constraint and Constraint Notation
Table 4-2 contains the re-formulation of CSPE constraints for use in context of COTS
component testing. Note that the differences between the definitions found in Table 4-1
and those found in [9, 12] (reviewed in Section 3.2.1) are: change to a more consistent
notation, and removal of a constraint type Possibly Invalid. Additionally, all of the
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definitions are specific to component testing, i.e., events are invocations of interface
methods (whereas, they were synchronization events in the context of concurrent
programs and class methods in the context of class unit testing).
The new CSPE constraint notation, used in Table 4-2, is more consistent than the
previous notation found in [9, 12]. The previous notation consisted of four different
forms, one for each of the constraint types: a [Ml; — ► M2] for Always Valid, ~[Ml; — >M2]
for Never Valid, /?7]m 1; —*•M2]K for Possibly Valid, and pF[Ml; — ►M2 ](not K) for Possibly
Invalid. The new constraint notation defined in this thesis consists of a tuple o f arity
three: (Ml ,M2,P) where Ml and M2 are the preceding and succeeding interface methods,
and P is the constraint predicate. This new notation is used to express all three different
types of CSPE constraints such that the literal value t r u e is used in place of P for Always
Valid constraints, the literal value false is used in place of P for Never Valid constraints,
and an actual constraint predicate is assigned to P for Possibly Valid constraints.
The second difference in re-formulation of the CSPE constraint definition is in the
removal of the Possibly Invalid constraint type. As already described in Section 3.2.1,
Possibly Invalid constraints are redundant since they can be expressed with a Possibly
Valid constraint and the complement of the predicate P. Table 4-2 contains the three
constraint types as defined in this thesis, including the notation and definition specific to
the component testing (events are interface methods and predicate P is based on the state
of the component).
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Table 4-2: Re-formulated CSPE Sequence Constraints
Constraint Type

Definition

and Notation
Always Valid
(Ml,M2, true)

Invoking the succeeding interface method M2 immediately after
the given preceding interface method Ml is always valid. This
happens when the postcondition of the preceding interface method
Ml

implies the precondition o f the succeeding interface method

M2.

The constraint is denoted as (Ml,M2, true ), where true

denotes the always valid nature of the constraint.
Never Valid
(Ml,M2, false)

Invoking the succeeding interface method M2 immediately after
the given preceding interface method Ml is always invalid. This
happens when the postcondition of the preceding interface method
Ml

contradicts the precondition of the succeeding interface

method M2. The constraint is denoted as (Ml,M2, false) , where
false

denotes the never valid nature of the constraint.

Possibly Valid

Invoking the succeeding interface method M2 immediately after

(Ml,M2, P)

the given preceding interface method Ml is valid only when the
predicate P is satisfied, and invalid otherwise. This happens when
the postcondition of the preceding method Ml does not imply the
precondition of the succeeding method M2, but the conjunction of
the preceding method*s postcondition and the predicate P (state of
the component derived from its interface methods’ pre- and
postcondition) implies the precondition o f the succeeding method.

Additionally, since testing sequences begin with a single interface method invocation to
an instantiated component, CSPE constraints without preceding interface methods are
required. These CSPE constraints involve only one interface method M2, the succeeding
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interface method, and in place of the preceding method we use a null interface method
denoted as #. Below are examples of the notation for the different types of CSPE
constraint. The example CSPE constraints are a sample derived from the OCL contracts
of the Queue component found in Table 4-1.
c l = (#,init,true),
c8=(init,init,false),
clO=(init,eque,pl),

, where
pl=(lock->isEmpty()) or (lock = currentThread.lock)

Constraint cl with no preceding method and succeeding method init is of an Always
Valid since init is the only method that can begin a test sequence; recall that # denotes
the null interface method, Le., no preceding method. Constraint c8 with preceding
method init and succeeding method init is Never Valid since the init method can
only be called once in the lifetime of the instantiated Queue component. Constraint clO
with preceding method init and succeeding method eque is Possibly Valid and is valid
when plO evaluates to true and invalid otherwise; this happens when the Queue has no
lock

or when its lock is owned by the accessing client.

Although details of how predicates are implemented and used in the component test
strategy are not part of this thesis, they are discussed briefly here. The CSPE predicates
exposed to the component user do not necessarily represent the internal (implementation)
states of the component. Choosing which internal states of the component are exposed,
how they are exposed, and how they are documented is up to the discretion of the
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component vendor. For example, the component vendor may choose to directly expose
the internal states of the component if they feel they do not represent proprietary
information, and also document these in detail so that the use can use them effectively. In
a converse example, the component vendor may choose to abstract internal states,
aggregate multiple internal states, or not represent some internal states at all in the
exposed predicates. In this example the component vendor limits the provided predicate
in order to protect their proprietary information, and may even provide anonymous
predicates (referred to only by their literal, e.g., “/>/') without much documentation.

4.3.1.2 Deriving Constraints
CSPE constraints are modeled from the documentation of the interface methods of the
component. For a set of component interface methods IM there should be one CSPE
constraint for each ordered pair of interface methods, and one pair where the interface
method is the first method of the sequence (and the preceding method is the null #
method). Precisely, for a set of CSPE constraint C, the size of the set C is defined as
\C\ = \IM\2+\IM\
, where the |/M|" term accounts for the constraint of ordered pairs of methods and the
\JM\ terms accounts for the constraints with a preceding null method #.
CSPE constraints are derived from the interface methods' preconditions and
postconditions. The interface methods' precondition dictates what conditions must be
satisfied before the interface method is invoked, and the interface method's postcondition
defines what condition holds after the interface method invocation. The postcondition of
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a preceding method Ml and the precondition of a succeeding method M2 are used to
derive the CSPE constraints according to the definitions of the three types of CSPE
constraints in Table 4-1.
One o f the benefits of using the CSPE technique is that CSPE constraints may be
derived from a number of different sources such as: contracts in OCL [20] (or any formal
language), sequence and collaboration diagrams, state charts, or even partially from
textual documentation of how the component is to be used. Therefore, it can be used in
different contexts and a variety of situations, and the constraints can be generated by the
component vendor or user. We will assume in this thesis that contracts are expressed in
the Object Constraint Language (OCL) and are used to derive CSPE constraints.
In order to get a complete list of CSPE constraints (one for each ordered pair of
interface methods, and one for # and each interface method) a systematic method for
deriving the type o f constraint and the constraint predicate is required. An exact method
is not part of this thesis, it is a problem for future work, but guidelines for deriving the
three possibly CSPE constraints types from OCL are provided. The guidelines are
presented below along with examples based on the OCL contracts of the Queue
component found in Table 4-1, and also include a special case of deriving constraints
with a preceding null method #.
In deriving the CSPE constraint every ordered pair of interface methods is identified,
then for each pair three possible cases considered (one for each of the different CSPE
constraints of Table 4-2). An exception to this are the constraints with a preceding null
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method #, in which case one such constraint is required for each method in the
component interface.
First case is of the Always Valid constraint type and the ordered pair of Queue
interface methods init and emtpy. For this constraint type, the postcondition o f the
preceding method needs to imply the precondition of the succeeding method. The
postcondition of init reads state = #empty, and the precondition of empty reads
state <> tuninitialized.
init

Since the former implies the latter, invoking empty after

is always valid. The constraint is identified as Always Valid and denoted as

(ini t ,emtpy,true).

Second case is o f the Never Valid constraint type and the ordered pair of Queue
interface methods init and dque. For this constraint type, the postcondition o f the
preceding method needs to contradict the precondition of the succeeding method. The
postcondition of the init method reads state = #empty, and a conjunction of the
precondition of the dque method reads state <> #empty. Since the former contradicts
the latter, invoking dque after init is always invalid. The constraint is identified as
Never Valid and denoted as ( ini t ,dque,false).
Third case is o f the Possibly Valid constraint type and the ordered pair of Queue
methods dque and to p . This constraint is more difficult since it involves deriving the
predicate P (state of the component under which the invocation o f to p is valid), which in
conjunction with the postcondition of the preceding method will imply the precondition
of the succeeding method. An excerpt of a conjunction of the precondition of the dque
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reads “if size = 0 then state = #empty”,and a conjunction o f the precondition
of top reads state <> #empty. From this we deduce that the invocation of top after
dque is valid when size <> 0, and assign this to p5 (found in Table 4-4). The constraint
is identified as Possibly Valid and denoted as (dque, top,p5).
The special case to consider is when the preceding method is the null method #, i.e.,
the constraint (and therefore its succeeding method) is the first in the test sequence. The
null method represents the newly instantiated state of the component and therefore has no
postcondition per se. The constraint type is derived from the precondition of the
succeeding method and the component documentation that describes the state of the
newly instantiated component. This means that if the vendor does not provide already
derived CSPE constraints, they need to provide the user with enough documentation
outside of OCL to derive such constraints.
An example of this is the use of the init method as the first method in the Queue
test sequence. The component documentation (UML diagram of Figure 4-3) specifies that
the newly instantiated component has a state set to uninitailized. Since this
implies the precondition of the init method, which reads state = tun initialized,
invoking init on a new component is always valid. The constraint is identified as
Always Valid and denoted as (#, ini t ,true).
Table 4-3 contains all o f the Queue component’s CSPE constraints (cl through
c5 6 ), and Table 4-4 contains all of the related constraint predicates (p i through p6).
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Table 4-3: Q ueue Component Method Sequence Constraints
cl=(#,init,true)

c20=(empty,getLock,p2)

c39=(top,dque,pi)

c2=(#,empty,false)

c21=(emp ty,rlsLock,p3)

c40=(top,top,true)

c3=(#,eque,false)

c22=(eque,init,false)

c41=(top,getLock,p2)

c4=(#,dque,false)

c23=(eque,empty,true)

c42=(top,rlsLock,p3)

c5=(#,top,false)

c24=(eque,eque,pi)

c43=(getLock,init,false)

c6=(#,getLock,p2)

c25=(eque,dque,pi)

c44=(getLock,empty,true)

c7 =(#,rlsLock,p3)

c26=(eque,top,true)

c45=(getLock,eque,pi)

c8=(init,init,false)

c27=(eque,getLock,p2)

c46=(getLock,dque,p4)

c9=(init,empty,true)

c2 8=(eque,rlsLock,p3)

c47=(getLock,top,p5)

clO=(init,eque,pi)

c29=(dque,init,false)

c48=(getLock,getLock,false)

cll=(init,dque,false)

c30=(dque,empty,true)

c49=(getLock,rlsLock,p6)

cl2=(init,top,false)

c31=(dque,eque,pi)

c50=(rlsLock,init,false)

cl3=(ini t,getLock,p2)

c3 2=(dque,dque,p4)

c51=(rlsLock,empty,true)

cl4=(init,rlsLock,p3)

c33=(dque,top,p5)

c52=(rlsLock,eque,p2)

cl5= (en5>ty, init, false)

c34= (dque,getLock, p2)

c53=(rlsLock,dque,p3)

cl6=(empty,empty,true)

c35=(dque,rlsLock,p3)

c54=(rlsLock,top,p5)

cl7=(empty,eque,pi)

c36=(top,init,false)

c55=(rlsLock,getLock,p2)

cl8=(empty,dque,p4)

c37=(top,empty,true)

c56=(rlsLock,rlsLock,false)

cl9=(empty,top,p5)

c38=(top,eque,pi)

Table 4-4: Queue Component Method Sequence Constraint
Predicates
Predicate Literal

Constraint Predicate

pi

(lock->isEtq3ty()) or (lock = currentThread.lock)

p2

(lock->isEmpty ())

p3

(lock->isEmpty()) and (lock = currentThread.lock)

p4

(size <> 0) and ( (lock->isEmpty()) or (lock =
currentThread.lock) )

P5

(size <> 0)

p6

(lock = currentThread.lock)
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4.3.2 CSPE-based Test Adequacy Criteria
CSPE-based test adequacy criteria are used to generate and validate CSPE-based test
suites tailored to a testing budget and required component reliability. CSPE-based testing
criteria need to account for CSPE constraint and their related CSPE constraint predicates.
The CSPE testing criteria defined by Daniels and Tai in [12] (reviewed in Section 3.2.2)
only address CSPE constraints, and have ambiguous definitions.
Our CSPE-based test adequacy criteria are defined in two stages: first, CSPE
constraint criteria specify which type of constraints are required to be covered in the
component tests; next, in order to account for the different ways to satisfy CSPE
constraint predicates, combinations CSPE constraint criteria and constraint predicate
criteria specify how the constraint predicates of the Possibly Valid type criterion are to be
covered.
The CSPE constraint criteria are based on the three different types o f CSPE
constraints: Always Valid, Never Valid, and Possibly Valid. The CSPE criteria are defined
with respect to coverage of the three CSPE constraint types. Table 4-5 contains the
definitions of the CSPE constraint criteria in the context of COTS component testing, i.e.,
events are invocations on the interface methods of the component.
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Table 4-5: CSPE Constraint Criteria
Criterion (shorthand)
Always Valid Coverage (A)

Definition
Requires that every Always Valid constraint be
covered at least once.

Always/Possibly Valid Coverage

Requires that every Always Valid constraint be

(AP)

covered at least once, and every Possibly Valid
constraint be covered according to a CSPE
constraint predicate coverage criterion. Only the
subset T'™ of the test cases required by the
predicate testing criteria is used.

Never Valid Coverage (N)

Requires that every Never Valid constraint be
covered at least once.

Never/Possibly Valid Coverage (NP) Requires that every Never Valid constraint be
covered at least once, and every Possibly Valid
constraints be covered according to a CSPE
constraint predicate coverage criterion. Only the
subset

of the test cases required by the

predicate testing criteria is used.
Always/Never/Possibly Valid

Requires that every Always Valid and every Never

Coverage (ANP)

Valid constraints be covered at least once, and
Possibly Valid constraints be covered according
to a CSPE constraint predicate criterion.
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Always Valid Coverage (A) and Always/Possibly Valid Coverage (AP) criteria require
covering constraints that are valid; and AP subsumes A (criteria subsumption is described
in Section 4.1.3). Never Valid Coverage (N) and Never/Possibly Valid Coverage (NP)
criteria require covering constraints that are invalid; and NP subsumes N. The
Always/Never/Possibly Valid Coverage (ANP) covers all of the constraints and subsumes
all other criteria. Figure 4-4 depicts the subsumption hierarchy within the CSPE
constraint criteria.
AlwaysfNeverfPossibly
Valid Coverage

Always/Possibly Valid
C overage

Never/Possibly Valid
C overage

A lways Valid C overage

N ever Valid C overage

Figure 4-4: Subsumption Hierarchy for CSPE Constraint
Criteria
Criteria that require only the Always Valid or Never Valid constraints (criteria A and N)
are considered complete since they do not involve specifically testing CSPE constraint
predicates. Note that test sequence generated according to these to criteria may include
Possibly Valid constraint (test sequences may not be feasible without them), but in this
case the CSPE constraint predicate is set arbitrarily. In the case of all the other criteria
(AP, NP, and ANP), the constraint predicate of a Possibly Valid constraint needs to be
properly tested.
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For a Possibly Valid constraint, given that its CSPE constraint predicate consists of
more than one clause, there are many ways to test the predicate and therefore many ways
to cover that constraint. If we want testing to be complete in terms of exercising
constraint predicates, the Possibly Valid constraint must be tested once for each of the
test cases of its predicate. The test cases of the CSPE constraint predicates are derived
according to the logical testing techniques defined in Section 3.3.
In order to thoroughly test Possibly Valid constraints, and allow for the tailoring of
the effort spent on each CSPE constraint predicate, we propose the use of logical testing
techniques reviewed in Section 3.3. The four logical testing techniques used in testing of
CSPE constraint predicates are: Predicate Coverage (PC), Combinatorial Coverage
(CoC), Implicant Coverage (IC), and Prime lmplicant Coverage (PIC).
The three CSPE constraint criteria (A, AP, N, NP, and ANP) are combined (in a
cross product of the two sets) with the four logical testing criteria to produce the four
complete CSPE-based test adequacy criteria shown in Table 4-6.
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Table 4-6: Complete Definition of CSPE-based Test Adequacy
Criteria
CSPE Constraint

CSPE Constraint Predicate

Complete CSPE

Criteria

Coverage

Criteria

Always Valid (A)

N/A

Always Valid (A)

Always/Possibly Valid

Requires that all Possibly Valid

(AC)

constraints are covered once for

Predicate Coverage
(AP-PC)

each tuple t e T'™ (tc) , where tc is

Implicant Coverage
(AP-IC)

one of the predicate criteria: PC, IC,

Prime Implicant
Coverage (AP-PIC)

PIC, CoC.

Combinatorial
Coverage (AP-CoC)

Never Valid (N)

N/A

Never Valid (N)

Never/Possibly Valid

Requires that all Possibly Valid

(NP)

constraints are covered once for

Predicate Coverage
(NP-PC)

each tuple t e Tpai'e(tc) , where tc is

Implicant Coverage
(NP-IC)

one of the predicate criteria: PC, IC,

Prime Implicant
Coverage (NP-PIC)

PIC, CoC.

Combinatorial
Coverage (NP-CoC)

Always/Never/Possibly

Requires that all Possibly Valid

Valid (ANP)

constraints are covered once for

Predicate Coverage
(ANP-PC)

each tuple t s T p(tc) , where tc is

Implicant Coverage
(ANP-IC)

one of the predicate criteria: PC, IC,

Prime Implicant
Coverage (ANP-PIC)

PIC, CoC.

Combinatorial
Coverage (ANP-CoC)
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The definitions of the Always/Possibly Valid (AP) and Never/Possibly Valid (NP) criteria
in Table 4-5 state that only a subset of the test cases required by the predicate testing
criteria is used. In the case of the AP criterion the subset includes only those predicate
test cases that result in the predicate evaluating to true, and conversely in the case of the
NP criterion the subset includes only those that result in the predicate evaluating to false.
These subsets correspond to the T,n* and T f 1** subsets as defined in Section 3.3.
For instance, referencing back to the truth table Table 3-3, the CSPE constraint
criteria AP would requires that the subset of clauses’ Boolean value combinations where
the predicate p is expected to evaluate to true (combinations 6 ,7 and 8) be considered for
testing; NP would require that only the subset of clauses’ Boolean value combinations
where the predicate p is expected to evaluate to false (combinations 1 through 5) be
considered for testing; and ANP would require that all the clauses’ Boolean value
combinations be considered for testing.

4.4 Targeting Functionalities
Recall that one of the requirements that we identified for a component testing technique
is to allow the component user to target the testing and only test the component
functionality of interest, Le., the component functionalities that are actually exercised in
the component-based system being developed by the user. Indeed, with a large selection
of COTS components to choose from and each catering to users with widely varying
needs, the component user may select a component that provides more functionalities
than what is actually required. It is thus important to be able to target only those
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component functionalities that are of interest, i.e., to partition the component into what
will be tested by the user and what will not.
In this thesis, three different schemes for targeting component functionalities are
defined: Required Method (Section 4.4.1), Required Constraint (Section 4.4.2), and
Required Constraint Predicates (Section 4.4.3). The three schemes are defined in a
hierarchy of increasing precision allowing the component user to vary the scope of the
targeted functionalities. They are used together in combination to enable the user to best
tailor the tests. The Required Method scheme is the most course, and the Required
Constraint Predicate the most precise.
Figure 4-5 shows an abstract model of how the three schemes are used to target the
component functionalities (shown in gray) in terms of methods, constraints, and
constraint predicates. The model is an excerpt of a COTS component under CSPE-based
testing and includes: three methods (ml, m2, and m3) that are represented by rectangles,
four constraints (c l, c2, c3, and c4) that are represented by circles, and a set of test
cases for constraint predicates for three of the four constraints (smaller circles in the
constraint circles. Note that the number of possible constraint predicate test cases
depends on the selected predicate criterion. Note also, that constraint c 2 has no constraint
predicate test cases because it is either an Always Valid (where the predicate is true) or a
Never Valid (where the predicate is false) constraint: the other three are Possibly Valid
constraints.
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Component

|T j

Required Methods

Required Constraints

Required Constraints
Predicates

Figure 4-5: Component Partition Specification Schemes and
Demonstration on Anonymous Component
The three schemes are used to target component functionalities by selecting a subset of
CSPE constraints and CSPE constraint predicates that will be used in testing of the
component. When targeting according to the Required Methods scheme, the user selects
both a CSPE constraint criterion and a predicate criterion (Section 4.4.1). Two more
restrictive schemes are also considered. Following the Required Constraint scheme, the
component user selects specific constraints (they may not correspond to a CSPE
criterion) as well as the accompanying predicate criterion (Section 4.4.2). With the
Required Constraint Predicates scheme (Section 4.4.3), the component user selects
actual test cases for testing constraints (they may not correspond to a CSPE constraint or
predicate criterion). We end the section with a discussion on these schemes and provides
examples (Section 4.4.4).

4.4.1 Required Methods Scheme
The Required Methods is the most coarse scheme for specifying component partitions.
The component user specifies a subset of all of the component interface methods from the
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component-based system design documentation. Formally, for a component with a set of
interface methods M = {mx,m2,...,m n}, where \ M \= n , the component user specifies a
required set M R cz M .
This set of required component methods can be derived by the user simply according
to his/her understanding o f how the component will actually be used, Le., which
component interface method will be invoked. This information can be automatically
derived from UML design documents showing in diagrams (e.g., sequence diagrams)
how the component will be integrated in the component based system. Such a UML
diagram is shown in Figure 4-6 for our Queue example.

9

qQ ueue

?

Componfenttoased
s y4tem

initOvoid
enque(obj:Object) :void
Top()Object

T
I
getLock():void
Top()Object

JL
0

Figure 4-6: Example Design Documentation for a System that
uses the Queue Component
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Assuming that the sequence diagram o f Figure 4-6 is part of the design documentation for
a system that uses the Queue component, the user (or algorithm) identifies that the
component methods in use are: init, eque, top, and getLock.
The Required Methods scheme then selects the subset of CSPE constrains used in
testing, to which the CSPE constraint and predicate criteria are then applied. Specifically,
from the set of all of the constraint for the component, only the constraints that involve
any o f the specified required methods are selected. Formally, identifying methods /w; and
rrij as required methods, the required constraints (set Cr) are selected as follows:
(w,,777y),(m7,m,)e CR.
Note that the formulation above does take into account the null method # which is always
required: in order to test the component, the component must first be initialized.
For example, from the sequence diagram in Figure 4-6 and the set of all the Queue
component’s CSPE constraints of Table 4-3, and excerpt of the ones selected is
{ (init,eque,pi), (init,top,false), (eque,eque,pi), ...}.

4.4.2 Required Constraint Scheme
The Required Constraint is a more precise (and therefore restrictive) scheme for
specifying component partitions. The component user selects, with no correlation to the
CSPE constraint criterion, a subset of constraints CR c C , where C is the set of all the
component’s CSPE constraints.
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The CSPE constraints, which are basically sequences of pairs of the component’s
interface methods, can be specified manually from the component documentation or
automatically from UML diagrams describing how the component is used. For example,
from the sequence diagram of Figure 4-6, we can precisely select the constraints that will
be required based on the sequence of method invocations. From the sequence of methods
invocations [init, eque, top, ... , getLock, top], the following required constraints
are selected: c l = (#, init,true), clO= (init, eque,pi), c26= (eque, top, true),
c47=(getLock,top,p5).

4.4.3 Required Constraint Predicates Scheme
The Required Constraint Predicates is the most precise (and therefore most restrictive) of
the defined schemes. The component user selects, with no correlation to the CSPE
constraint or predicate criterion, the constraints and for each Possibly Valid constraint the
exact constraint predicates. This enables the component user to specify the component
partition they would like to test with the greatest detail.
The Required Constraint Predicates scheme allows the component user to specify
for which combinations of predicate clause values the Possibly Valid constraints are
tested. Formally, first, the user selects a subset of required constraints CR c C (e.g., using
the previous scheme); then, for all the Possibly Valid constraints of that subset
( CPV c C Rc C ) ,th e user also selects a set of test cases Tp for each c e CPV.
For example, consider the constraint c l 0 = ( i n i t ,e q u e ,p i ) , a constraint in the
selected subset Cpv. The predicate p i reads (lo ck -> isE m p ty ())

or
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(lo ck =

currentThread.

lock) and can be represented in Boolean expression a v b. Assuming

that the user is specifically interested in testing this constraint when the lo c k is not
empty and is held by the current thread (such that the predicate evaluates to true) the only
selected test case for this Possibly Valid constraint would be TPi = {(a=true, b=true)}.

4.4.4 Discussion and Example
The Required Constraint Scheme and Required Constraint Predicate Scheme are used to
select CSPE constraints with no correlation to the CSPE constraint criteria (and constraint
predicate criteria in the case of the latter) defined in Section 4.3.2. As intended in the
proposed COTS component testing strategy (Section 4.1), CSPE constraint and predicate
criteria are used in combination with targeted component functionalities to generate
component tests, and the use of one does not preclude the other.
Also, it is possible to use combinations of the three targeting schemes, or use no
schemes at all. By default, if no targeted functionalities are specified by the user, the
entire component is tested. This is the same as selecting the entire set of methods as
required methods, M R = M . If the user does specify a subset of methods Mr (according
to the Required Methods Scheme), such that only the constraints that involve methods of
Mr are selected, s/he may also select a few which they particularly want tested but in

which methods not in Mr are involved (Required Constraint scheme). Similarly when
specifying tests with a subset of constraints Cr (according to the Required Constraints
Scheme), the user may target the predicates of some o f the constraint with specific test
cases (Required Constraint Predicate Scheme).
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To better explain the three targeting schemes and the discussion above, a complete
example of application of the CSPE criteria and targeting schemes based on the Queue
component is provided. The scenario is the following: Queue component user would like
to test only the init and eque interface methods of the component, and also the dque
method but only when the queue has been locked and therefore only by the client that
locked it. The user’s component-based system uses the Queue as a sort of produce-only
queue, where consume can be performed only by an administrator. The component user
would like to be thorough and therefore tests the targeted functionalities according to the
ANP-PIC criterion. The user selects the targeted functionalities according to the Required
Methods Scheme (select methods init and eque) and the Required Constraint Predicate
(select specific dque use). Below is the subset of constraint from Table 4-3, derived
according to Required Methods Scheme and the ANP CSPE constraint criterion.
c l = (#,init,true)
c 3 = (#,eque,false)
c8=(init,init,false)
clO=(init,eque,pi)
c22=(eque,init,false)
c24=(eque,eque,pi)

Next, the predicate p i has to be tested according to the PIC constraint predicate testing
criterion.

The

predicate

currentThread. lock)

pi

reads

(lock->isEmpty())

or

(lock

=

and can be represented as Boolean expression a v b. A test set

that satisfies the PIC criterion for predicate p i is:
Tpl(PIC) = {(a=true,b=false), (a.=false,b=true), (a.=false,br=false)}
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Last, the user selects the specific constraint and constraint predicate that will test the
dque

method invoked by the administrator (Le., a client that has the lock on the queue).

For this the following constraint and constraint predicate test case are selected according
to the Required Constraint Predicate Scheme: c 4 6= (getLock,dque,p 4 ), where p4 =
(size <> 0) and ( (lock->isEmpty()) or (lock = currentThread.lock)

), is expressed

as a a b v c and tested with Tpi = {(a=true, b=false, b=true)}.
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Chapter 5
Automation Framework
This chapter describes our approach for the automated generation of component CSPE
based adequate test sets. We first provide an overview of our test sequence generation
framework (Section 5.1) and then describe how the problem to be solved can be
expressed as a graph problem (Section 5.2): more specifically, our problem is similar to
the Directed Rural Postman Problem [15]. We then provide some common terminology
related to graph theory (Section 5.3). Section 5.4 then details how we adapted a solution
to the Directed Rural Postman Problem to our problem, and Section 5.5 provides a
discussion on the approach.

5.1 Framework Overview
This thesis addresses part of the test suite generation depicted in Figure 5-1, and part of
the larger strategy described in Section 4.1. The proposed method generates test
sequences based on the component metadata and test specification. The component
metadata is specified in the form o f CSPE constraints and constraint predicates (Section
4.3.1). The test specification is provided in the form of the targeted component
functionalities (Section 4.4) and test criterion (4.3.2).
The component metadata includes the component's OCL contracts, CSPE constraint,
and the CSPE constraint predicates (use of which is described in Section 4.3.1.2). The
test specification includes the targeted functionalities (Section 4.4) and the CSPE testing
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criterion (Section 4.3.2). How these are provided in the framework and their format is an
implementation detail (the prototype tool of Chapter 5 uses input files in XML format).
The generated test sequences are then use to generate the test scaffolding and execute
the test suite. Deriving the test scaffolding (test driver, test inputs, and test oracle) is left
for future work.

5: Generate Test

\6: Generate Test

Scaffolding

7: Execute Test
Suite

L

targeted

test scaffolding

functionalities

Figure 5-1: CSPE-based Test Automation
Overview (excerpt of Figure 4-1)

5.2 Building CSPE Adequate Test Sets: A Graph-Based Problem
Let us consider the following abstract example (Figure 5-2) where a component has four
interface methods (ml to m4) which executions are constrained by 20 CSPE Always
Valid, Always Invalid and Possibly Valid constraints. Assuming the selected criterion is
AP (Section 4.3.1), the test set must exercise all the Always Valid constraints as well as
all the Possibly Valid constraints. One solution to finding an adequate test set is to adopt
a tree based approach like the one presented in [25] (reviewed in Section 3.2.3). This is
illustrated in Figure 5-3 (a) and results in 13 method executions (not accounting for #)
since each tree path (from the root to the leaf node) is seen as a test case. However, even
in this small example, test cases show some level of redundancy: e.g., method sequence
80
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(ml, m 2 )

is executed three times, in three different tests cases, i.e., for three different

paths in the tree.
In order to avoid these redundancies, that can produce prohibitive test sets in more
complex systems, the only solution is to take advantage of the cycles that are induced by
the constraints. For instance, an adequate test set for the example in Figure 5-2 could
contain the following unique test case (8 method executions instead of 13): #, ml, m2, m2,
m3, m2, m4, ml, m4.

Finding such a test case (or in general a set of test cases) is modeled

by traversing a graph whose nodes are the component interface methods and arcs
represent the CSPE constraints. In our case, the graph would be the one in Figure 5-3 (b):
It contains five nodes (one for # and one for each of the component interface method),
and arcs representing the Always Valid and Possibly Valid constraints. (Note that this is
not the notation that we will eventually adopt but is only used for illustration purposes
here.) In this graph, finding an adequate test set for criterion AP amounts to finding a
path that goes through all the arcs.
Interface methods

Constraints
Never Valid

Always Valid
m l, m2, m3, m4

Possibly Valid

(#, m l, true)

(#, m2, false)

(m3, m4, false)

(m2, m2, p i)

(m l, m2, true)

(#, m3, false)

(m3, m l, false)

(m2, m4, p2)

(m l, m4 true)

(#, m4, false)

(m3, m3, false)

(m2, m3 true)

(m l, m3, false)

(m4, m2, false)

(m3, m2, true)

(m l, m l, false)

(m4, m3, false)

(m4, m l, true)

(m2, m l, false)

(m4, m4, false)

Figure 5-2 Component Interface Methods and Constraints:
Abstract Example
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If on the other hand the selected criterion is A (Section 4.3.1), then an adequate test set
can be made of the two following test cases: #, ml, m2, m3, m2 and #, ml, m4, ml. This
corresponds to another kind of traversal of the graph where only certain arcs are taken,
i.e., the ones for the Always Valid constraints. A shorter test set, in terms of number of
method calls (i.e., number o f arcs), can be: #, ml, m2, m3, m2, m4, ml, m4 (8 calls instead
of 9 for the two test cases above). It is also adequate for criterion A (i.e., it exercises all
the Always Valid constraints) but this time we allow arcs that are not required by the
criterion to be used (arc from node m2 to node m4) in order to obtain a cheaper solution.
Using in the solution test set arcs that are non-required by the selected criterion can be
very helpful when trying to reduce the cost of an adequate test set.

m2

m3

m2

m4

m2

m2

m2

m3

(a) Tree-based Approach [25]

m4

(b) Graph-based Approach

Figure 5-3 Representing Constraints: Tree vs Graph
If we now turn our attention to criterion N, that requires that every Never Valid constraint
be exercised, test cases must first ensure that the preceding methods of each Never Valid
constraint be reached: for instance, in order to exercise constraint (m4, m3, false) in
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the above example, a test case must first reach m4, for instance by executing sequence #,
ml,

m4,

and then execute m3; the complete test case is #, ml, m4, m3. Once the

Never Valid constraint is triggered and an exception is (hopefully) caught, the test case
must end. Otherwise, if we continue, trying for example to cover constraint (m3, m2,
true)

and thus building test case #, ml, m4, m3, m2, we are not really exercising

constraint (m3,

m2,

true)

because method m3 has not executed successfully.

Additionally, one could consider that a test case like #, ml, m4, m3, m2, m3,
although not exercising constraint (m3, m2, true) , exercises constraint (m2, m3,
true) .

However, because m3 has not executed successfully we cannot foresee the result

of executing m2 and then of executing m3 again. As a result, in case of a Never Valid
constraint such as (m4, m3, false), the driver should start a new test case, starting
again from node labeled #.
As we can see, building an adequate test set for a CSPE criterion is modeled by
traversing a graph where some (required) arcs must be taken, and other (not required)
arcs are optional. (It is even possible that required arcs be only reachable by traversing
non-required arcs.) The required arcs are identified according to the selected component
functionalities under test (Section 4.4) and the CSPE testing criterion (Section 4.3.2).
This problem definition is exactly the definition of the Directed Rural Postman Problem
(DRPP) [15]. In the DRPP only the required arcs need to be traversed at least once, and
all the other arcs do not necessarily have to be traversed, but may be traversed if they are
needed to create the shortest possible path in the solution to the problem. We will see
precisely in Section 5.2.1 how we represent constraints as a graph, and illustrate this on
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the Queue example in Section 5.2.2. We then discuss possible cost measures for arcs that
can be used to identify what an optimal solution is (Section 5.2.3).

5.2.1 Graph Representation of CSPE Constraints
Our representation of component interface methods and CSPE constraints is a graph
G = |Wy4] where nodes in ATare component interface methods and arcs in A are CSPE
constraints. More precisely, each component interface method involved in a CSPE
constraint (including starting method labeled #) is represented by a node, labeled with the
method name.
Each Always Valid constraint c = (ml, m2, true) is modeled as an arc from node
labeled m l to node labeled m2, and the arc is labeled c. Each Never Valid constraint c =
(ml, m2 , false) is modeled as an arc from node labeled m l to an error node for method
m2, labeled m 2 , and the arc is labeled c. There is only one way to leave an error node,
which is to follow an arc from this node to node #. This arc is labeled

and represents

the re-initialization of the component. In order to facilitate the identification of short test
A

cases, such re-initialization arcs are added to all the nodes in the graph . Then, during the
traversal of the graph representing an adequate test set, those arcs can be taken if it means
reducing the overall cost of the test set.

4 For instance, assuming that the test case being constructed currently ends with method mk and constraint
(mi, mj, p) has to be exercised, it might be cheaper to exercise (mk, ", true), that is the re-initialization arc,
followed by a path from # to m; (followed by mj), than a path from mk to m;.
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Each Possibly Valid constraint c = (ml, m2, p) leads to two different arcs because
both valid and invalid outcomes might need to be exercised according to the selected
criterion. Additionally, Possibly Valid constraints are exercised possibly several times
according to the selected predicate criterion, for different combinations of Boolean
variable values leading to either true or false values of the predicate. As a consequence,
for each selected combination of Boolean variable values resulting in a true value for the
predicate there is one arc, labeled “c [true,«]” where n is the integer value of the Boolean
variable value combination5, from node labeled m l to node labeled m2. Similarly, for
each selected Boolean variable value combination resulting in a false value of the
predicate there is one arc, labeled “c [false, «]", from node m l to (error) node m 2 , where
rt is the integer value o f the Boolean variable value combination5.

5.2.2 The Queue Example
Graphs in Figure 5-4 are two different excerpts of the graph representing constraints for
the Queue example. The first one, Figure 5-4 (a) illustrates the graph representation of
Always Valid and Never Valid constraints, whereas the second, Figure 5-4 (b) illustrates
the graph representation of Possibly Valid constraints.
In Figure 5-4 (a), as an example, Always Valid constraint c 9 = ( in i t ,

eque,

t r u e ) , with preceding method i n i t and succeeding method eque is modeled as an arc

5 If three Boolean variables are involved in the predicate and values 0,1, and 1 (for the three variables
respectively) is selected according to the predicate criterion, the integer representation is 3 (0.2A2 + 1.2A1 +

1.2A0).
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directed out of node i n i t and into node eque, labeled c9. Figure 5-4 (a) also shows
three Never Valid constraints, namely constraints c l l = ( i n i t ,
c l 2= ( i n i t,

to p ,

f a ls e ) and c 2 2 = (eque,

in it,

dque,

fa ls e ),

f a l s e ) . Each constraint’s

succeeding method is modeled as an error node: dque, top, and init, respectively. Those
nodes have only one outgoing arc, a re-initialization arc labeled i~’ and leading to node
labeled #. As discussed before, and in order to facilitate the construction of cheaper test
cases, nodes labeled i n i t and eque also have such outgoing re-initializing arcs.

cl
eque
in it

e ll

c9

> ( eque

in it

c!2

top

■►{

c22

c l2
<8[t.
top

dque

♦ (

dque

dque

top

(a) - Always and Never Valid
Constraints

(b) —Possibly Valid Constraints

Figure 5-4 Graph Representations of Constraints: the Queue
Example
Figure 5-4 (b) additionally shows nodes and arcs for Possibly Valid constraints on one
example, namely constraint c 3 8 = (to p , dque, p ) when p is:
(Queue.state <> State::empty)
and ( (lock->isEmpty()) or (lock = currentThread.lock)
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).

Assuming that the selected predicate criterion is Prime Implicant Coverage (PIC)
(Section 4.3.2), and considering that the predicate of constraint c3 8 is of the form A and
(B

o r C ) , two combinations of Boolean variable values must be selected for the true

value of the predicate, and two combinations of Boolean variable values must be selected
for the false value of the predicate6. This results in two arcs from node to p to node
dque, labeled c 3 8 [ t ,
dque,

5] and c38 [ t ,

6 ], and two arcs from node to p to node

labeled c3 8 [ f , 3 ] a n d c 3 8 [ f , 4 ] .

Note that constraints (dqeue, dqeue, p) and (dque, to p , p) are Possibly
Valid constraints. They are however represented as only two arcs in Figure 5-4 (b),
between nodes dque and dque, and dque and

as we decided to illustrate Possibly

Valid constraints only on one example, constraint c38.

5.2.3 Arcs’ Costs Measures
As succinctly mentioned before, the construction of an adequate test set from a selected
CSPE constraint criterion should be driven by the cost of the test set. Indeed, several
adequate test sets can be constructed and one (or an algorithm) should select the cheapest
one. Additionally, solutions to the DRPP account for arc’s cost values. One obvious cost

6 Predicate «

a ( 4 v c )

which is -ra v ( - b

has a DNF form (a a 6) v (a a c). The inverse of the predicate also has a DNF form
a

- c ) . Applying the Prime Implicant criterion, for each expression, each prime

implicant (they are also the implicants) should be set to true and the other implicant set to false. This leads
to Boolean variable values combination of (true,truefalse) and {truefalse,true), that is integer values 6 and
5, for the predicate, and Boolean variable values combinations of (false,true,true) and (truefalsefalse), that
is integer values 3 and 4, for the negation of the predicate.
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measure that one can think o f and that has already been mentioned is to count the
number of method calls in the test set. In terms of graph, this amounts to associating the
cost of 1 to all the arcs o f the graph. However, other more accurate cost measures can be
associated with arcs. We discuss two of them in the following subsections: cost of
method executions (Section 5.2.3.1) and cost of method pair executions (Section 5.2.3.2).
We then illustrate the method cost on the Queue example (Section 5.2.3.3).

5.2.3.1 Method Cost
The execution cost of a component interface method may be the measure in terms of
execution time, complexity of the algorithm, or amount of interactions between the
component and its environment (e.g., interaction with a database, with the network).
Using such information, the cost of an arc in the graph is the cost of the succeeding
method in the corresponding constraint: for instance the cost of the arc from node i n i t
to node eque (i.e., constraint c9) in Figure 5-4 (a) is the cost of executing method eque.
This cost measure is more accurate than counting methods without requiring too much
additional effort on the part of the component provider. This cost information could also
be part of the metadata provided along with the component by the component provider.
Note that with such a cost measure, as well as when counting methods or accounting
for method pairs (next section), we can take special care of re-initializing arcs. Those arcs
have a cost that may be far from being identical to any of the method (or method pair)
costs because the component needs to be re-initialized. These arcs can be assigned the
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same value according to the component vendor understanding of how much it costs to re
initialize the component.

S.2.Z.2 Method Pair Cost

Let us consider three methods ml, m2, m3 with the following Always Valid and Possibly
Valid constraints: cl = (ml, m2, true) and c 2 = (m3, m2, p) . These mean that
m2

can always be executed after ml but one has to ensure that predicate p is true in order

to execute m2 after m3. Ensuring that the predicate is satisfied may have a cost (e.g.,
updating the contents of a database), leading to two different costs for arcs labeled c l and
c 2 , although they correspond to the execution of the same method m2. The cost of an arc
in the graph can then be the sum of the cost of satisfying the predicate and the cost of
executing the succeeding method (see previous section).
This allows for very fine optimization o f the generated test suites in terms of cost,
but potentially requires considerable additional effort on the part of the component
vendor or user, in order to derive these costs.

5.2.3.3 The Queue Example
The method cost approach o f assigning costs to constraints/arcs is used in the Queue
example. Because the Queue example is very simple, is only used for illustration
purposes (e.g., we have not implemented it), we decided to use as an example an ordinal
scale for identifying method costs. This allows us to distinguish which of the methods is
more expensive than another. For the Queue example, methods empty and top are the
least expansive ones as they only return simple data, whereas method init is the most
89
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expansive one as the data structure needs to be initialized. On the other hand, methods
eque, dque, get Lock

and rlsLock are of average cost In terms of an ordinal scale,

this analysis could result in the costs reported in Table 5-1.
Table 5-1: Approximation of the Q u e u e Component’s Interface
Method Execution Cost
Method Name
init
empty
eque
dque
top
getLock
rlsLock

Cost
J
1
2
2
1
2
2

5.3 Background on Graph Theory
This section provides a brief review o f all of the graph theory definitions used in this
thesis. Because the DRPP and its solution are based on directed graphs, the definitions
and problems are specific to these types of graph. Graph based problems and algorithms
to solve the DRPP will be introduced when necessary in the rest of this Chapter.

5.3.1 Graph Theory Definitions
A directed graph G is defined as G = (N, A), where N is a set of nodes, and A is a set of
directed edges (referred to as arcs). Arcs are defined by an ordered pair of nodes (i.j),
such that the arc is directed out o f node / and into node j, i.e., from i to j. Arcs can also be
assigned a cost, denoting their cost of traversal: the cost of an arc (i.j) is denoted as C(v>
The example graph of Figure 5-5 is a directed graph containing a set of nodes
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N = {nl,n 2 ,nz} and a set of arcs A = {ai,a 2 ,a3,a4}. The cost of each of the arcs is
delimited by a colon, for instance the cost of traversing arc a\, from node n\ to M3, is 1 :
C(nl,n3) = 1 •

Figure 5-5: A Directed Graph
As arcs of a graph are traversed they trace a path on the graph. A path V(i^) on a graph is
a sequence of nodes n e N and is denoted as [«i, «2.

n„] such that («i,«2). («2,«s),

(n„.],n„) are arcs of the graph. The set of possible paths from node i to node j is denoted
as

V (ijy

costly

Each path ve

V(lj)

has a cost which is the sum of all arc costs in the path:

j
= ^ c(nn+1). The paths of

are uniquely identified by the sequence of nodes

n=i

(or arcs) that they traverse. For example, referring once again to Figure 5-5, paths
ve

V(U)

of nodes

may be defined as sequence of nodes [«i, ni,
[m i, M3 ]

[m i, M2 , M3 ]

(arcs [ai]). The cost of path

(i.e., 1 + 2 = 3), and

[ m i, M3 ]

[m j, M3 ]

M3]

(arcs

[ 0 3 ,0 4 ]) ,

or as a sequence

is 1, which is lower than the cost of

is therefore referred to as the lowest cost path

between nodes / andj.
If for every pair of nodes (/',/) there is a path from i to j or fromj to z, then the graph
is said to be connected, otherwise it is disconnected. If paths exist from i to j and from j
to i for every pair (i,j) then the graph is strongly connected. The graph of Figure 5-5 is
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strongly connected since the arcs allow for a path to be traced between any of the nodes
n\, n.2 and W3.
Additionally, a graph may be partitioned into subgraphs, referred to as components
where C, is also used to denote the set of nodes of the i component. The
components are connected but the whole graph is disconnected. For example, the graph
of Figure 5-6 is partitioned into two components, C, ={«,,«,,«3} and C, ={n4 ,n 5 ,n6). A
graph is said to be component disconnected when the graph is made of disconnected
components. The component themselves may or may not be strongly connected. In the
example graph of Figure 5-6, where component C 1 is strongly connected but C2 is not,
the graph is component disconnected, i.e., there is no path from any of the
C, ={nA,n 5 ,n6} to Ct ={nl,n2,n3}.

Figure 5-6: A Component Disconnected Graph
A node / may have any number of arcs directed in, defined as the in degree and denoted
as d,„(0 . Similarly, a node i may have any number of arcs directed out, defined as the out
degree and denoted as doul(i). A node with equal in degree and out degree, i.e.,
dm(i) =doul(i), is said to be symmetric. A graph G is symmetric if all of its nodes are
symmetric: we N \ dm{i) = doul(i).
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Furthermore, a graph that is both connected and symmetric is a special kind of graph
referred to as an Eulerian graph. (Note that this also means the graph is strongly
connected.) A property of an Eulerian graph is that a path can be traced on the graph
starting from any node

/ e A ',

traversing all o f the arcs exactly once, and ending at the

same node /. Such a path is referred to as an Euler path. The graph of Figure 5-7 is an
Eulerian graph, and an example of an Euler path starting at node «/ is traced by arcs [a\,
0 5

,

0 3

, 0 2 , 0 4 , 061-

Figure 5-7: An Eulerian Graph Example

5.4 Directed Rural Postman Problem and CSPE Adequate Test Sets
The Directed Rural Postman Problem is an extension of the Chinese Postman Problem,
which in turn is similar to the well-known Traveling Salesman Problem7. The book edited
by Mosh Dror [15] provides a comprehensive review of such graph routing problems and
solutions, and the reader is referred to it for further details on the above-mentioned
problems.

7 The Traveling Salesman Problem is to find the shortest way of visiting all the cities from a graph showing
cities as nodes and indicating the travel costs between cities on nodes. In the Chinese Postman Problem, on
the other hand, it is required that all the arcs of graph be traversed at the lowest cost possible.
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In the formulation of the Directed Rural Postman Problem (DRPP) the directed
graph denoted by G = (N, A) contains a set of nodes N, and a set of arcs A of costs
C'j > 0. (Note that this constraint on costs is satisfied in our application problem.) The set
o f arcs A contains a subset of arcs AR c= A that are referred to as required arcs. In the
DRPP only the required arcs need to be traversed at least once, and all the other arcs do
not necessarily have to be traversed, but may be traversed if they are needed to create the
shortest possible path in the solution to the problem
Figure 5-8 is a small example of a graph demonstrating the Directed Rural Postman
Problem The graph contains four arcs, a\ through a*, and three nodes, n\ through «3.
Arcs a\ and as are the only two required arcs, displayed as solid lines. An example path
solution of a Directed Rural Postman Problem on this graph is [a\, a*, as, <33]. Note that
although the arcs <22 and

04

are not required they are used in the solution in order to be

able to traverse all the arcs that are required (arcs <21 and as).

<b

Figure 5-8: Directed Rural Postman Problem Example Graph
The Directed Rural Postman Problem (DRPP) is A/iP-Complete [28], and as such does
not have a polynomial time solution and is generally not easy to solve. The solution to the
DRPP used in this thesis is adapted from [10], which is first detailed in Section 5.4.1. Our
adaptation of Christofides’ solution is then detailed in Sections 5.4.2,5.4.3 and 5.4.4.
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5.4.1 Christofies’ Solutions to the DRPP problem
o

A heuristic solution and an exact algorithm for solving the DRPP are presented in [10] .
Using the exact algorithm, Christofides et al. were able to solve DRPP for |N| ranging
from 13 to 80, and |A| ranging from 24 to 180.
We decided to adapt the heuristic solution, which is based on graph theory, instead
of the exact solution, in order to have a more general (scalable), although not always
optimal, solution, especially since, according to experimental evidence reported by
Christofides, the heuristic graph-based solution is reasonably close to the optimal. (The
reader is referred to [ 10] for further details on this experimental evidence and on the
integer linear programming problem specification.) We will however consider in future
work the exact solution to the DRPP by Christofides [10], as well as other more recent
solutions9 to the DRPP [11].
The objective of the DRPP solution by Christofides is to identify which of the non
required arcs will be used in the final solution to the DRPP, and how many times each of
the arcs of the entire set of arcs will be traversed.
The graph based solution consists eventually in finding an Euler tour in an Eulerian
graph. In order to do so, the initial graph (which is our case represents CSPE constraints)
has to undergo a set of four initial transformations (Section 5.4.2) and then be made

* This DRPP solution was applied to printed circuit board manufacturing [4],
9 The article by Corbdran et al. presents an advanced solution to the mixed general routing problem, where
the DRPP is a special case of such a problem.
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Eulerian (Section 5.4.3). Section 5.4.4 then shows how an Euler tour can be determined
and why the Euler tour is a solution to the DRPP problem.
Broadly speaking, the graph transformations below aim at promoting non-required
arcs to the set of required arcs because, based on observation provided in [10], they will
be part of any solution to the DRPP. Then the graph containing only those required arcs
(either part of the original set of required arcs or promoted) is ensured to be Eulerian and
an Euler tour is found.

5.4.2 Initial Transformations
First, recall that the required arcs, denoted as Ar, are identified by the targeted
functionalities and the selected CSPE predicate coverage criterion. Any node in the graph
that is not the source or the target of at least one required arc is not a required node. There
is one exception to this rule, namely the node labeled #. This node corresponds to the
initialization of the component and will start any test case used to test the component, i.e.,
it must be part of the solution. Node labeled # is thus an always required node.
Additionally, since the only arcs leaving error nodes are those labeled i~ \ those arcs are
required arcs. We thus identify in G=(A01) a set of required nodes A r and a set of
required nodes Nr.
Second, it is worth mentioning that because of our definition of the initial graph
(Section 5.2.1), Le., the way we build nodes and arcs, and especially the re-initialization
arcs, the initial graph is strongly connected. Additionally, if only considering the required
arcs, the initial graph may be component disconnected.
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The purpose of the initial transformations is to find paths in the original graph, made
of required and non-required arcs, that will facilitate (because they are the shortest path
between two nodes) the identification of a nearly optimal solution. In order to ease
reading in this section, the graph transformation steps numbers are indicated as
superscripts to G (the graph), N (the set of nodes) and A (the set of arcs): e.g., graph
G ^fV 1,^ 1) is the result of the first transformation on graph G-(Nji).
Transformation Step 1—Prune Non-required Nodes and Arcs.Remove all nodes that do not have at least one adjacent a e AR and all arcs that are not
in Ar . The resulting graph is denoted as G1 = (N R,AR). ( N r c N and

= AR.)

The next step of the transformation adds additional arcs, which are referred to as virtual
arcs, to the directed graph G1. Virtual arcs are used to record the cheapest path in G (the
original graph) between every ordered pair of nodes in G 1 (i.e., required nodes), and can
represent either a single arc or a path formed by a sequence o f arcs of graph G. These
paths can potentially help finding a cheap solution to the DRPP problem: it may be
cheaper to traverse non-required nodes and arcs (i.e., a path in G) rather than traversing
only required nodes and arcs (i.e., in G1).
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Transformation Step 2—Add Virtual Arcs10:
Construct a graph G 2 by adding virtual arcs between every ordered pair of nodes
(z,y)e N lR. The cost of virtual arc c(ij) is equal to the lowest cost path

in G between

9 / 9 9\
required nodes i and j. The resulting graph is denoted as G~ = [Nr,A~ ), where

N l = N lR, A 2 = A# u A 2 , and Af is the set of new virtual arcs.
The graphs of Figure 5-9 illustrate the first two steps of the graph transformation.
Required arcs are drawn with solid lines, non-required arcs are draw with dashed lines,
and virtual arcs are drawn with dotted lines. Figure 5-9 (a) shows the original graph G. In
step 1, non-required arcs (<33, <34, as, as) and non-required node (774) are removed from G.
The result is graph G1 shown in Figure 5-9 (b). Virtual arcs are then added to graph G1,
based on the shortest paths in the original graph G, and the resulting graph G2 is shown in
Figure 5-9 (c). For example: Virtual arc as (cost 1) corresponds to path [<3i] of cost 1 in G
(there are other paths in G from n\ to m but of higher costs); Virtual arc as (cost 2)
corresponds to path [05, as] (both cost 1); Virtual arc an (cost 3) corresponds to path [as,
as, a{\ in G (all cost 1).

10 Note that the mapping between virtual arcs and the corresponding path of non-required (and/or required)
arcs in the original graph is recorded. Eventually, if a virtual arc is used in the solution to the DRPP, it will
be expanded and replaced by the corresponding path in the original graph to form a complete, concrete test
case.
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©

(a) Original Graph G

©
(b) Graph G 1 after Step 1

(c) Graph G 22 after Step 2

Figure 5-9: The First Two Steps of Graph Transformation
In the third transformation, redundant virtual arcs are identified. A virtual arc is
redundant when we can find a path in G2 between the same two nodes or a required arc in
parallel o f the same cost.
Transformation Step 3—Remove Redundant Virtual Arcs:
From the set of virtual arcs Af o f graph G2 remove:
(a) any arc (/, j) e A 2 for which there exists k e N \ such that c,j = c,k +
(b) any arc (i,j)e -A2 such that there exists a required arc in A 2 from node i to node j.
where N :# =

The resulting graph is denoted as GJ =

A* = A # u A y ,

and A?, is the reduced set of virtual arcs.
The two graphs of Figure 5-10 illustrate transformation 3 from graph G 2 in Figure 5-9
(c). In Figure 5-10 (a), an arc that meets condition (a) is identified (an 'X ' crosses the
arc): arc an is redundant with the sequence of arcs a%and a\. In Figure 5-10 (b), arcs that
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meet condition (b) are identified: arc a% is redundant with required arc az, and arc a$ is
redundant with required arc a\.

(a) Arcs Equivalent to Required
Arcs Removed

(a) Transitive-equivalent Arcs
Removed

Figure 5-10: Third Step of the Graph Transformation
After redundant virtual arcs have been removed, between each pair of required nodes
there is either (a) a required arc, or (b) a virtual arc representing the shortest path in G
made o f required and non-required arcs between the two nodes, or (c) both a required arc
and a virtual arc in which case we have found a cheapest way than the required arc to go
from its source to target node.
The resulting graph GJ =

is strongly connected. The graph induced by the

required set of arcs only, i.e.,

may be component disconnected. We refer to

this graph as being component disconnected with respect to (w.r.t.) arcs and we denote it
as G i,. In the rest of the Chapter, unless otherwise specified, a graph that is component
disconnected w.r.t. the required arcs is simply called component disconnected. The
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component disconnected graph G^ is partitioned into components C\,...,CP and can be
represented in a condensed way by graph G^. = \N^ , Apc j, such that the node nt e Np of
such graph represents the component Ct in graph G ^, and the only arcs between those
nodes correspond to some of the virtual arcs of the not condensed graph.
The example graph of Figure 5-11 (a) is a component disconnected graph (G ^)
made of two components C\ and C2. Component Ci is strongly connected, while
component C2 is not. The corresponding condensed graph is shown in Figure 5-11 (b)
where only the virtual arcs spanning the two components C\ and C2 are involved.

aj a3\ Ja4

(a) Component Disconnected (w.r.t.
required arcs) Graph G^

(b) Condensed Graph G\

Figure 5-11: Component Disconnected Graph and
Corresponding Condensed Graph, an Example
The last step of the graph transformation promotes virtual arcs from set A$ to required
arcs set A3R, because they will be involved in any solution to the DRPP, and is based on
two observations presented in [10]. First, if for two components Ci and Cj in the
component disconnected graph the unique arc from Ci to Cj is a virtual arc, then this
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virtual arc must be in any solution to the DRPP. Second, if the only wayto reach or leave
a required node in a component is to take a virtual arc, then again, this virtual arc must be
in any solution to the DRPP. The reason for these arc promotions is that only required
arcs are traversed in the final solution, if there is only one arc connecting a component or
node then it must be a required arc.
Transformation Step 4—Promote Virtual Arcs:
Virtual arc (i, j) is promoted from AJ to the set of required arcs if it meets any one of the
following three conditions:
(a) there is a partition of G3 into two components C, and C, such that (i.j) is the unique
arc of C i to C /,
(b) (if) is the only arc directed out of node z'e N 3R;
(c) (if) is the only arc directed into node j e N*
R.
The resulting graph is G4 = (iV#,^4), where N*r = N \, A4 = A x u A^new u A y , and
Aftnew is the set of promoted virtual arcs ( A^new u Ay = A y ). A?, is the reduced set of
virtual arcs. The set of required arcs in G4 is

a\

= A r u A^new.

For example, in the graph o f Figure 5-11 (a), two virtual arcs a\ and aj are promoted into
the set of required arcs according to transformation step 4. Arc a\ is the only arc that is
directed out of component

C\

and into component C2 whereas arc a2 is the only arc

directed into its target node.
The promotion of virtual arcs into required arcs in the last step does not guarantee
that G4 is not component disconnected w.r.t. to required arcs. We however have to ensure
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it is strongly connected w.r.t. required arcs and symmetric, i.e., it is Eulerian. Making the
graph strongly connected and symmetric is the objective of the following section.

5.4.3 Connected and Symmetric (i.e., Eulerian) Graph
These additional transformations of the graph, to make it Eulerian, are mentioned in [10]
but without any details as to how to proceed. Graph theory can help us find problems, and
thus algorithms, to transform G4 into a connected (Section 5.4.2) and symmetric (Section
5.4.3) graph with respect to required arcs.

5.4.3.1 Towards a Connected Graph: The Shortest Spanning Arborescence
Problem
The shortest spanning arborescence problem (SSA) [16] is based on a directed graph
G = (N, A). The problem is stated as follows: starting from a root node ta e N , a set of
arcs Asol c A must be chosen such that there exists paths from the root node to every
other node of the graph with the lowest possible cost of the whole arborescence11. (Note
that this does not necessarily mean that the paths from the root node of the arborescence
to the leaf nodes are the shortest) The selection of the root node ta from the set of nodes
N depends on the context in which the SSA problem is applied to. An example of a
shortest spanning arborescence is depicted in Figure 5-12, where the set of arcs Asoi is
highlighted. The solution to the SSA is the set of arcs Asoi = {a\, az, 0 4 ,

<37} with a total

11 The solution to the SSA was first presented by Edmunds in [16], and a better alternative solution, based
on the work of Taijan [44], can be found in [8].
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cost of 5. A set of arcs {a\, <33, <35, az, <39} also connects the arborescence rooted at ta, but
is not a SSA since its total cost is 13.

a* I

aj: 1

a* 1

a j:3

a*:l

d C — *3—

X

a 7:l

—So

Figure 5-12: Example of Shortest Spanning Arborescence
Acknowledging that graph G4, obtained after the four initial transformations is potentially
component disconnected (w.r.t. required arcs), our use of the SSA is to find a costeffective way o f making it connected. We will see that this is required for the next step of
the transformations, i.e., to make the graph symmetric. In the case G4 is already
connected then the current step is not required. Otherwise, as already mentioned, G4 can
be represented by a condensed graph Gq .

We determine the SSA on g £ , with root node ta as the component that contains
node labeled #. This is a heuristic, based on a theory that node labeled # is the most
connected node, and as already mentioned, node labeled # will start any of the test cases
produced. The arcs of the SSA solution, Asoi, are then promoted from the set of virtual
arcs to the set of required arcs. The SSA is used to tell us which arborescence is the
cheapest, Le., which virtual arcs in Gq will likely be part of the oprimal solution, and
thus should be promoted as required arcs.
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Transformation Step 5—Promote Virtual Arcs from the SSA solution:
Determine the Shortest Spanning Arborescence on the condensed graph Gq , generated
from G4, and promote the virtual arcs that are part of the solution to the SSA problem.
The resulting graph is

G5

= ( a ^ , ^ 5), where

N%

=N

ft, A 5 =

a

\ u A ftnew

u

A y,

and

A ft16™ is the set of promoted virtual arcs because part of the SSA solution
( A f t 76™ ( J A y = A y ) . A y

is 4

=

4

is the reduced set of virtual arcs. The set of required arcs in G5

^ -

The graph o f Figure 5-13 (a) is a component disconnected graph modeling a possible test
suite of the Queue component. We assume here that the component user selected three
component use case scenarios: initialization of the component, en-queuing of the
component followed by checking what has been en-queued, and de-queuing of the
component until it is empty. After the first four initial transformations, the graph G4
resembles the graph in Figure 5-13 (a). It is component disconnected graph and Figure
5-13 (a) shows what the components are. The virtual arcs labeled a through d
(identifying them in this example, as otherwise they are not labeled) are the arcs used to
find the Shortest Spanning Arborescence. In this simple example the shortest spanning
arborescence rooted at the node containing # is formed by the arcs a and b. These arcs are
then promoted to required arcs making the graph G5 connected (w.r.t. required arcs):
Figure 5-13 (b).
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(a) Component Disconnected Graph G4

(b) Connected Graph G5

Figure 5-13: Connecting (w.r.t. required arcs) using SSA (re
initializing arcs are omitted)

5.4.3.2 Towards a Symmetric Graph: The Minimum Cost Maximum Flow Problem
Recall that our overall objective is to build a graph made of required arcs and required
nodes that is Eulerian (connected and symmetric). The subgraph of G5 containing only
required arcs and nodes is connected (this is ensured by the previous transformation) but
not necessarily symmetric. If it is symmetric, then the transformation described in the
current section is not necessary.
In this section we first introduce the Minimum Cost Maximum Flow (MCMF)
problem (Section 5.4.3.2.1). Then show how we use it to make our graph symmetric with
respect to required arcs (Section 5.4.S.2.2), i.e., the in-degree and out-degree when only
accounting for required arcs are equal for all the required nodes.

5.4.3.2.1 Minimum Cost Maximum Flow
The minimum cost maximum flow (MCMF) problem is a variation of the maximum flow
family o f problems reviewed in [1]. The variation of the MCMF problem used in this
thesis is known as the supply and demand problem. In this kind o f problem, a directed
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graph is seen as a flow network and used to solve problems about flow of goods between
locations (i.e., nodes) where those goods are produced (supply) and where they are used
(demand). The solution accounts for quantities that are produced and used by the supply
and demand nodes (through a solution to the maximum flow), but also for the cost it
takes to send trucks on specific routes (by making the flow minimum cost).
In other words, we have a directed graph G = {N, A ), where the nodes are either of
the source type, n e Nr, associated with a positive value {supply), or sink type, n e Ns,
associated with a negative value {demand). In the supply and demand problem solution, it
is required that arcs are assigned a flow value such that source nodes have a net flow
directed out equal to their supply (producers of goods sell all their stock), and sink nodes
have a net flow directed in equal to their demand (users receive what they need), at the
lowest possible cost.
The graph G = (No, Ao) specifying the flow problem contains supply and demand
nodes. These nodes are labeled by the quantities produced and used: e.g., nodes nj and
in Figure 5-14. The arcs are labeled with how much a unit of flow costs: e.g., arc between
node «/ and node n? in Figure 5-14. In order to solve the supply and demand problem this
graph defining the flow is modified into graph Gi = {N\,A i). First, two additional arcs are
added to the set of nodes: root source node r and root sink node s. Then, so called utility
arcs (set Au) are added from r to all the supply nodes and from all the demand nodes to s.
The utility arcs are labeled by capacities, indicating the maximum flow that can go
through them: the capacity is thus set to the arc’s target node quantity (for an arc leaving
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the root source node) or the arc’s source node quantity (for an arc going to the root sink
node). The utility arcs are not assigned any cost (rather the cost is 0) and the original arcs
have an unlimited capacity.
An r-s flow is then defined as a set of paths V(rJ) from r to s. A flow value fij) is
defined as the number of times arc (ij) appears in the r to 5 flow, i.e., in the paths of the
flow. The cost of the r-s flow that is to be minimized is defined as the sum of the
products of each of the arc’s flow value and cost: costr_s = ^

f(,.j)co.j) ■At

en(* ° f

the solution of the supply and demand problem, root source node r, root sink node s, and
their adjacent arcs are removed, such that source nodes are left with a net flow directed
out and sink nodes a net flow directed in.
An example of the MCMF problem and solution is illustrated in Figure 5-14, which
shows graph G\. Nodes with positive values (supply) are the source nodes {wi,

”3},

and nodes with negative values (demand) are the sink nodes {m, n$}. Arcs aj through aare the arcs of A0, and the arcs adjacent to nodes r and s are the arcs of Au. A solution to
the MCMF problem of Figure 5-14 is an r-s flow where the path [r, m, n$, s] appears
twice, path [r, n\, «4, n$, s] appears three times, path [r, W3, «4, s] appears 4 times, and
path [r, «3, «4, «s, s] once. The flow on the arcs of A 0 is: {fai=0 , f af=0 , f as=3 , f a4 =^-.fa5 =1'2.,
fa(r 5 ,fa 7=4 }, and each of the node’s supply or demand is met.
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Figure 5-14: Directed Graph of a Minimum Cost Maximum
Flow Problem
A solution to the MCMF problem was presented by Busackar and Gowen in [7]. The
algorithm by Busackar and Gowen is advantagous because o f its simplicity, but requires
that all arc costs be non-negative (which is our case for building CSPE component test
cases). Other fast solutions to the problem include those by Ahuja, Golderg, Orlin, and
Taijan [1]; and Orlin [33].

5.4.3.2.2 Use o f MCMF to Make a Graph Symmetric
In order to make a non-symmetric graph symmetric w.r.t. to the required arc set we need
to duplicate some of the existing arcs and possibly promote some more of the virtual arcs
to the required arc set such that every node as an equal degree of in and out degree
required arcs. The difficulty with this is that duplicating arcs in order to make one node
o f the graph symmetric has an effect on the net degree of the node on the other end of the
arc. This indeed becomes a difficult problem. The MCMF is used to tell us which arcs
have to be duplicated in order to make the graph symmetric and do this with a minimum
cost of the arcs duplicated.
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Graph G5, result of the previous transformation (Section 5.4.3.1), is used to solve a
MCMF problem. Recall that the nodes of G5 are required nodes, and that its arcs are
required arcs or virtual arcs. Costs associated with arcs in G5 are the cost associated with
the corresponding CSPE constraints: either the cost of a required arc in G, i.e., the arc in
G3 corresponds to one CSPE constraint, or the sum of the costs of the path in G
represented by a virtual are or a promoted virtual arc in G5.
Source and sink nodes, and their quantities (either supply or demand), are
determined with respect to only required arcs. For each node n in G3 we compute
D(n) = din («) - dQut («). If D(n)<0 then node n is considered a sink with demand equal to
D{ri). If D(ri)>0 then node n is considered a source with supply equal to D(n). Otherwise,
i.e., if D(«)=0, the node is already symmetric (with respect to required arcs): it is neither a
sink or source. Figure 5-15 illustrates this. In Figure 5-15 (a), node n has two incoming
required arcs (i.e.,

d jn( « ) = 2 )

and one outgoing required arcs (i.e.,

d o u t( n ) = l) ,

making it a

supply node of quantity 1 (i.e., d in( n ) - d o u t( n ) = 2 - l) . Node m has one incoming required arc
(i.e., djn(m)=l) and three outgoing required arcs (i.e., doUl(m)=3), making this node a
demand node of quantity 2 (i.e.,

d jn( m ) - d o u t( m ) = l- 3 ) .

Note that the presence of a virtual

arc from node m to node n in Figure 5-15 (b) does not change the kind of those nodes and
their quantities as only required arcs are accounted for. Figure 5-15 (a) and Figure 5-15
(b) are the two main situations that we can encounter and are worth discussing here: i.e.,
a source node is linked to a sink node. Other situations like the one in Figure 5-15 (c),
where two symmetric nodes appear, also in the end entail a source node and a sink node.
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m :l

m: 1

n:-2

(a)

n:-2

(b)

m il

(C)

Figure 5-15 Preparing the graph for MCMF
When solving the MCMF problem, we connect sink nodes to the root sink node and the
root supply node to supply nodes (Figure 5-15) and we account for the whole graph, i.e.,
we account for both required and virtual arcs, and consider that arcs have infinite
capacities. This means that the maximum flow solution can involve required arcs as well
as virtual arcs.
Figure 5-16 illustrates the MCMF solution from Figure 5-15 (a). A first flow of
capacity 1, labeled f l starts from root node r, goes through nodes m and n and stops at
root node s: Figure 5-16 (a). This results in the supply of node m being reduced by 1 (it is
now 0) and the demand of node n augmented by 1 (it is now -1). Another flow, flow
labeled f2 in Figure 5-16 (b) is necessary to meet the demand of n. This flow of capacity
1 starts from r, goes through the unlabeled node and then m and n, and stops at s. This
results of the supply of the unlabeled node reduced by 1 and the demand of node n
augmented by 1 (it is now 0). (Note that the supply of m has not changed because m is
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only traversed by the flow, instead of being its source.) In the end, the total flow through
arc in-n is 2.

fi=i

fi= i

£2=1

f1=1

fi=i
12=1 ::1

f i= i
m ;0

m:0

n :-l

n:0

£2=1

(a)

(b)

Figure 5-16 MCMF flows from Figure 5-15 (a)
Figure 5-17 illustrates the MCMF solution from Figure 5-15 (b) in which we have added
costs for the two arcs between m and n: the required arc costs 2 whereas the virtual arc
costs 1. This time, because MCMF tries to minimize the cost of the maximum flow, the
two flows fl and f2 go through the virtual arc, instead of the required arc. This results in
a flow for required arc m-n of 0 and a flow of 2 for virtual arc m-n.

fi=i
£2=1
n:-2

m il

(a)

n:-2

(b)

Figure 5-17 MCMF flows from Figure 5-15 (b)
In the solution to the MCMF problem, the flow on (required and virtual) arcs indicate
where to add arcs, which arcs have to be added, and how many arcs have to be added.
Consider for instance the flow result in Figure 5-16 (b). The flow on arc m-n is two,
indicating that two new arcs (i.e., the arc flow) has to be created between m and n.
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Indeed, if two other arcs exist from m to n, then n has three incoming required arcs and
three outgoing required arcs. Additionally, m then has three outgoing required arcs and
three incoming required arcs, because one incoming required arc to m has a flow of one
indicating that a new incoming arc to m is needed. In this case, the arcs to be added
between m and n are necessarily duplicates of the required arcs because m and n are only
linked by a required arc12. (We cannot create arcs that do not correspond to CSPE
constraints.) Consider now the flow result in Figure 5-17 (b). The flow on required arc mn is 0 which, according to what precedes, indicates that required arc m-n is not
duplicated. The flow of two is instead on the virtual arc m-n is chosen because the virtual
arc has a lower cost than the required arc. In such a case, the virtual arc is promoted to a
required arc and duplicated once (Le., the virtual arc flow minus one). This again results
in a total of three arcs between m and n, making them symmetric. Note the number o f
duplicates if the arc flow minus one because we already promote it once, i.e. the nodes to
which it is adjacent have already been adjusted once.
As a result of the last transformation, summarized below, the graph made of the
required nodes and required arcs is connected and symmetric, i.e., it is Eulerian.

12 Note that in the case of the example of Figure 5-15 (c), the flow of all the required arcs in the path from
m to n will be two, leading to two duplications of these required arcs. All the nodes are then symmetric.
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Transformation Step 6—Duplicate and Promote Arcs from the MCMF solution:
Determine the MCMF solution from graph G5 according to the following settings:
-

A sink node n is a node for which D(n) = din( n ) - d out(n)<0, where din and dout
only account for required arcs.

-

A source node n is a node for which £>(n) = din («) - d out (n) >0, where djn and dout
only account for required arcs.

-

Account for the whole graph, i.e., all its nodes and arcs in the MCMF solution.

-

Arcs have infinite capacities.

From the solution to the MCMF:
1. A required arc with a flow of x is duplicated x times.
2. A virtual arc with a flow of x is promoted and duplicated x-1 times.
The resulting graph is G6 = {n^ , A 6), where N r = N r , A 6 =AR u Aft*", A # 1*™ is the
set of duplicated and promoted from the MCMF solution, and the remaining virtual arcs
have been removed.
5.4.4 Eulerian Paths
The graph transformations described in previous sections produce the graph that we
labeled G 6 = ( n r , A 6]. A sub-graph of G6, made of only required nodes and required
arcs is Eulerian. An Euler path, i.e., a path through the graph which starts and ends at the
same node and includes every arc exactly once, can be easily found manually since all
nodes of the graph are symmetric, and there exist algorithms to automate the process
(e.g., [17]). It is worth mentioning that for a given Eulerian graph, many Euler paths can
be built.
As mentioned before, an Euler path in this graph, started with the node labeled #,
solves our problem. An Euler path is in fact one long adequate test for the selected
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criterion: #, m l, ... #. Because of possible re-initializations that make the test case
cheaper, node (method) labeled # may occur several times in the method test sequence:
i.e., the long adequate test case looks like #, m l, ..., #, m 2,..., #, m 3,..., #. This can be
interpreted as several test cases in one adequate test set: each occurrence of method
labeled # indicates the start of a new test case because this indicates that the component
has to be re-initialized.

5.5 Discussion
Suppose the component under test has three public methods in its interface, namely
ml (), m2 () and m3 (). Additionally, suppose ml () postcondition is to set a component
attribute a t t r to 1 ( a t t r = l ) ; m2 () postcondition is to increase the attribute by one
(a ttr= a ttr@ p re + l); and m3 () precondition requires that the attribute equals to 4
(a ttr= 4 ). Further assume that, considering the partition and the selected CSPE predicate
criterion, Possibly Valid constraint (m l, m3, p ) , where p is obviously a ttr = 4 , has to
be exercised. This result in a required arc between node labeled ml and node labeled m3
in graph G (the graph built before the transformations) and thus in graph G6. The test set
generated by the Euler tour thus contains method call sequence ml ( ) , m3 (). In order to
execute this sequence and actually trigger the constraint, the driver needs mechanisms to
set the attribute value to 4 (i.e., to satisfy the predicate). It cannot resort to method m2 (),
and execute sequence ml ( ) , m2(), m2 (), m2(), m3 (), since then (ml, m3, p)
constraint is not triggered.
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The approach described in this Chapter for the automatic construction of CSPE
predicate coverage adequate test sets thus assumes that some built-in test support is
available in the component interface. If no such support is available, then other
techniques have to be devised to build adequate test sets (e.g., how to automatically
discover that we have to execute m2 () three times after ml () in order to successfully
execute m3 () ?). Moreover, some Possibly Valid constraint may become Never Valid
constraint. Finding such techniques requires complicated analyses of OCL expressions
involved in pre and postconditions and will be considered in future work.
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Chapter 6
Prototype Tool
This section presents the prototype test sequence generation tool PrestoSequence
implemented as part of this thesis. The prototype tool reads the component metadata and
test specification provided by the component vendor and component user and outputs test
sequences based on the DRPP solution (Chapter 5).
The tool is briefly discussed in two section: the implementation of the tool with
references to the algorithms of Chapter 5 (Section 6.1), and description of the XML
format input files representing the component metadata and test specification of the
proposed framework of Section 4.1 (Section 6.2).

6.1 Implementation
The PrestoSequence prototype tool is implemented in Java. It contains 29 classes
implemented in 1200 (un-commented) lines of code. Some of the features of this tool are:
-

Use of XML format for reading input files, metadata and test specification

-

Intermediate graph visualization using the Graphviz toolkit [3]

-

Steps of the algorithm are interchangeable and allow for easy extension

Use of XML format was a natural choice for the tool as it has become a standard for
human readable software interchange format. The component vendor and users can
manually (or through tools of their own) manipulate the files based on a specified XML
Schema. Another benefit of using the XML format is that the XML Schemas may be
easily extended to include needs of the COTS testing framework beyond automation.
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The intermediate graphs, i.e., graphs after the consecutive steps o f the algorithm, are
very large. Analyzing these graphs during debugging is not practical, and in order to
effectively debug the tool a way to visualize the graphs was necessary. The Graphviz
toolkit [3] was used to visualize the graphs. The PrestoSequence tool provides graph
output files which in the Graphviz format, and Graphviz may then be used to generate
(automatically layout) graphs is a wide variety of graphics formats.
The tool was designed to make it easy to extend the algorithms used by allowing the
steps of the algorithm to be interchanged. This would, for instance, enable the
implementation of the Christofides’ exact algorithm (mention in Section 5.4.1) to be
implemented and added into the tool with little impact on the existing implementation.
In order to run the tool the user invokes the following command line:
java squall.prestoseq.PrestoSequence [TEST_SUITE]

, where TEST_SUITE is the name o f the test suite and PrestoSequence expects to find
two input files named after TEST_SUITE. The tool, illustrated in the static structure UML
diagram of Figure 6-1, is partitioned into five packages:
squall.prestoseq
squall.prestoseq.input
squall.prestoseq.solver
squall.prestoseq.solver.algorithms
squall.prestoseq.output
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Additionally, the tool depends on the Gravisto graphing framework [46], used for its
basic graph construction and modification functionality13. This is shown in Figure 6-1 as
the org. gravis to package.
sguallprestoaeqoutput I

squaltprestoseqinput I

oraaravisto

DOTWriter

TestSpecParser
MetadataParser

Node

•

Sequence Writer

CSPEConstiaintHandler

squalLprestoseq
DRPPGraph

TestSuite

Test Spec

-edgeType Enumeration
-nonRequiredArcsSet
-requiredArcaSet
-virtualArcs:Set
-nodelds:Map
-edgelds:Map

-suiteName:String

-requireAIMethodsboolean
-required MethodsSet
-requireAIConstraints:boolean
-requiredConstraintsSet
-requiredConstraintPredicatesMap
-testCrrteriortString

+addEdge(...)
+getEdgeByld(id:String)
+getNodeByld(id:String)

I

If

Metadata

Method

Predicate

« E x e c u ta b ls»
PrestoSequence

Constrain

I main(suiteName: String)

T

>
•
•
1
1
1
squallprestoseasolverl

SotverStep

1

V
| PruneGraph j j SetRequired j | AddVirtual |

-graph:Graph
< 3 --------+execute<)

| RemoveRedundantVirtualj

PromoteVIrtual | SohreSSA j

| ReplicateForPredicates j | SolvePlow j j GrowEulerGraph |

SQualLDrestoseosolvenalaorithms 1
j BeUmanFordShortestPathl
| DiJkstrasShortestPath |

1 EulerPath 1

.............

| FindComponents

Figure 6-1: UML Diagram of the Implemented Prototype Test
Sequence Generation Tool, PrestoSequence

13 The framework was used to get a quick start on the implementation, but eventually a very small subset of
the framework’s functionality was used and the overly-complex API that it exposes is not required in
PrestoSequence. A simple implementation of an adjacency list graph would suffice.
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6.1.1 Package squall. prestoseq
This is the main package of the PrestoSeq tool and it also includes the main entry point
of the tool execution, class PrestoSequence. PrestoSequence begins execution by
loading the entity class TestSuite from the XML inputs files using the
squall .prestoseq. input

TestSuite
Predicate,

package described in the next section.

and all of its aggregate classes (Metadata, Method, Constraint,

and TestSpec) are the entity classes that model the corresponding

elements of the CSPE testing framework (read from inputs files).

6.1.2 Packages squall.prestoseq.input and squall .prestoseq.output
These two packages handle the input and output facilities of the tool. The input classes
are based on Java API

for XML Processing (JAXP)

[42] and includes:

TestSpecParses

responsible for reading in the test specification file, and

MetadataParser

and CSPEConstraintHandler responsible for reading in the

component metadata file.
The ouput package includes two classes: DOTWriter is used to output graphs parts
of the DRPP algorithm in Graphviz format, and SequenceWriter is used to oupt the
final component test sequence. The Graphviz format graphs generated during the tool
execution include: the original graph (model of the CSPE test), intermediate graphs
between steps of the algorithm, and final Euler graph (on which the test sequence is
found).
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6.1.3 Packages squall,prestoseq. solver and
squall.prestoseq.solver.algorithms

The classes of the squall, prestoseq. solver package are the classes that actually
implement the algorithm of Chapter 5. In order to facilitate interchange and possible
future extension of the algorithm steps, all of the implemented steps are based on the
abstract SolverStep class. The main execution block of the PrestoSequence deals
with references to SolverStep and is therefore only loosely coupled with the actual
implementations. All o f the concrete classes that extend from SolverStep (e.g.,
PruneGraph, SetRequired, AddVirtual)

are the implementation o f the algorithms

described in Chapter 5.
Algorithms that where not directly related to the solution of Chapter 5, but were
required by the algorithms of the classes in squall, pres toseq. solver, were
implemented separately in squall .prestoseq.solver.algorithms. These include
two

shortest

path

DijkstrasShortestPath,

algorithms

BellmanFormShortestPath

and

an algorithm for finding Euler paths EulerPath, an

algorithm for finding disconnected components of a graph FindComponents, and a
utility classes used by both packages P a th 

s ' Testing Input Files
The PrestoSequence user supplies component metadata and test specification to the
tool in the form of XML format input files. As part of the PrestoSequence
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implementation XML Schemas were designed for both the component metadata (shown
Figure 6-2) and test specification (shown in Figure 6-3).
The CSPE-based metadata is provided in XML file based on the XML Schema
shown in Figure 6-2. The main elements of the schema (and their content) are:
c o n tr a c ts (include the OCL contracts for each of the interface methods of the
component), c o n s t r a i n t s (include the derived CSPE constraints), p r e d ic a te s
(include the CSPE constraint predicates), and p ro b es (define the built-in methods
provided by the vendor). The schema was designed to include the element p ro b es, but
its use in the framework and tool is part of future work.
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Figure 6-2: Graphical Representation of the XML Schema for
Component Metadata
.
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.a

The CSPE-based test specification XML file is based on the XML Schema shown in
Figure 6-3. The test specification is provided to the tool in terms o f three elements (each
containing): requiredMethod (the method specified according to Required Methods
Scheme of Section 4.4.1), requiredConstraint (the constraints specified according to
Required

Constraints

Scheme

requiredConstraint Predicates

of

Section

4.4.2),

and

(the predicate test cases specified according to

Required Constraint Predicates Scheme of Section 4.4.3), and testCriterion (the
CSPE-based test criterion selected from the set defined in Section 4.3.2). The required
methods, constraint, and predicates are specified using references from the component
metadata file described above.

reouiredMethods
type - <ar»nyn,.oo'3>

®

method

1
1

type = <anorvynous>
0..“

®

rcquiredConstramts

constraint

type ■» <anonyjT!OUS>

type = <anctr/rou5>

tcstsp ec

0..

type = <anonymous>

reouiredConstraintPretficates
type = <anonymous>

predicate

®

-i •: & - type « <aionyTT»us>
0 ..*

[ testCriterion E l
I type - sting

Figure 6-3: Graphical Representation of the XML Schema for
Testing Specification
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Chapter 7
Case Studies
The two main objectives of this section are to investigate the benefits o f using the DRPPbased algorithm presented in Chapter 5, and to generate CSPE test sequences and
investigate the fault detection effectiveness of the CSPE coverage criteria we proposed in
Section 4.3.2. Section 7.1 describes a new component we will be used for our case
studies: P e t s t o r e [29]. Section 7.2 uses the Queue and P e t s t o r e components to
investigate the cost of DRPP test cases when compared to the technique proposed by
Kar?ali and Tai. Section 7.3 uses the P e ts to r e component to investigate how one of our
main CSPE criteria performs in terms of fault detection. And lastly, Section 7.4 discusses
the results.

7.1 Petstore System
The Petstore system is part of Sun's J2EE Blueprints collection [39]. The component
presented here is based on an excerpt of the Petstore system used as an example in the
book “JUnit in Action* [29] and made available by the authors for download from [30].
The component is the order fulfillment module of the system. It is responsible for
handling the creation of new orders and their processing until fulfillment. In this section
the component is modeled with UML from the perspective of the component vendor and
the component user. It is described through a representative use case scenario, UML class
and component diagrams, and OCL contracts which are defined for each of the
component’s interface methods. An overview of the implementation is also provided.
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7.1.1 Use Case Scenarios
The functionality of the Petstore component is described in this section with the most
representative use case scenario that describes how the system is used to order and
purchase dog food.
Purchase Dog Food Use Case Scenario
1. The customer logs onto the web-based Petstore system in search o f dog food.
2. The customer, after browsing the online catalogue, orders the dog food:
• Triggers a createOrder method of the Petstore component; an order is
created in the database with the specified item and current date
• The state of the order is set to UNVERIFIED
3. The customer receives an email confirmation of the order, reads it over, and
continues with the purchase following an email link.
• Triggers the verifyOrder method of the Petstore component
• The state of the order is set to VERIFIED
4. The pet store owner (system administrator) logs into the Petstore system,
checks for new orders and prints them out
• Triggers the orderCount and printOrder interface methods of the
Petstore component
5. The pet store owner charges the customers credit card and ships the dogfood.
6. The pet store owner logs into the Petstore system, pulls up the customer order
and inputs in all of the shipping confirmation numbers and marks order fulfilled.
• Triggers the fulf illOrder method of the Petstore component
• The state of the order is set to FULFILLED
7. The customer receives the dogfood and feeds his/her dog.

7.1.2 UML Models
The Petstore order fulfillment component from the perspective of the component vendor
is modeled in the following UML diagram.
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« S e rv ic e »
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+verifyOrder(id:lnteger)
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+new
+verified
+fulfiUed

+prooessOrder(ordecOrder)
+verifyOrder(ordenOrder)
+fulfillOrder(order.Order)

Figure 7-1: Petstore Order Fulfillment Component from the
Perspective of the Component Vendor
The main class of the Petstore component is the Petstore bean. The Petstore class
creates the order, and initiates each of the order processing steps until fulfillment. The
system is capable of creating and processing multiple orders concurrently, and for this
purpose it is designed to include a work queue implemented in a message-driven bean
OrderProccessMDB.

Each of the order processing operation initiated by the Petstore

bean is queued and processed by the OrderProccessMDB at the earliest available
processing time slot. Orders are stored in a database and accessed via a data access bean
Order.

The Order bean stores the properties o f the order: id, date, item description, and

state. The state of the order is encapsulated in the OrderState enumeration and changes
with the consecutive processing steps of the order fulfillment. The Petstore bean may
navigate all of the orders as well as get the number of orders in the system using the
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orderCount

method. The Petstore order fulfillment component from the perspective of

the component user is modeled in the following UML diagram.
The Petstore can also be cleared, i.e., all of the orders are removed from the
database. In order to clear the Petstore the client first invokes the clearPetstore
method of the component and stores the confirmation code returned by the invocation.
The

client

then

finalizes

confirmClearPetstore

the

clear

Petstore

operation

by

invoking

with a valid confirmation code, or revokes the clear Petstore

operation by invoking cancelClearPetstore with a valid code. A valid code
generated on the first invocation to clearPetstore may only be used in one
transaction ending in clear Petstore confirmation or cancellation.
PlaceOrder
0 -------------ManagerOrder
O--------------

Petstore

a

«lnterfacs»>
PlaceOrder

« ln te r fa c e »
ManageOrder
+printOrder(id: Integer)
+fulfiIIOrder(id:lntegei)
+orderCount()Jnteger
+dearPetstore() String
+confirmClearFtetstore(cString)
+cancelGearPetstore(cString)

+createOrderOInteger
+verifyOrder( id:Integer)
+printOrder(id:lnteger)

Figure 7-2: Petstore Order Fulfillment Component from the Perspective of the
Component User
Similarly to the interfeces of the Queue component of Section 4.2, the provided
interfeces of the Petstore component are tailored to the role the client accessing the
component has in the system. The PlaceOrder interface is used by the customer's client
application to create the order, verify the order, and check on its state. The
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ManageOrder interface is used by the employee’s client application to process the
orders until fulfillment, get the number of orders in the system, and clear the Petstore in
preparation for new inventory.

7.1.3 Interface Contracts
To employ CSPE-based test strategies, it is necessary to have contract descriptions for the
component interface methods. Here preconditions and postcondition are defined in OCL
[20]. Table 7-1, below, contains the listing of the OCL contracts for the Petstore
component.
Table 7-1: Petstore Component Interface Method OCL Contracts
c o n t e x t : P e t s t o r e : : c r e a t e O r d e r (o r d e r D a t e : D a te , o r d e r l t e m : S t r i n g ) : I n t e g e r
p re :
—
p o s t:
l e t o rd e r : O r d e r .a llln s ta n c e s - > s e le c t( o | o .o r d e r ld = o r d e r ld ) ,
O r d e r .a llI n s ta n c e s - > e x is ts ( o | o .o r d e r ld = o rd e rId )
and
o r d e r . o r d e r D a t e = o r d e r D a te
and
o r d e r .o r d e r I te m = o rd e r lte m
and
o r d e r . s t a t e = O r d e r S t a t e : : UNVERIFIED
and
O r d e r . a l l l n s t a n c e s - > s i z e ( ) = O r d e r . a l l l n s t a n c e s - > s i z e ( ) @pre + 1
c o n te x t : P e ts to r e ::v e r if y O r d e r ( o r d e r I d :I n te g e r )
p re :
l e t o rd e r : O rd e r.a llI n s ta n c e s - > s e le c t( o | o .o r d e r ld = o r d e r ld ) ,
O r d e r .a llln s ta n c e s - > e x is ts ( o | o .o r d e r ld = o rd e r ld )
o r d e r . s t a t e = O r d e r S t a t e : : UNVERIFIED
p o s t:
l e t o rd e r : o rd e r s -> s e le c tto | o .o rd e r ld = o r d e r ld ) ,
o r d e r . s t a t e = O r d e r S t a t e : : VERIFIED
c o n te x t : P e t s t o r e : : f u l f i l O r d e r ( o r d e r I d : I n t e g e r )
p re :
l e t o rd e r : O r d e r .a llI n s ta n c e s - > s e le c t( o | o .o r d e r ld = o r d e r ld ) ,
O r d e r .a llln s ta n c e s - > e x is ts ( o | o .o r d e r ld = o rd e r ld )
and
o r d e r . s t a t e = O r d e r S t a t e : : VERIFIED
p o s t:
l e t o rd e r : O r d e r .a llln s ta n c e s - > s e le c tto | o .o r d e r ld = o r d e r ld ) ,
o r d e r . s t a t e = O r d e r S t a t e : : FULFILLED
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c o n te x t: P e ts to r e : :p r in t O r d e r ( o r d e r ld :I n te g e r ) : S tr in g
p re :
O r d e r .a llln s ta n c e s - > e x is ts ( o | o .o r d e r ld = o rd e r ld )
p o s t: l e t o rd e r : O r d e r .a llln s ta n c e s - > s e le c t( o | o .o rd e r ld = o r d e r ld ) ,
r e tu r n .c o n ta in s ( o r d e r ld )
and
r e t u r n . c o n t a i n s (o r d e r . o r d e r D a t e )
and
r e t u r n . c o n t a i n s (o r d e r . o r d e r lte m )
c o n t e x t : P e t s t o r e : : o r d e r C o u n t( ) : I n t e g e r
p re :
p o s t:
r e t u r n = O r d e r . a l l l n s t a n c e s - > s i z e ()
c o n te x t: P e ts to r e : : c l e a r P e ts to r e ( ) : S trin g
p re :
p o s t:
c le a rC o n fir m C o d e s -> e x is ts (r e tu rn )
c o n te x t: P e ts to r e ::c o n f ir m C le a r P e ts to r e ( c o d e :S tr in g )
p re :
c le a r C o n f ir m C o d e s - > e x is t s ( c o d e )
p o s t:
O r d e r . a l l l n s t a n c e s - > s i z e () = 0
and
n o t c le a r C o n f ir m C o d e s - > e x is t s ( c o d e )
c o n t e x t : P e t s t o r e : : c a n c e l C l e a r P e t s t o r e (c o d e : S t r i n g )
p re :
c le a r C o n f ir m C o d e s - > e x is t s ( c o d e )
p o s t:
n o t c le a r C o f ir m C o d e s - > e x is t s ( c o d e )

7.1.4 CSPE Constraints
We list in Table 7-2 all o f the CSPE constraints for the Petstore Component as we will be
using them to generate CSPE-based test sequences. Similarly, Table 7-3 shows all of the
related CSPE constraint predicates.
Table 7-2: Petstore Component CSPE Constraints
c l= ( # ,c r e a te O r d e r ,tr u e )
c 2 = ( # ,v e r i f y O r d e r , p i )
c3= (# .fu lf il0 r d e r ,p 2 )
c 4 = ( # ,p rin tO r d e r,p 3 )
c 5 = ( # , o r d e r C o u n t, t r u e )
c6 = ( # ,c le a r P e ts to r e ,t r u e )
c 7 = ( # ,c o n firm C le a rP e ts to re
,p 4 )
c8 = ( # ,c a n c e lC le a r P e ts to r e ,
p4)

c2 5 = (f u lf ilO r d e r ,c r e a te O r d
e r ,tr u e )
c2 6 = (f u lf ilO r d e r ,v e r if y O r d
e r .p l)
c 2 7 = ( fu lf ilO rd e r ,fu lf ilO rd
e r . p2)
c2 8 = (f u l f i l O r d e r , p r i n t O r d e
r,p 3 )
c 2 9 = ( f u l f i l O r d e r , o rd e rC o u n
t,tr u e )
c 3 0 = ( fu lf ilO rd e r, c le a rP e ts
to r e ,tr u e )
c 3 1 = ( f u lf ilO rd e r ,c o n fir m C l
e a rP e ts to re , p4)
c 3 2 = ( f u lf ilO r d e r .c a n c e lC le
a rP e ts to r e ,p4)

c 4 9 = ( c le a rP e ts to r e ,c re a te O rd e r, t
ru e )
c 5 0 = ( c le a r P e ts to r e , v e r i fy O rd e r. p
1)
c 5 1 = ( c le a r P e ts to r e ,f u lf ilO r d e r ,p
2)
c 5 2 = ( c l e a r P e t s t o r e , p r i n t O r d e r . p3
)
c 5 3 = ( c le a rP e ts to r e ,o rd e rC o u n t, t r
u e)
c 5 4 = ( c le a r P e ts to r e .c le a r P e ts to re
, tr u e )
c55= ( c l e a r P e t s t o r e , c o n f i r m C l e a r P
e ts to r e ,p 4 )
c 5 6 = ( c le a r P e ts to r e ,c a n c e lC le a r P e
ts to r e ,p 4 )
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c 9 = ( c r e a te O r d e r , c r e a te O r d e
r , tr u e )
c l0 = (c re a te O r d e r.v e rify O r d
e r.p l)
c ll= ( c r e a te O rd e r,f u lfilO rd
e r ,p 2 )
c l2 = (c re a te O r d e r,p rin tO rd e
r ,p 3 )
c l 3 = ( c r e a te O r d e r ,o r d e r C o u n
t,tr u e )
c l4 = ( c r e a te O r d e r ,c le a r P e ts
to r e ,tr u e )
c l 5 = ( c r e a t e O r d e r ,c o n f i r m C l
e a rP e ts to r e , p4)
c l6 = ( c r e a t e O r d e r , c a n c e l C l e
a r P e ts to r e ,p 4 )
c l7 = (v e rify O rd e r, c re a te O rd
e r ,tr u e )
c l8 = (v e rify O rd e r,v e rify O rd
e r .p l)

c 3 3 = (p rin tO rd e r, c re a tO rd e r
, tru e )
c 3 4 = ( p r in t O r d e r , v e r i f y O r d e
r ,p l)
c 3 5 = ( p rin tO r d e r,fu lfilO r d e
r,p 2 )
c3 6 = ( p r i n t O r d e r , p r i n t O r d e r
,p 3 )
c3 7 = (p r i n t O r d e r , o rd e r C o u n t
, tr u e )
c3 8=(p r in tO rd e r, c le a r P e ts t
o r e ,tr u e )
c3 9 = (p r i n t O r d e r , c o n f i rm C le
a r P e ts to r e ,p 4 )
c 3 9 = ( p r i n t O r d e r , c a n c e lC le a
r P e ts to r e ,p 4 )
c 4 1 = ( o r d e r C o u n t,c r e a te O r d e
r ,tru e )
c4 2 = (o r d e r C o u n t, v e r i fy O rd e
r .p l)

c 5 7 = ( c o n f ir m C le a r P e ts to re ,c re a te
O rd e r,tru e )
c 5 8 = ( c o n fir m C le a r P e ts to r e ,v e r ify
O r d e r .p l )
c 5 9 = ( c o n f ir m C le a r P e ts to r e ,f u lf il
O rd e r, p 2 )
c 6 0 = ( c o n f ir m C le a r P e ts t o r e ,p r i n tO
r d e r ,p 3 )
c 6 1 = ( c o n f ir m C le a r P e ts t o r e ,o r d e r C
o u n t,tr u e )
c 6 2 = ( c o n f i r m C l e a r P e t s t o r e ,c l e a r P
e ts to r e ,tr u e )
c 6 3 = ( c o n fir m C le a r P e ts to r e ,c o n fir
m C le a rP e ts to re , p 4 )
c 6 4 = ( c o n f i r m C l e a r P e t s t o r e ,c a n c e l
C le a rP e ts to re , p4)
c 6 5 = ( c a n c e l C l e a r P e t s t o r e ,c r e a t e O
r d e r , tru e )
c 6 6 = ( c a n c e l C l e a r P e t s t o r e ,v e r i f y O
r d e r .p l)

c l9 = (v e rif y O r d e r ,f u lf ilO r d
e r .p 2 )
c20= ( v e r i f y O r d e r , p r i n tO r d e
r ,p 3 )
c 2 1 = ( v e r if y O r d e r , o rd e rC o u n
t,tr u e )
c 2 2 = ( v e r if y O r d e r , c l e a r P e t s
to r e ,tru e )
c 2 3 = ( v e r if y O r d e r , c o n firm C l
e a rP e ts to r e , p4)
c 2 4 = ( v e r if y O r d e r ,c a n c e lC le
a r P e ts to r e ,p 4 )

c 4 3 = ( o r d e r C o u n t ,f u l f i l O r d e
r,p 2 )
c 4 4 = ( o r d e r C o u n t,p r in tO r d e r
,p 3 )
c 4 5 = ( o rd e rC o u n t,o r d e rC o u n t
, tru e )
c 4 6 = ( o r d e r C o u n t,c le a rP e ts t
o r e , tr u e )
c 4 7 = ( o rd e rC o u n t,c o n f irm C le
a r P e ts to r e ,p 4 )
c 4 8 = ( o r d e r C o u n t,c a n c e lC le a
r P e ts to r e .p 4 )

c 6 7 = ( c a n c e lC le a r P e ts to r e ,f u lf ilO
r d e r ,p 2 )
c 6 8 = (c a n c e l C l e a r P e t s t o r e , p r i n t O r
d e r ,p 3 )
c 6 9 = ( c a n c e lC le a r P e ts t o r e ,o r d e r C o
u n t.tru e )
c 7 0 = ( c a n c e lC le a r P e ts to re ,c le a rP e
ts to r e .tr u e )
c 7 1 = ( c a n c e l C l e a r P e t s t o r e ,c o n f i r m
C le a rP e ts to re . p4)
c 7 2 = ( c a n c e lC le a r P e ts t o r e ,c a n c e l C
le a r P e ts to r e ,p 4 )

Table 7-3: Petstore Component CSPE Constraint Predicates
Predicate

Constraint Predicate

Literal
pi

let order : Order.alllnstances->select(o | o.orderld = orderld).
Order.alllnstances->exists(o | o.orderld = orderld)
and
order.orderstate=OrderState::UNVERIFIED

P2

let order : Order.alllnstances->select(o | o.orderld = orderld).
Order.alllnstances->exists(o | o.orderld = orderld)
and
order.orderState=OrderState::VERIFIED

P3

Order.alllnstances->exists(o | o.orderld = orderld)

p4

clearConfirmCodes->exists(code)
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7.1.5 Implementation
The Petstore order fulfillment component is implemented in an Enterprise Java Bean
(EJB) component model [38], and deployed on the JBoss Application Server [24]. The
component consists o f three EJBs, a set of utility classes, and the client interfeces. The
three EJBs are OrderEJB, OrderProcessorMDB, and PetstoreEJB.
The OrderEJB, an entity bean, contains all of the order information and stores it in a
database via a persistence mechanism provided by the component container (JBoss). It
provides accessor methods (get and set type methods) for each of the order attributes
(date, item, and state), as well as a mechanism for retrieving an order based on its id.
The OrderProcessorMDB, a message driven bean, receives order processing
requests from the Petstore component and executes them on the orders stored in the
database. For instance, on receiving a new order request, the bean retrieves the order
according to the id provided in the request, sets the state of the order to u n v e r i f i e d and
sends out the email notification to the customer. Similarly, it is responsible for setting the
state of the order to VERIFIED and then FULFILLED and executing the processing tasks
in each case, respectively.
The PetstoreEJB, a service bean, is the main entry point of the component. It
exposes all o f the interface methods which the clients use to exercise the component.
These include: createOrder, confirmOrder,
orderCount,

clearPetstore,

cancelClearPetstore.

fulfillOrder,

printOrder,

confirmClearPetstore,

and

Some of these methods access the OrderEJB object directly
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(e.g.,

printOrder,

OrderProcessorMDB

orderCount),

while

others

send

requests

to

the

(e.g., createOrder, verifyOrder).

Utility classes implemented as part of the Petstore component include: JMSUtil,
JNDIUtil, JNDINames, PetstoreException, and OrderState. JMSUtil

is a utility

class used to simplify access to the Java Message Service (JMS) [40], a service used to
send requests to the OrderProcessorMDB. JNDIUtil and JNDINames are utility
classes used to access the beans and other component resources using the Java Naming
and Directory Interface (JNDI) [41]. PetstoreException is a Java exception that is
thrown when the component is not correctly used, and the OrderState is an
enumeration class representing the different states of the order.
In addition to the EJBs and utility classes, the EJB client interfeces are also
implemented according to the EJB specification. These include object interfaces and
home interfaces for the OrderEJB and the PetstoreEJB (for more details refer to [38],
or preferably a good book on the subject [35]).

7.2 Cost Evaluation of DRPP Test Suites
Ideally, we would like to assess the reduction in cost brought by the DRPP algorithm.
However, this raises two questions. Since we do not have cost data for test suites, what
surrogate measure can we use? Second, assuming we have such a measure, what do we
compare the results of DRPP with? First, we will use test suite size, measured as number
of executed methods, as a surrogate measure for cost. It is reasonable to expect the cost of
developing and running test suites to be proportional to the number of methods executed.
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Though different methods usually entail varying costs, this is expected to average out
over an entire test suite and is therefore a good approximation at a test suite level.
Second, we will compare DRPP test suites with the algorithm by Kargali and Tai (KT)
reviewed in Section 3.2.3. The test suites generated by the PrestoSequence tool will
be analyzed on both the Queue and Petstore components.
Sequences were generated for all the different CSPE constraint criteria for a fixed
CSPE constraint predicate criterion: Predicate Coverage. Since KT's approach does not
address the coverage of predicates and simply covers Possibly Valid constraints once,
this corresponds to our Predicate Coverage criterion. By fixing the CSPE constraint
predicate criterion to Predicate Coverage, we thus make sure that we can compare the
two techniques and investigate whether the DRPP algorithm is good at minimizing test
sequences. Using more complex predicate criteria would only increase the relative
improvement of DRPP over KT14. Sequences were therefore generated for A-PC, AP-PC,
N-PC, NP-PC, and ANP-PC. Figure 7-3 is a chart comparing the size of the DRPP-based
approach to the size of the KT algorithm on Queue in terms of number of methods
executed in the test suites. Note that one test suite was automatically generated for each
technique.

14 We could have adapted KT’s approach to handle other predicate coverage criteria, such as Prime
Implicant Coverage (Section 3.3), by following the same tree based approach (Section 3.2.3). This would
have however resulted in much more redundancy than what we have already observed on simple examples
and would have disadvantaged KT’s approach over ours.
- n **

1
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Q KarTai
□ RrestoSequence

Criterion

Figure 7-3: Costs of DRPP-based vs. KT Generated Test
Sequences for Queue
The DRPP-based test sequences clearly show a significantly lower size for all but one
CSPE criterion (N). In that particular case, the tree-based breadth-first approach taken by
the KT algorithm is able to grow the paths on the tree such that each path terminates with
a Never Valid constraint and the total size is optimal. The relative test sequence sizes
between the CSPE criteria vary greatly, and Figure 7-4 shows the relative improvement
brought by DRPP. If we exclude N, improvement percentages are substantial and vary
between 25% and 54%.
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Figure 7-4: Improvement of the DRPP-based
Approach over the KT Agorithm for Queue
Similar charts are shows in Figure 7-5 and Figure 7-6 for the Petstore component. Here
the N CSPE criterion does not apply but we can see that results are very consistent with
those of Queue. Relative improvements range from 26% to 53%.

□ KarTai
□ RrestoSequence

Criterion

Figure 7-5: Costs of DRPP-based vs. KT Generated Test
Sequences for Petstore
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Figure 7-6: Improvement of the DRPP-based Approach over the
KT Algorithm for Petstore

7.3 Analyzing the Fault Detection Effectiveness of Test Suites
In this section our goal is to analyze the effectiveness at detecting faults o f the CSPE
coverage criteria based on the P e ts to r e component, which is complex enough to enable
such an investigation. From a practical standpoint we want to determine whether deriving
such test suites based on interface method contracts brings any significant advantage over
simpler test strategies. In order to investigate this question, a number of issues have to be
addressed. Since we have no known faults on the components we use, how do we seed
faults to allow us to experiment (Section 7.3.1)? Second, with what other test strategy
should we compare our CSPE results (Section 7.3.2)? Third, how do we automate the
experimental process (Section 7.3.3).
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7.3.1 Mutants
It is common in testing research to resort to seeding faults to investigate the effectiveness
of testing techniques [32]. The main reason is practical: researchers rarely have access to
large numbers of actual faults. The question is now how to seed such faults in a
systematic and unbiased manner? To do so, most researchers have used mutation
operators [27], that is a set of change operators modeling small, atomic changes in the
code.
For the P e ts to r e case study, we assumed that the component container properly
used the component interface and that this interface was correct to start with. In a
component-based context, test cases (in our case CSPE-based test cases) are derived to
investigate whether the component can work correctly on the selected platform, i.e., to
investigate the impact of defects in the component platform (or other components) on the
component under investigation. This may also be seen as testing the robustness of the
component to faults in the container and platform. To do so, the most straightforward
solution is to seed mutants in the component platform (or other components). This turns
out to be very difficult because of the complexity o f the deployment platform, or even
impossible, depending on the actual deployment platform used15. Another simpler
solution is to simulate platform failures (e.g., the platform fails to throw an exception).
Two alternatives were considered: (i) create a wrapper between the component under test

15 In our case, since the deployment platform we use (i.e., JBoss) is open source, this solution could be
considered, although JBoss’s complexity would make it difficult to implement With other deployment
platforms which are not open source, this solution is simply not possible.
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and the platform that simulates the failures, (ii) simulate the failures directly in the
component. We chose the latter as it requires less test scaffolding.
A set of mutation operators were then selected and faults were seeded manually and
randomly through the entire component code (thus generating mutant programs). The
mutation operators were selected so as to potentially simulate component deployment
failures. So, for example, interface mutation operators [23] were not selected as we
assumed that the component container used correctly the component interface and that
this interface was correct. In our experiment, we used both generic mutation operators
[27]16 and others specifically defined for Java [26].
Ideally, the Petstore mutation operators should simulate only plausible deployment
platform failures. Since the deployment platform involves the component container and a
database, we selected the mutation operators reported in Table 7-4 [26, 27] for the
following reasons:
AOR: This operator can be used in the component to change data values sent to the
plateform, thus simulating a lost message between the component and the
platform.
RSR. SDL: These operators can be used in the component to change requests sent to a
database, or answers received from it, thus simulating the database failing to
accurately update some data.

16 Although the mutants presented in [27] were developed for use in the Fortran language, they are based on
basic programming principles and can be easily adapted to other imperative languages.
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CRP, ROR, UOI, and SVR: These operators can be used in the component to affect
the control flow (e.g., case, if statements) and thus simulate the platform failing to
deliver messages in the right order or at the right moment (e.g., the component
expects an acknowledgement but receives another message).
EHR: This operator can be used in the component to avoid handling an exception,
thus simulating the platform foiling to throw it.
Table 7-4: Mutation Operators Used in the Petstore Case Study
Selected from [26,27]
Type

Description

AOR

Arithmetic Operator Replacement: An arithmetic operator is
replaced by another operator.
Relational Operator Replacement: A relational operator is
replaced by another operator.
Unary Operator Insertion: An arithmetic expression is
negated.
Return Statements Replacement: A statement-is replaced by the
return statement.
Statement Deletion: A statement is deleted.
Constant Replacement: A constant value is modified, e.g., a
numeric constants incremented/decremented by a fixed value,
or a character of a string is replaced by another.
Scalar Variable Replacement: A scalar variable is modified,
e.g., a number variable in incremented/decremented by a fixed
value.
Error Handler Removal: An error handler (the catch block) is
removed.

ROR
UOI
RSR
SDL
CRP

SVR

EHR

Using the mutation operators of Table 7-4, 102 mutants where seeded in the Petstore
component source code. When seeding the mutants, any generated mutants that resulted
in source code that did not compile were discarded.
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A couple of examples of the mutants created with the mutant operators of Table 7-4
are shown below. A mutant is seeded in the PetstoreEJB. java source file using the
Relational Operator Replacement (ROR) mutation operator, shown in Figure 7-6. The
correct and mutated source codes read:
Original source: if (orderState == Order State. UNVERIFIED) {
Mutant source: if (orderState >= OrderState.UNVERIFIED) {
Figure 7-7: An Example ROR Mutant
The mutant is applied such that relation operator == is replaced with another relation
operator >=. This mutant results in a failure since even though only the order state
UNVERIFIED

should be admitted, any order state with constant value greater than that of

unverified

is erroneously admitted (v e r i f i e d or f u l f i l l e d ).

Another example of a seeded mutant is in the OrderProcessorMDB. java source
file, shown in Figure 7-8. The Statement Deletion (SDL) type mutation operator removes
a break statement from a Java switch block:
Correct source:

Mutant source:

switch (orderState) (
case OrderState.NEW:
proceedOrder(order);
break;
case OrderState.UNVERIFIED:
verifyOrder(order);
break;
case OrderState.VERIFIED:
fulfillOrder(order);
break;
case OrderState.FULFILLED:
logOrder(order);
break;

switch (orderState) {
case OrderState.NEW:
proceedOrder(order);
break;
case OrderState.UNVERIFIED:
verifyOrder(order);

}

}

case OrderState.VERIFIED:
fulf i1lOrder(order);
break;
case OrderState.FULFILLED:
logOrder(order);
break;

Figure 7-8: An Example SDL Mutant ’
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As a result o f this mutant, execution o f the switch block where the orderState is
UNVERIFIED will result in the program falling through to the second case, and in
addition to verifying the order (verifyOrder method) the order will also be fulfilled
(fulfillOrder

method). A full listing of all of the mutants seeded in the case study is

found in Appendix A.

7.3.2 Test Suites
As a baseline o f comparison, we decided to use the all methods and exceptions (AME)
test strategy.
Definition 7-1 All Methods and Exceptions (AME): Requires that all of the methods
and all o f the exception instances be covered at least once by a compliant test
suite. An exception instance is defined as an exception type thrown by a
method, Le., the same exception type may be thrown by a number of methods
and each one is an exception instance.
AME is a simple but thorough testing technique applicable in a system without available
source code, and therefore a good baseline to compare the CSPE technique against. It is
based on the two test coverage criteria ACmet and ACex [23] defined in Section 3.4.
For example, the AME testing technique would require that all the interface methods
of the Petstore component be tested at least once, and that each method that throws the
PetstoreException

be tested at least once to verify the exception instance. An

exception instance is tested (verified) by executing the test suite such that the exception is
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thrown. Then, if the test suite catches the exception the system is considered to be correct
or else if the exception is not caught this is identified as a failure.
Two test suites were therefore developed for the Petstore case study, one for each of
the techniques employed: CSPE and AME. Test drivers are implemented using the
Apache Cactus framework [45], based on the popular Java testing framework JUnit [31].
Each test suite consists of a set of test cases, each of these consisting of a method
sequence. In addition to test cases themselves, test drivers include scaffolding for each
test case: test inputs, test oracles. A test suite is contained in a single Java class extending
the Cactus ServletTestCase class.
The CSPE Cactus test suite is based on the test cases (method sequences) generated
using the PrestoSequence tool (Chapter 6). There is no specific targeted functionalities of
the component specified for testing so that the entire component is tested. The CSPE
constraint and predicate criterion employed is Always Never Possibly Valid - Predicate
Coverage (ANP-PC). We used ANP as this is the most complete CSPE criterion and we
use the weakest predicate coverage criterion (PC) since this happens to detect (Section
7.4.1) all our mutants and no stronger criterion is therefore required.
An AME test suite includes an interface method for every test case of the test suite,
as well as two methods shared by all the test cases used to initialize the test case and tear
it down after completion.
For both AME and CSPE test suites, the test inputs are instances of mock Petstore
objects (order dates, order items, orders). The test oracles are JUnit assertion statements,
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e.g., assertTrue, assertEquals. When a test case (Cactus test suite method)
encounters an assertion that fails, a failure is reported. The test cases in a test suite are
executed in an arbitrary order (Cactus implementation detail) and a report is produced on
the number of test cases that passed or failed; reports of failed test cases are accompanied
by detailed exception traces.
Below is an example of a createOrder interface method and its scaffolding, an
excerpt found in both CSPE and AME base test suites.
Date[] dates = { new Date(234234), new Date(123123), new Date(345345) };
String[] items = { "item 1", "item 2", "item 3" };
Integer orderldO = store.createOrder(dates[0], items[0]);
Thread.sleep(lOO);
OrderLocal orderO = orderHome.findByPrimaryKey(orderldO);
assertEquals((Integer)(dates[0].hashCodeO
+ items[0].hashCode()),orderldO);
assertEquals(new Integer(OrderState.UNVERIFIED),
orderO.getOrderState());

The first two statements are the test inputs, an array dates of order dates (pseudo
random) and an array items of item names. The second statement uses the initialized
store

EJB object to create the order, and return the order id stored in orderldO. The

Thread, sleep (100)

statement is inserted into the scaffolding of the component to

process the new order through the message-driven bean OrderProcessorMDB.17 Up to
this point the scaffolding consists of test input and test drivers parts. The last three
statements are the test oracles of the test case. The orderHome interface is used to
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directly retrieve the Order object identified by orderldO. Then, the first
assertEquals

statement verifies that the order id was correctly set, and the next

assertEquals

statement verifies that the order is in the

unverified

state (as would

be expected of a newly created order).

7.3.3 Test Infrastructure
Test suites are executed using the Apache Cactus testing framework [45]. The specific
feature in Cactus that requires its use (over JUnit on which it is based) is that it enables
the testing of Enterprise JavaBeans from within the component container. All of the 102
mutants of the Petstore component are tested.
Instead of maintaining a version of the entire source code for each of the mutants, the
mutants are stored as patch files18. In order to test the component for the given mutant,
the correct source code was patched from a repository of mutants (patch files). An
example of a patch file representing the mutant of Figure 7-7 is shown below in Figure
7-9.

17 Without the sleep statement allowing the component to fully complete the order creation the test case
would not represent real world use of the component, i.e., no software client in real use would invoke the
interface methods of the component one right after the other as in the case of the test case.
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*** j u n i t b o o k / e j b / s e r v i c e / P e t s t o r e E J B . j a v a ju n itb o o k /e jb /s e r v ic e /P e ts to r e E J B .ja v a

2 0 0 5 -0 8 -1 4 0 2 :1 4 :3 4 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 5 -0 8 -1 4 0 2 :2 1 :0 9 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

-0 4 0 0
-0 4 0 0

*** 5 1 ,5 7 ****
/ / c a t c h i f w e 'v e g o t t h e s t a t e r i g h t
In te g e r o rd e rS ta te = o r d e r . g e tO rd e rS ta te ();
i f ( o r d e r S t a t e == O rderS tate.U N V E R IF IE D ) {
J M S U til. sendToJM SQ ueue(JN D IN am es. QUEUE_ORDER, o r d e r
. g e tO rd e r ld () , f a l s e ) ;
) e ls e {

!

—

5 1 , 5 7 -----/ / c a t c h i f w e 'v e g o t t h e s t a t e r i g h t
I n te g e r o rd e r S ta te = o rd e r .g e tO rd e rS ta te ();
i f ( o r d e r S t a t e >= O rderS tate.U N V E R IF IE D ) {
J M S U til. sendToJM SQ ueue(JN D IN am es. QUEUE_ORDER, o r d e r
. g e tO rd e r ld () , f a l s e ):
} e ls e {

I

Figure 7-9: An Example Patch File for ROR Type Mutant
Each mutated component (Mutant) was tested and the test suite results reported in XML
format. The XML file contains a header with a summary of the test cases that passed or
failed, and a set of more detailed reports for each of the test cases.
The patch file and XML report format mechanisms allowed for the testing process to
be automated with basic scripting facilities available on the testing platform. At a highlevel the testing process consisted of the following steps:
1. The correct version of the Petstore component source code was recovered
from a previously mutated version.
2. The given mutant was applied by patching the source code.
3. The mutated Petstore component was compiled and deployed in the
component container along with the precompiled Cactus test suites.

18 Patch file commonly created using the d i f f utility, part of most Unix/Linux environments and available
for Windows.
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4. The resulting test reports are stored in XML files, one for each of the mutants
tested, named consistent with the mutant id.
The set of XML files was then processed using XSL Transformations (XSLT) the use of
which facilitated compilation o f the test reports into the results presented in the next
section.

7.4 Results
The results of the case study were compiled by collecting all of the test suite output XML
files for each of the mutants and determining the state o f the mutant. A mutant is killed if
one of the test cases of the test suite fails. As a heuristic, a mutant is considered
equivalent if neither test suites fail and after verification of the code. Comparisons of the
mutants killed by the CSPE to those killed by the AME test suites were performed to
evaluate the automated CSPE technique developed in this thesis. In this subsection we
first analyze and compare mutant scores of test suites (Section 7.4.1). Then, the average
mutant detection rates of individual test cases are compared (Section 7.4.2) and the
practical implications of the results are discussed in Section 7.4.3.

7.4.1 Analysis of Mutant Scores
Out of the entire set of 102 mutants, 22 were identified as equivalent, 81 were killed by
the CSPE test suite, and 76 were killed by the AME test suite. Therefore, the CSPE test
suite killed all non-equivalent mutants, five more than the AME test suite.
The size of the CSPE test suite is 149 methods contained in 45 test cases, and the
size of the AME test suite is 22 methods contained in 5 test cases. The sizes of the test
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suites were measured by counting only the method invocations on the component and do
not include test input instantiations or oracles (test suite scaffolding). A summary of the
test suites’ effectiveness and size is found in Table 7-5.
Table 7-5: Quantitative Results of the Petstore Case Study
CSPE

AME

Mutants Killed

81

76

Number of Test
Cases

45

5

Test Suite Size

149

22

From the results in Table 7-5, we can therefore conclude that CSPE test suites are more
effective at catching faults but are much more expensive. It is difficult to a priori
determine whether the faults missed by AME should be expected to be critical and
common in object-oriented software. We therefore analyzed the location and nature of
these five mutants killed only by CSPE.
These mutants were all found in two specific areas of the Petstore component, that
is where the order processing functionality (1 mutant) and the Petstore clear and
confirm/cancel functionality (4 mutants) of the component are implemented. Both of
these areas in the component share a common characteristic in that they implement statebased behavior, that is behavior that depends on the state of the component.
The order processing functionality of the component is found in the
OrderProcessMDB

class. The message driven bean receives order processing requests
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from the component, and processes the order according to its state. Figure 7-10 (a) shows
a state diagram of an order as it is (correctly) processed: only three states are necessary to
describe the behavior of orders and transition labels are the component methods involved
in order processing. Mutants were seeded in the source code of the Petstore
component and effectively produced failures in each of the transitions of the order
processing functionality. One of these mutants was only killed by the CSPE test suite.
Figure 7-10 (b) shows the incorrect processing of orders resulting from the mutant.

verifyOrder

fulfiHOrder

verifyOrder

createOrder

createOrder

verifyOrder / throwErro()

fulfSOrder
/ throwErroi()

verifyOrder
fulfMOrder

fulfilOrder / throwErroO

(a) Correct behavior

(b) Incorrect behavior

Figure 7-10: State Diagram of the Order Processing Functionality
This mutant enables an already fulfilled order to be once again fulfilled, which is
erroneous, without an exception being thrown. The correct source code represented in
Figure 7-10 (a) of the component is able to properly check the requested operation, and in
case it is erroneous throw the appropriate exception (throwError () in the diagram).
The mutated source code represented in Figure 7-10 (b) fails to properly check the
requested operation and the result is an erroneous state of the component. This mutant is
in fact the one shown in Figure 7-7.
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The reason that the CSPE technique killed all of the mutants seeded in the order
processing functionality of the component is that all possible transitions are modeled in
the derived CSPE constraints. The constraint c27 found in Table 7-2 defines a constraint
that covers the invocation of verifyOrder twice in a sequence. O f note, is that the
AME technique was able to kill all the other mutants in the invalid transitions. This is
because exception instance coverage addresses invalid invocations.
The clear and confirm/cancel functionality of the component is another other stateful
part of the component. It is used to clear the Petstore database of all o f the orders. This is
done

through

the

cancelClearPetstore

clearPetstore,

conf irmClearPetstore,

and

methods. The clearPestore method returns a confirmation

code, and clearing the database requires that the same confirmation code be provided in
the conf irmClearPetstore method. In the same way, the clearing of the database can
be revoked by calling the cancelClearPetstore method with the confirmation code.
A set of confirmation codes is maintained in the component. This behavior is described
by the state diagrams in Figure 7-12.

canotfGwrPtMore
/8row€*cepecn ()

(a) Correct behavior

(b) Incorrect behavior

Figure 7-12: State Diagram of the Petstore Clearing
Functionality
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In a correct scenario represented in Figure 7-12 (b),

clearPetstore

is first called on a

non-empty Petstore component and the provided confirmation code is stored in
confirmCodes.

Then,

confirmClearPetstore

(conf irmCodes .remove (code)

triggers

the

removal

action) of the confirmation code. When the client tries to

invoke the confirmClearPetstore method again with that same confirmation code,
the confirmation code is not found in the set off codes and an exception is thrown.
The incorrect behavior, represented in Figure 7-12 (b), begins with a call to either
confirmClearPetstore

or cancelClearPetstore. As a result of the mutants

neither of the methods properly remove the valid confirmation codes from the set of
maintained codes after their execution. The following invocations which then result in
failures, represented by two transitions denoted with broken type arrows, successfully use
the same “stale” confirmation code.
This allows the Petstore to be cleared multiple times with the same confirmation
code, or the clearing to be canceled with the same confirmation code multiple times. The
CSPE-based suite tested the abovementioned specific method invocations with the
constraints below.
c63=(confirmClearPetstore,confirmClearPetstore,p4)
c64=(confirmClearPetstore,cancelClearPetstore,p4)
c71=(cancelClearPetstore,confirmClearPetstore,p4)
c72=(cancelClearPetstore,cancelClearPetstore,p4)

CSPE therefore ensured that the faulty transitions in Figure 7-12 (b) were exercised
whereas the AME technique only verifies the basic Petstore clearing functionality by
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asserting that the database is empty after a confirm C learP etstore with valid
confirmation code, that it has been unaltered after a ca n celC learP etstore with valid
confirmation code, or that it has been unaltered and an exception has been thrown after a
con firm C learP etstore with an invalid confirmation code.

7.4.2 Analysis of Test Case Effectiveness
Another way to look at differences between CSPE and AME is to look at the
effectiveness of individual test cases in killing mutants. This is of interest for two
reasons. In practice, test cases may take a substantial time to run and verify. If test cases
for CSPE turn out to have a higher probability to detect faults, then failures would be
triggered earlier during the test process and more time would then be available for
debugging, correction, and testing. Furthermore, if for any practical reason, it turned out
not to be possible to run the entire test suite on a component, then high detection
probability for individual test cases would help retain more of the complete test suite
detection capability.
For each mutant, we first compute for both test suites the percentage of test cases
killing the mutant. Let ETcspe and ETame denote the ratio of the number of effective test
cases for the CSPE and AME. These ratios are estimates of the average test case
detection probability for each test technique. For all non-equivalent mutants, we then
compare the ETcspeand ETame distributions by using a paired t-test {Devore, 1991 #55}.
The test is one-tailed as we expect CSPE to perform better than AME for reasons that
have been described in Section 7.3.2. The results are shown in Table 7-6 and clearly
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suggest a very significant difference (p-value < 0.0001) of 12% in average fault detection
probability among test cases.
A plot of the differences between the paired samples of ETcspe and ETame is shown
in Figure 7-11. The 81 mutants are plotted on the x axis, and on the y axis is the value of

ETame- ETcspe for each mutant. The horizontal lines in the plot of Figure 7-11 represent,
from top to bottom: the 0 difference point, the upper limit of the standard deviation of the
mean difference, the mean difference, and the lower limit of the standard deviation of the
mean.

0.50.0
-0.5-

1.0
Row Number

Figure 7-11: The Difference in the Paired Samples of E T c s p e and E T a m e
Because test cases in CSPE and AME test suites tend to be of different size (Section
7.4.1), we also computed the detection ratios above but by accounting for the number of
methods in test cases. Let EMcspe and EMame be the set of mean weighted ratios of
effective test cases for the CSPE and AME techniques, respectively. A weighted ratio is
defined as the ratio of the number of methods involved in effective test cases to the total
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number of methods in the test suite. We also perform a one-tailed t-test and the results are
presented in Table 7-6. We can tell that the results are very similar to the previous test
though the average difference in ratios is slightly smaller: 9%. A similar diagram to
Figure 7-11 graphically depicting differences is shown in Figure 7-12. We can therefore
conclude, based on the Petstore component, that CSPE test cases have a higher
probability to kill mutants than AME test cases, whether weighted according to test case
size or not.

© 0.50.0 V

O -0.5-

1.0
Row Number

Figure 7-12: The Difference in the Paired Samples of E M

c sp e

and

EMame
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Table 7-6: The Mean and Mean Difference for the Two Set of
Ratios of Effective Test Cases in CSPE and AME

Mean

ETcspe

ETame

EMcspe

EMame

0.5391

0.4173

0.5492

0.4609

Mean Difference

0.1218

0.0883

t Value

-4.2470

-2.9796

Probability < t

< 0.0001

0.0019

7.4.3 Analysis of Test Suite Subset Effectiveness
Prompted by the results in the previous section on the effectiveness o f the individual
CSPE-based test cases, a heuristic was devised to select a subset of the CSPE-based test
cases and evaluate their effectiveness on the set of mutants. The test case subset was
selected such that it was of equal or lower cost than the total cost of the AME test suite.
The effectiveness o f the test suite subsets was measured with a simulated scenario
based on the original set of 81 effective mutants. The scenario considered is: a user
selects a subset of CSPE test cases based on a set of mutants and then uses this subset to
find actual faults. In order to simulate this we split our set of 81 mutants into two subsets:
one represents the user’s set of mutants (training mutants), and the other represents actual
faults in the system (evaluation mutants). We split the 81 mutants randomly into a
training set and an evaluation set. Because they split unevenly, the larger subset
(containing 41 mutants) is also chosen randomly.
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The size of the selected subset was determined by calculating the average cost of a
CSPE-based test case (3.311 methods per test case) and considering that the total cost of
the AME-based test suite is 22 methods. From this we determine the subset should be of
size 6, i.e., the sum of the cost of 6 CSPE test cases should be no more than 22 methods,
which is the size of the entire AME-based test suite. The heuristic for selecting an
effective subset of test cases is as follows:
1. Evaluate each test case according to the training mutants it kills {score).
2. Order the test cases in descending score order.
3. Select the first 6 test cases.
The test case subsets selected according to the heuristic and the training mutant sets were
then tested on the corresponding (the compliment set of mutants) evaluation mutant sets.
Over 10 training/evaluation sets the average number of evaluation mutants killed by
AME and CSPE were 37.9 and 40.5, respectively. Given that 40.5 is the maximum
possible average (recall that the 81 mutants split unevenly into training and mutant sets),
100% of the mutants were systematically killed by our subsets of 7 CSPE test cases
whereas AME killed an average of 94% of the mutants. A statistical test of significance,
whether we use a paired t-test or a non-parametric Wilcoxon signed rank test, indicates
that the difference is significant with a p-value < 0.0001. Furthermore, in terms of cost,
the average number o f methods in CSPE subsets was smaller than in the AME test suite:
19.2 and 22, respectively. We can therefore conclude that the heuristic presented above
can be effective at selecting a subset of CSPE test cases so as to significantly reduce its
cost while retaining its fault detection capability.
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7.4.4 Discussion
From Section 7.4.1, we have seen that five more mutants (out of 81) were killed by the
CSPE test suite than by the AME test suite. Now the question is whether such faults
would be of importance in practice. We have determined that these faults were related to
the state behavior of parts of the component. They were not detected as this state
behavior was not fully exercised by AME. From what we know on testing 0 0 systems
[6], detecting state behavior-related faults is crucial as many critical functionalities in
such systems exhibit such state-driven behavior. Many test techniques relying on detailed
design information or code are state-based [6] and are defined in terms of state model
coverage. This clearly reflects the fact that detecting such faults is of practical
importance. We can therefore conclude that CSPE is likely to be useful in detecting a
type of faults, namely state-based faults, that is going to be of practical importance.
The issue of repeatability is addressed, i.e., whether the CSPE-based test suite
mutation score and cost results are repeatable when suites are generated again based on
the same test specification (targeted functionality and criterion). When building an
adequate test suite, random variations can come from the construction of the initial
Eulerian graph and from the computation of the Euler tour (e.g., there are different ways
to traverse the Eulerian graph to produce the Euler tour). As a result, since there exist
many ways to build an adequate test suite for any of our criteria, is the mutation score and
suite cost we observe always comparable? A first answer is that, using various randomly
generated problems of varying sizes, the heuristic solution to the DRPP problem we use
was shown to be very often close to the optimal in [10]: more precisely, the heuristic
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based solution is on average within 1.4% of the optimal solution. This implies that the
cost of adequate test suites will not vary substantially across adequate test sets. As for the
effectiveness at detecting faults, we computed nine other Euler tours, thus building a total
of 10 adequate test suites for ANP-PC. We observed that the fault-detection results we
report above (Section 7.4.1) are consistent over those 10 sets and can therefore be trusted
as representative.
If we now turn our attention to the effectiveness ratios of individual test cases, we
have also seen (Section 7.4.2) that there is roughly a difference in detection probability of
10% between CSPE and AME test cases (from roughly 45% to 55%). Now the question
is whether this would help, in practice, the detection of failures earlier in the test process
and with smaller test suites, and whether this would make a practically significant
difference. This question is addressed in Section 7.4.3, where we show that using a
simple heuristic it is possible to select subsets that are more effective and less costly than
the entire AME-based test suite. In that same section these result were also shown to be
statistically significant. As for practical significance: given that component user takes the
time to evaluate the entire CSPE-base test suite (all test cases) on a training set of
mutants, it would in fact be possible to detect failures earlier in the test process and with
smaller test suites. Specifically, as the first option, the component user would be able to
sort the entire test suite according to the heuristic described in Section 7.4.3 and then
receive reports of detected faults earlier than if they were to run the entire test suite in
arbitrary order. As the second option, the component user would be able to use only a
subset of the test suite (a relatively small number of test cases) selected according to the
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same heuristic and subsequently only use that small number of test cases to benefit from
the CSPE technique with none of the associated high cost.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
The problem addressed by this thesis (Chapter 2) is that of testing o f Commercial-off-theShelf (COTS) component by the component user in a typical situation where the
component vendor does not provide the user with the component’s source code and
design documentation. The lack of source code and design documentation limits the
component users with respect to the information they can use in adequately testing the
component in their specific environment.
The problem was approached in this thesis by first proposing a framework describing
component vendor and user responsibilities and tasks which would serve as groundwork
for a COTS component testing strategy (Section 4.1). Then, an existing black box testing
technique (Constraint on Succeeding and Preceding Events (CSPE)) and predicate testing
techniques were adapted and combined in our definition of testing criteria for COTS
components (Section 4.3). In another contribution, we described how CSPE-based test
suites can be modeled with a directed graph, and how a graph-based optimization
technique can be applied to automatically generate efficient CSPE-based test sequences.
A test sequence generation prototype tool PrestoSequence was implemented (Chapter
6). The PrestoSequence tool was implemented in Java and takes as input XML files
describing the component metadata and test specification, and generates adequate test
sequences.
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The case studies conducted were based on two example components. The two case
studies were designed to evaluate: a) the cost of adequate test sets for criteria based on
CSPE by comparing our graph-based approach with a simpler approach available in the
literature; and b) the effectiveness of the generated CSPE-based test suites at detecting
faults. The results showed that our graph-based test sequence generation approach
consistently generated test sequences of lower cost (point a)): up to 54% improvement in
some cases. The effectiveness of the CSPE-based test suites suggested in the second case
study (point b)) that there are some mutants which are only likely to be killed by our
approach and require using specific method and states sequences during test execution: 5
of the 81 mutants we seeded in the program were only killed by the CSPE suite and not
the AME one. Based on a careful analysis of these mutants, it was determined that in
practice such types of faults are likely to be of critical importance. Additionally, it was
shown with statistical significance that the individual CSPE test cases were more likely to
kill mutants than the test cases of the AME technique, and that it is possible to select
subsets of CSPE test suites that are more effective and less costly than the entire AMEbased test suite.
Some o f the areas for future work based on this thesis are: a closer examination of
effectiveness of the technique on a larger COTS component, investigation into the
application of the technique in integration testing of component-based systems, and
further expansion of the testing framework including support of full automation.
Although the Petstore case study was sufficient to highlight the effectiveness of the
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technique, a large COTS component (ideally an actual commercial product) might give
more insight into how this technique should be further developed.
The CSPE-based technique should also be evaluated for use in integration testing of
component-based systems. For instance, it could be used to test a set of COTS
components, where the set can be seen as one large COTS component itself. Such an
application of the technique would require a method by which the interaction of the
composed components is tested. Similarly to the work presented in Section 3.6, the
technique could also be used to test the integration of COTS components with other nonCOTS components and the component container.
The parts of the COTS testing framework that were not addressed in this thesis and
should be addressed in future work include: automation of CSPE constraint generation
and predicate generation, automation of test scaffolding generation. Additionally, the
exact version of the graph-based algorithm should be considered as an alternative
algorithm that may provide more improvement on the cost of generated test sequences.
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Appendix A
Petstore Mutants
The table below contains full listing of all o f the mutants seeded in the Petstore case
study. The table contains the mutant id (which also identifies the type of mutant), the
source file, the correct source code, and the mutated source code. In addition to the
source file, the second column also specifies the line range where the mutant was seeded.
Empty cells in the correct source column denote that the mutant is a newly added line,
and empty cells in the mutated source denote that the mutant was a deleted line.
Mutant

Source File
and
Location

Correct Source

Mutated Source

AOR-1

OrderEJB.java
46.52
OrderEJB.java
46,52
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 51.57
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 52.58
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 68,74
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 73.79
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 74.80
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 93.99
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 102,108

u i d = o r d e r D a te .h a s h C o d e O o r d e r lte m .h a s h C o d e ( ) ;
u i d = o r d e r D a te .h a s h C o d e O +
o r d e r lte m .h a s h C o d e ( ) ;
i f ( o r d e r S t a t e ==
O rderS tate.U N V E R IF IE D ) {
J M S U til. sendT oJM SQ ueue(JNDIName
s . QUEUE_ORDER, o r d e r
. lo o k u p (JNDINam es. ORDER_LOCALHO
ME) ;
i f ( o r d e r S t a t e ==
O rd e rS ta te .V E R IF IE D ) {
J M S U til. sendToJM SQueue(JNDIName
s.QUEUE_ORDER, o r d e r
. lo o k u p (JNDINames . ORDER_LOCALHO
ME) ;
r e t u r n ( o r d e r l d . t o S t r i n g () *
" * d a t e . t o S t r i n g () * " , ■ *
ite m
. lo o k u p (JNDINames. ORDER_LOCALHO
ME) ;
if
( c l e a r C o n f i r m C o d e s .c o n t a in s ( c o n
f ir m C o d e ) ) {
. lo o k u p (JN D IN am es. ORDER_DATASOU
RCE);
r e t u r n 0;

u i d = o rd e r D a te .h a s h C o d e O o r d e r lte m .h a s h C o d e ( ) ;
u i d = o r d e r D a te .h a s h C o d e O *
o r d e r lte m .h a s h C o d e ( ) ;
i f ( o r d e r S t a t e ==
O rd e rS ta te .V E R IF IE D ) {
JM S U til. sendToJM SQueue(JNDIName
s . ORDER_LOCALHOME, o r d e r
. lo o k u p (JNDINam es. QUEUE_ORDER) ;

. p r e p a r e S t a t e m e n t ( "DELETE FROM
ORDERS");
c le a r C o n f ir m C o d e s . r e m o v e ( c o n f i r
m C ode);
if
(c le a r C o n f ir m C o d e s . c o n t a i n s (co n
fir m C o d e ) ) {

. p r e p a r e S t a t e m e n t (" DELETE FROM
ORDERSSS" ) ;
c le a rC o n fir m C o d e s . r e m o v e ( c o n f i r
mCode. s u b s t r i n g ( 3 ) ) ;
if
(c le a rC o n firm C o d e s . c o n t a i n s ( c o n
firm C o d e . s u b s t r i n g ( 3 ) ) ) {

A O R -2
C R P -1 0
C R P-11
C R P -1 2
C R P -1 3
C R P -1 4
C R P -1 5
C R P -1 6

C R P -1 7
C R P -1 8

C R P -1 9

CRP-1
CRP-20
CRP-21
CRP-22

PetstoreEJB.j
ava 109.115
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 127,133
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 129.135
OrderEJB.java
38,44
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 132.138
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 136,142
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 149,155

i f ( o r d e r S t a t e ==
O rderS tate.U N V E R IF IE D ) {
J M S U til. sendToJM SQueue(JNDIName
s.ORDER_LOCALHOME, o r d e r
. lo o k u p (JNDINames. QUEUE_ORDER) ;
r e t u r n ( o r d e r l d . t o S t r i n g () +
" + d a t e . t o S t r i n g () + ", " +
i t e m . s u b s t r i n g (3)
. lo o k u p (JNDINames. QUEUE_ORDER) ;
if
( c le a r C o n f i r m C o d e s .c o n t a in s ( c o n
firm C o d e .s u b s trin g (3 ))) {
. lo o k u p (JNDINam es. QUEUE_ORDER) ;
re tu rn 3;
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CRP-23
CRP-24

PetstoreEJB.j
ava 150,156
JNDlUtil.java
21,27

CRP-25

JNDINames.ja
va 1,7

CRP-26

JNDINames.ja
va 3,9

CRP-27

JNDINames.ja
va 5,11

CRP-28

JNDINames.ja
va7,13

CRP-29

JNDINames.ja
va 9,13

CRP-2

OrderProcess
orMDB.java
21.27
JMSUtil.java
25,31
JMSUtil.java
28,34
OrderProcess
orMDB.java
46.52
OrderProcess
orMDB.java
51,57
OrderProcess
orMDB.java
56,62
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 30,36
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 32,38
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 34,40

CRP-30
CRP-31
CRP-3
CRP-4
CRP-5
CRP-6
CRP-7
CRP-8
CRP-9
EHR-10
EHR-11
EHR-12

PetstoreEJB.j
ava 46.52
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 151.157
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 153,159
JNDlUtil.java
11,18

EHR-13

JNDlUtil.java
23,30

EHR-1

OrderEJB.java
34,41
OrderProcess
orMDB.java
40,46
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 58,64

EHR-2
EHR-4

c le a r C o n f ir m C o d e s .r e m o v e ( c o n f ir
m C ode);
o b je c t =
g e t l n i t i a l C o n t e x t ( ) . lo o k u p (n a m e
);
p u b lic s t a t i c f i n a l S trin g
QUEUE_CONNECTION_FACTORY =
" C o n n e c tio n F a c to r y " ;
p u b lic s t a t i c f i n a l S trin g
QUEUE_ORDER =
" q u e u e /p e ts to re /O rd e r" ;
p u b lic s t a t i c f i n a l S trin g
ORDER_DATASOURCE =
" j a v a : D e fa u ltD S ";
p u b lic s t a t i c f i n a l S trin g
ORDER_LOCALHOME =
" e jb /p e ts to re /O rd e r* ;
p u b lic s t a t i c f i n a l S trin g
PETSTORE_HOME =
" e jb /p e ts to re /P e ts to re " ;
. lo o k u p (JNDINames . ORDER_LOCALHO
ME) ;

c le a rC o n fir m C o d e s . r e m o v e ( c o n f ir
mCode. s u b s t r i n g ( 3 ) ) ;
o b je c t =
g e t l n i t i a l C o n t e x t ( ) .lo o k u p (n a m e
.s u b s tr in g (3 ));
p u b lic s t a t i c f i n a l S tr in g
QUEUE_CONNECTION_FACTORY =
" C o n n e c t io n F a c to r y s s s " ;
p u b lic s t a t i c f i n a l S trin g
QUEUE_ORDER =
" q u e u e / p e t s t o r e / O r d e r s s s ";
p u b lic s t a t i c f i n a l S trin g
ORDER_DATASOURCE =
"j a v a : D e f a u l t D S s s s " ;
p u b lic s t a t i c f i n a l S tr in g
ORDER_LOCALHOME =
" e jb /p e ts to re /O rd e rs s s " ;
p u b lic s t a t i c f i n a l S tr in g
PETSTORE_HOME =
" e jb /p e ts to re /P e ts to re s s s " ;
. lo o k u p (JNDINames. QUEUE_ORDER) ;

. lo o k u p (JN D IN am es. QUEUE_CONNECT
ION_FACTORY);
QueueSession.AUTO_ACKNOWLEDGE);

. lo o k u p (JNDINames.QUEUE_ORDER);

o r d e r . s e t O r d e r S t a t e (O r d e r S t a t e .
UNVERIFIED) ;

Q u e u e S e s s io n . CLIENT^ACKNOWLEDGE
);
o r d e r .s e tO rd e rS ta te ( O rd e r S ta te .
VERIFIED);

o r d e r . s e t O r d e r S t a t e (O r d e r S t a t e .
V ERIFIED );

o r d e r . s e t O r d e r S t a t e (O r d e r S t a t e .
UNVERIFIED);

o r d e r . s e t O r d e r S t a t e (O r d e r S t a t e .
FULFILLED);

o r d e r .s e tO r d e r S ta te ( O r d e r S ta te .
V ERIFIED);

. lo o k u p (JNDINames. ORDER_LOCALHO
ME) ;
o r d e r . s e tO r d e rS ta te (O rd e rS ta te .
NEW) ;
J M S U til. sendToJM SQueue(JNDIName
S.QUEUE_ORDER,
o r d e r . g e tO rd e rld (),
. lo o k u p (JNDINam es. ORDER_LOCALHO
ME) ;
th ro w new P e t s t o r e E x c e p t i o n ( ) ;

. lo o kup(JN D IN am es. QUEUE_ORDER);
o r d e r .s e tO r d e r S ta te ( O r d e r S ta te .
VERIFIED);
J M S U til. sendToJMSQueue(JNDIName
s . ORDER_LOCALHOME,
o r d e r .g e tO r d e r ld 0 ,
. look u p (JN D IN am es. QUEUE_ORDER) ;

th ro w new E J B E x c e p tio n ( " E r r o r
c le a r in g th e d a ta b a s e .. . “ );
th ro w new
R u n tim e E x c e p tio n ( " F a i l e d t o
c re a te In itia lC o n te x t [’ +
e .g e tM e s s a g e () + " ] ” ) ;
th ro w new
R u n tim e E x c e p tio n ( "JNDI lo o k u p
f a i l u r e f o r [" + name + “ ] .
R e a so n [" + e .g e tM e s s a g e () e .p r in tS ta c k T r a c e () ;
th ro w new E J B E x c e p tio n ( " E r r o r
p r o c e s s i n g o r d e r __ " ) ;
th ro w new P e t s t o r e E x c e p t i o n ( ) ;
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EHR-5
EHR-8
EHR-9
ROR-1
ROR-2
ROR-3
ROR-4
ROR-5
ROR-6
ROR-7
SDL-10
SDL-11
SDL-12
SDL-13
SDL-14
SDL-15
SDL-16
SDL-17
SDL-18

PetstoreEJB.j
ava 78,84
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 137,143
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 139,145
JNDlUtil.java
7.13
JMSUtil.java
35,41
JMSUtil.java
38,44
JMSUtil.java
41.47
JMSUtil.java
44,50
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 51,57
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 71,77
OrderProcess
orMDB.java
33.39
OrderProcess
orMDB.java
34,40
OrderProcess
orMDB.java
36,42
OrderProcess
orMDB.java
37.43
OrderProcess
orMDB.java
46,52
OrderProcess
orMDB.java
51.57
OrderProcess
orMDB.java
56,62
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 32,38
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 34,41

SDL-19

PetstoreEJB.j
ava 52,59

SDL-20

PetstoreEJB.j
ava 74,81

SDL-22

PetstoreEJB.j
ava 120,126
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 133,139
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 134,140
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 135,141
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 136.142
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 150,156

SDL-23
SDL-24
SDL-25
SDL-26
SDL-28

th ro w new P e t s t o r e E x c e p t i o n ( ) ;
th ro w new P e t s t o r e E x c e p t i o n ( ) ;
th ro w new E J B E x c e p tio n ( e ) ;
if

( j n d iC o n te x t == n u l l )

if

( s e n d e r != n u l l )

if

( s e s s i o n != n u l l )

if

(cn n != n u l l )

if

( i c != n u l l )

{

{
{

{
{

i f ( o r d e r S t a t e ==
O rderS tate.U N V E R IF IE D ) {
i f ( o r d e r S t a t e ==
O rd e rS tate .V E R IF IE D ) {
fu lfillO rd e r(o rd e r);

if

( j n d iC o n te x t != n u l l )

if

( s e n d e r == n u l l )

if

( s e s s i o n == n u l l )

if

(cn n == n u l l )

if

( i c == n u l l )

{
{

{

{

i f ( o r d e r S t a t e >=
O rderS tate.U N V E R IF IE D ) {
i f ( o r d e r S t a t e >=
O rd e rS tate .V E R IF IE D ) {

b re a k ;

lo g O rd e r(o rd e r);

b re a k ;

o r d e r . s e tO rd e rS ta te (O rd e rS ta te .
UNVERIFIED);
o r d e r . s e tO r d e rS ta te (O rd e rS ta te .
VERIFIED);
o r d e r . s e tO rd e rS ta te (O rd e rS ta te .
FULFILLED);
o r d e r . s e tO r d e rS ta te (O rd e rS ta te .
NEW) ;
J M S U til. sendToJMSQueue(JNDIName
s . QUEUE_ORDER,
o rd e r .g e tO rd e rld t), f a ls e ) ;
J M S U til. sendToJMSQueue(JNDIName
S.QUEUE_ORDER,
o r d e r . g e tO rd e r ld ( ) , f a l s e ) ;
J M S U til. sendToJMSQueue(JNDIName
S . QUEUE_ORDER,
o r d e r .g e tO r d e r ld () . f a l s e ) ;
c le a rC o n fir m C o d e s . a d d (co n firm C o
d e );
d r o p T a b le . e x e c u t e ( ) ;
d ro p T a b le .c lo s e ( ) ;
c o n .c lo s e ();
c le a rC o n fir m C o d e s . r e m o v e ( c o n f ir
m C ode);
c le a rC o n fir m C o d e s . r e m o v e ( c o n f ir
m C ode);
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{

SDL-2
SDL-32
SDL-33
SDL-34
SDL-35
SDL-36
SDL-3
SDL-4
SDL-5
SDL-6
SDL-7
SDL-8
SDL-9
SVR-10
SVR-11
SVR-12
SVR-13
SVR-14
SVR-15
SVR-16
SVR-17
SVR-18
SVR-1
SVR-2
SVR-3
SVR-4
SVR-5
SVR-6

OrderEJB.java
46.52
JMSUtil.java
33,39
JMSUtil.java
36.42
JMSUtil.java
39.45
JMSUtil.java
42.48
JMSUtil.java
45.51
OrderEJB.java
48.54
OrderEJB.java
49.55
OrderEJB.java
50.56
OrderProcess
orMDB.java
27.33
OrderProcess
orMDB.java
28.34
OrderProcess
orMDB.java
30.36
OrderProcess
orMDB.java
31.37
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 50.56
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 53.59
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 69,75
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 72,78
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 75.81
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 94,100
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 98.104
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 110,116
JMSUtil.java
27,33
OrderEJB.java
32,38
OrderEJB.java
46,52
OrderEJB.java
48,54
OrderEJB.java
50.55
OrderEJB.java
48.53
OrderProcess
orMDB.java
23,29

u i d = o rd e r D a te .h a s h C o d e O
o r d e r lte m .h a s h C o d e ( ) ;
s e n d e r . s e n d (m sg ) ;

+

s e n d e r .c lo s e ();
s e s s io n .c lo s e ();
c n n .c lo s e ();
ic .c lo s e O ;
s e t O r d e r ld t n e w I n t e g e r ( u i d ) ) ;
s e tO rd e rD a te (o rd e rD a te );
s e tO r d e rlte m ( o rd e rIte m );
p ro c e e d O rd e r(o rd e r);

b re a k ;

v e rify O rd e r(o rd e r);

b reak ;

In te g e r o rd e r S ta te =
o r d e r .g e tO r d e r S ta te ();
. g e tO rd e r ld ( ) , f a l s e ) ;

In te g e r o rd e r S ta te =
o r d e r . g e t O r d e r S t a t e 0 + 3;
. g e t O r d e r l d () * 3 . f a l s e ) ;

O rd e rL o c a l o r d e r = (O rd e rL o c a l)
o rd erH o m e. fin d B y P rim a ry K e y (o r d e
rid ) ;
In te g e r o rd e r S ta te =
o r d e r .g e tO r d e r S ta te () ;
. g e tO rd e r ld ( ) , f a l s e ) ;

O rd e rL o c a l o r d e r = (O rd e rL o c a l)
o rd erH o m e. fin d B y P rim a ry K e y (o rd e
r i d + 3 );
In te g e r o rd e rS ta te =
o r d e r . g e t O r d e r S t a t e () *■ 3 ;
. g e t O r d e r l d ()
3, f a l s e ) ;

O rd e rL o c a l o r d e r = (O rd e rL o c a l)
o rd erH o m e. f in d B y P rim a ry K ey (o r d e
rid ) ;
o rd e r S ta te =
o rd e r .g e tO r d e r S ta te () ;
i n t count =
o rd erH o m e. o r d e r C o u n t( ) ;
s e s s io n =
c n n . c r e a t e Q u e u e S e s s io n (t r a n s a c t
ed.
r e t u r n e jb S e l e c tO r d e r C o u n t( ) ;

O rd e rL o c a l o r d e r = (O rd e rL o c a l)
o rd erH o m e. fin d B y P rim a ry K e y (o rd e
r i d + 3 );
o rd e r S ta te =
o r d e r . g e t O r d e r S t a t e () * 3;
in t count =
o rd erH o m e. o rd e r C o u n t ()
3;
s e s s io n =
c n n .c r e a t e Q u e u e S e s s io n ( ! t r a n s a c
te d .
r e t u r n e jb S e l e c tO r d e r C o u n t() +
3;
u i d = o rd e r D a te .h a s h C o d e O +
o r d e r I t e m . h a s h C o d e () + 3;
s e tO r d e r ld ( n e w I n t e g e r ( u i d *
3));
o r d e r I te m =
o rd e r lte m . s u b s tr i n g (3 );
u i d = u i d + 3;

u i d = o r d e r D a t e . h a sh C o d e () +
o r d e r lte m .h a s h C o d e ( ) ;
s e t O r d e r ld t n e w I n t e g e r ( u i d ) ) ;

O rd e rL o c a l o r d e r =
o rd erH o m e. fin d B y P rim a ry K e y (o rd e
rid );

O rd e rL o c a l o r d e r =
o rd erH o m e. fin d B y P rim a ry K e y (o r d e
r i d + 3 );
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OrderProcess
orMDB.java
25.31
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 36,42

s w it c h ( o r d e r S t a t e )

SVR-9

PetstoreEJB.j
ava 47,53

UOI-1

PetstoreEJB.j
ava 51,57
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 73,79
PetstoreEJB.j
ava 127,133

O rd e rL o c a l o r d e r = (O rd e rL o c a l)
o rd e rH o m e .fin d B y P rim a ry K e y (o rd e
rid );
i f ( o r d e r S t a t e ==
O r d e r S t a t e . UNVERIFIED) {
i f ( o r d e r S t a t e ==
O rd e rS ta te .V E R IF IE D ) {
if
( c le a r C o n f ir m C o d e s . c o n t a i n s ( c o n
fir m C o d e ) ) {
if
( c le a r C o n f ir m C o d e s . c o n t a i n s ( c o n
f irm C o d e )) {

SVR-7
SVR-8

UOI-2
UOI-3
UOI-4

PetstoreEJB.j
ava 149,155

{

re tu rn
o r d e r . g e tO rd e rld ( ) . in tV a lu e ();

s w it c h ( o r d e r S t a t e + 3 )

{

re tu rn
o r d e r . g e t O r d e r l d ( ) . i n t V a l u e () +
3;
O rd e rL o c a l o r d e r = (O rd e rL o c a l)
o rd erH o m e. fin d B y P rim a ry K e y (o rd e
r i d + 3) ;
i f ( ! ( o r d e r S t a t e ==
O r d e r S t a t e . UNVERIFIED)) {
i f ( ! ( o r d e r S t a t e ==
O rd e rS ta te .V E R IF IE D )) {
if
( ! c l e a r C o n f ir m C o d e s .c o n ta i n s ( c o
n f ir m C o d e ) ) {
if
( ! c le a r C o n f ir m C o d e s .c o n ta i n s ( c o
n f ir m C o d e ) ) {
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